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Higdon Defeats Reeves;
Local Voter Turnout Light

018
VICTORY CELEBRATION — David Buckingham, center,
was flanked by his parents Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Buckingham
and more than 50 supporters following his victory in Tuesday
night's general election. Buckingham defeated Marshall Countian Pal G.Howard for the district judgeship.
Photo By Jennie B. Gordon

By MATT SANDERS
News Editor
Aided by a strong local vote,
David Buckingham, 30-yearold assistant Calloway County
attorney, defeated Pal G.
Howard for District Judge on a
combined vote of 5,954 to 3,277.
Calloway Countians cast
4,613 votes for Buckingham,
more than for any other candidate, to 534 for Howard. In
Marshall County, Howard
totalled 2,743 to Buckingham's
1,341.
County Clerk Marvin Harris
said the turnout at the polls
"was light." An official count
of the number of voters Tuesday has not been determined,
Harris added. There are 15,970
registered voters in the county,
he said.
For first district state
senator, Greg Higdon, Fancy
Farm, won four of the six
district counties in defeating
Murrayan Ray Reeves 6,766 to
5,119.
A rundown of the voting included:
Calloway — Reeves, 2,716;

Higdon,1,167.
cal race were Ralph McCuiston,
Graves — Higdon, 3,617; 1,244, and Jan Heller,512.
Reeves, 1,173.
In uncontested races, Holmes
Carlisle — Higdon, 747; Ellis (eceived 1,768 votes for
Reeves, 195.
mayor and George Weeks
Hickman — Higdon, 509; totalled 3,922 votes for county
Reeves,495.
judge-executive.
In the magistrates' races,
Fulton -- Higdon. 590;
Reeves,388.
Clyde B. Hale totalled 905 votes
Marshall — Reeves, 152, in the first district; Gil Hopson
738 in the second district;
Higdon,136.
In the county sheriff's race, Ralph Bogard 1,260 in the third
David Balentine, who recerved
the bemocratic nomination in
the May primary, defeated
write-in candidate Bill Bailey
3,014 to 1,094.
The 12 winners Of the Murray
City Council race, and their
totals, were Dr. C. C. Lowry,
1,731; Steve Sammons, 1,505:
Mac Fitts, 1,441; John Ed Scott,
1,432; J. H. Nix, 1,396; L. D.
Miller, 1,385; , Keith Hays,
1,379; David Hill, 1,357;
Howard Koenen, 1,350; Ruby
Hale, 1,295;. Tommy Sanders,
1,271; and W. R. Furches, 1,258.
Incumbents are Lowry, Sammons, Fitts, Nix, Miller,
Koenen,Hale and Furches.
Other candidates in the coun-

district; and Dan Miller 959 in
'
the fourth &Strict
Tommy Walker received
3.728 in the coroner's race He
is the incumbent.
Freed Curd totalled 3,836
votes for fifth district state
representative. Max Parker
received 3.801 votes for county
attorney. Ann Wilson got 4,017
votes for circuit court clerk.
Continued On Page 2)

'Young Judge Ready To Take Office

Buckingham Wins District Judge Race
By PHYLLIS J. OSBORNE
Staff Writer
The celebration was in full
swing last night for David
Buckingham.
After posting a sound victory
in the district judge's race,
Buckingham wag."1urrounded
by his parents and more than 50
supporters at a post-campaign
celebration.
But today he planned to be
back in his law office and
business will continue as usual
for the 22-year old judge-elect.
"I've got to be in the traffic
division of district court
Wednesday afternoon. During
the next 45 days I'll be in the
process of closing my law practice so I can take office on
January 21," he said. Buckingham currently serves as
assistant county attorney.
During the festivities following the ballot count Buckingham said he received many
special congratulatory calls.
District Judge Sid Easley called to congratulate the man who
will fill his seat. gasley chose
not to seek another term in the
office.
It was only about an hour
after the polls closed that Buckingham began to smell victory
in the air. "About 7 p.m. I
realized I was getting more
support out of Marshall County
than my opponent was getting
in Calloway County. At that
time I realized Calloway County was voting more people than
they voted in the May
Primary," he said.
The smiling judge-elect did
admit nearly a week ago he
began to feel more confident
about his chances of winning
the judgeship. "I'd say during
the last week of the campaign I
could tell the people of

Calloway County were becoming more interested," Buckingham said.
He explained there were
more people on the campaign
trail for the general election
than during the primary. He
said,"during that last week the
people working for me could
really sense things were picking up,"
Buckingham feels there was
more interest in the general
election in Calloway County
because of the state senate
race. "Both counties voted
9,500 to 10,000 in the primary, I
knew the turnout wouldn't be as
much in the fall. But I really expected the vote to be 1,000 more

than it was."
This campaign was easier for
the new judge in that he had
gained experience from the
last. "I think the spring was
in the spring I
tougher be
was completely unexperienced
in any kind of election process," he explained. Plus he
said there were 10 times more
people on his campaign banewagon than In the spring. But
most he attributes winning to
the people. "I think the reason I
won was because the people of
Calloway County got interested
and got out and voted." Buckingham posted 4,613 votes to his
oipponent, Pal Howard's 534. In
Marshall County he also had a

good showings with 1,341.
Howard posted the most in
Marshall County with 2,743.
The total: Buckingham, 5,954
A most gracious winner
Buckingham asked to, "thank
the Calloway County voters but
also the Marshall County
voters. Quite a few more than I
anticipated voted for me in
Marshall County,I don't really
know what to attEihute that to
other than I %/invited hard in
Marshall County."
"I think this is a good sign for
the people of Marshall and
Calloway Counties in sticking
together, uniting and keeping
this office in Calloway County," he said.

unorthodox campaign that
bypassed the traditional
politicians.
Phil Thompson, the state
chamber leader who fought the
amendment, echoed that view
Tuesday night, saying that he
ttiought the amendment was
turned down as an issue and
that Brown's administration
was not the question.
As for what the defeat does to
Brown's purported ambition to
run for president in 1984, the
governor said he has not even
given serious thought to any
such campaign.
aut he faces the 1982
Legislature at mid-term, as his
Lame duck predecessors have,
without the clout of a possible
second term.
"I like to think we'll come
through as we did in the 1980
session," said the governor,the
first who has avoided interfer(Continued On Page 2)

Calloway School Board
Votes To Expel Students

may rain
Increasing cloudiness today with a chance of
showers-rand
thundershowers. Highs in
the low 70s. Mostly cloudy
tonight with a good chance
of showers'and possible
thundershowers. Lows in the
mid 50s. Showers ending on
Thursday with highs in the
upper 60s.

' today's index
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Brown A Lame Duck
After Amendment Loses
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Derhocrat John Y. Brown Jr. is
a lame duck governor today, by
virtue of a resounding defeat of
a proposed constitutional
amendment which would have
allowed him and other state
officials to seek a second term.
"The people didn't know
about the issue and apparently
we didn't do an effective job,"
the 47-year-old former Kentucky Fried Chicken executive
said. "We got beat and we accept that.
By a margin of about 63 percent to 37 percent, Kentuckians
rejected the proposal which
also would have allowed
sheriffs to pi.n again
Indefinitely. Currently, those
officeholders in Kentucky are
limited to one,four-year term.
"I do like to think this is not a
rejection of my administration," said Brown, who came to
power several years ago in an

cloudy day;

Two Sections-24
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NEW SENATOR — Graves countian Greg Higdon detested
Republican Ray Reeves Tuesday night. Higdon will take the
state senate seat after January 1. Higdon totaled 6,766 votes to
Reeves'5,119. The new senator indicated be was surprised with
his showing in Calloway County. Reeves netted 1,549 more
votes than his opponent in Calloway County's 24 precincts.

LONGHAND — County Clerk Marvin Harris (kneeling, center) and other members of 1.16e election
commission, unrolled the write-in ballot from Hazel on the floor to tabulate the returns.

Upon recommendation from
the superintendent, the
Calloway County School Board
voted unanimously to expel two
high school students for the remainder of the school year. The
students allegedly possessed
marijuana on the high school
campus, a board spokesman
said.
The vote was taken in a
special meeting of the board
Tuesday. Representatives for
each student met individually
with the board members in execiftive session before .Supt.
Jack' Rose- made his recommendation to the board.
Rose 'declined .to release;the.
names or grade levels of (he
students. The superintendent
also would not say if the incident,s were related. The incidents did -occur during the
same day, Rose said.
The board heard each student's case separately.
The recommendation also
gave the students an opinion to

submit by 1)ec. 1 a written request for readmission to school
at the stank,' of the spring
semester.
The request can be sent to
any school or administrative
official, Rose said. If a request
is received, it will be discussed
by a committee consisting of
Jerry Ainley, high school principal; Billy Nix, high school
assistant principal; and
Johnny Bohannon, assistant
superintendent. The corrujiittee
will deterilline if the matter
should be resubmitted to the
board for reconsideration,
Rose said.
Regardless of such a request,
the ilt-tidents
mated "tO classes during. the
current semester, Rose said. All classes will have to be
retaken before- credit can be
issued;Bohannon added.
According to a spokesman in
the Calloway County Sheriff's
Office, both students were petitioned to juvenile court.

,
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Attorney Plans Appeal
Of Suspension Decision
By PHYLLLS J. OSBORNE
Staff Writer
A Mayfield attorney who was
suspended from practicing law
by the Kentucky Supreme
Court Tuesday says he haa not
seen the Court's order.
L. M. Tipton Reed, Jr., said
today he will file a petition
before the Supreme Court for a
rehearing on the charges
against him. "Until that is
heard I will continue to practice law," he said. Reed said
his petition must be filed with
the clerk of the Supreme Court
within 20 days. Until the matter
is resolved he refused comment
about the charges.
In an order entered by the
Supreme Court Reed was
suspended for a period of one
year. He serves as Graves
County Assistant Commonwealth's Attorney. His
father, L. M. T. Reed Sr., is the
Commonwealth's attorney and
Reed's law partner.
Assistant director of the Kentucky Bar Association Michael
Hooper said Reed had been the
subject of complaints from
three clients about a year ago.
Reed then failed to respond to
copies of two complaints. He
responded with false
statements to the third, Hooper

explained. The bar association's Inquiry Tribunal,similar
to a grand jury, issued formal
chargesagainst Reed. When he
failed to respond to those
charges, the bar's Board of
Governors recommended the
suspension to the Kentucky
Supreme Court.
The complaints against the
Mayfield attorney centered
around neglect. He had supposedly failed to communicate
adequately with his clients and
allow cases to linger for seven
to eight years despite frequent
communications from the bar
association about client complaints.
The one-year suspension is
considerd a stiff penalty for
any attorney, however more
strict penalities can be levied
by the Supreme Court. They
may elect to suspend an attorney for up to five years or
chose disbarment.
Hooper said Reed may request a re-hearing on the
charges. If the suspension
stands following that step, he
may request his license be
reinstated after one year. He
will be required -to pass a
character and fitness examination at that time before he can
begin practicing law again.

Amendment

HOUSE DESTROYED — Despite efforts by the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad, a house owned by J. 0. Collins on
the Irvan Cobb Road was destroyed by fire Tuesday night. The
fire possibly started in a storage room, a squad spokesman

said. Cause was unknown,he added.The squad responded with
nine men and three trucks. Mel Rentels resided in the house,No
injuries were reported.
—Photo by Jennie B.Gordon

President Gets No Clear Message

Off-year elections for goverIn Virginia, where Robb and jected a $750 million highway
In Albany, N.Y., 72-year-old
offered no clear message to
nor
Coleman
differed hardly at all bond issue in West Virginia, Mayor Erastus Corning II,first
e.
President Reagan or his op- over Reagan's economic goals, turned down overwhelmingly a elected in 1941, easily won an
(Continued From page 1)
"I am not going to use hind- position today as Democrats unofficial returns gave Robb tuition tax credit proposal in llth term.
ing with the General Assembly.
Republican National Corn- sight, I felt like we did the best celebrated a comeback in 769,422 votes, or 53.7 percent, to Washington, D.C., and came to
Rejection ot a proposed conmitteman Larry Forgy, one of we were capable of doing," Virginia and both parties Coleman's 662,788, or 46.3 the' rescue of an 81-year-old stitutional amendment to
East Texas farmer threatened remove the ban on Kentucky
the first to come out strongly Brown said. "I respect the peo- awaited the final count from a percent.
That ended 12 years of with loss of his land because of state officials seeking reagainst the amendment, ple's decision. Perhaps I got too 'near dead-heat in New Jersey.
Charles S. Robb, the Republican control of the a title defect dating back 140 election was a blow to
idealistic of whether good
commented:
politically conservative son-in- governor's office.
years.
"There's an old saying that government can survive."
Democratic Gov., John Y.
Big-city mayors easily re- Brown, who was viewed as anxBoth parties had hoped for
Brown insisted that the law of the late President Lynwhen you commit the flag,
you'd better take the beach. By amendment did no more than don B. Johnson, restored the decisive victories that would elected included Edward Koch ious to use a second term as a
failing to take the beach, Gov. strike another blow at "the old Democrats to control of the enable them to claim a public of New York, George Voinovich base for a 1984 presidential
Brown has been injured some." politics" by letting people Virginia governor's office with mandate either for or against of Cleveland, Coleman Young campaign.
of Detroit, Richard Caliguiri of
Brown was content to say decide whether to reward or re- a surprisingly easy victory Reagan's economic program.
Gov. Jay Rockefeller of West
Republican
AtTuesday
over
Pittsburgh, Donald Fraser of Virginia, another politically
The
Democrats
were
anxious
that "I learned one thing. I ject an officeholder.
think everyone likes a good
Amendment supporters torney General J. Marshall for a sign that they were re- Minneapolis, Margaret Hance ambitious Democrat, also saw
bounding from their drubbing of Phoenix and Charles Royer a favored proposal go awry
fight every four years and
hoped that a big margin in the Coleman.
But in New Jersey, where one year ago at the hands of of Seattle.
maybe they were afraid they populous Louisville area would
when voters rejected his appeal
Thirman L. Milner was for the bond issue, which would
would lose the opportunity if offset hostility in the rural Reagan's budget and tax cuts Reagan and the Republicans.
this amendment passed."
areas, but no such cushion were major issues, the race The GOP was anxious for elected mayor of Hartford, have doubled the state debt.
between Republican Thomas evidence that the president's Conn.,to become the first black
He said he is continuing with
materialized.
Jesse Johnson was the
H.
Kean and Democratic Rep. program represents the wave chief executive of,a major New beneficiary of the compassion
his "four.year contract
Instead the amendment went
(tenure)- which stresses down the drain in just about all James J. Florio hinged on the of the political future in England city.
of Texas voters.
Run-offs will be needed to
economic development and cut- the 120 counties and was close tally today of absentee ballots America, and Reagan cam"I feel real good, I sure do,"
from half . of the state's 21 paigned for both Coleman and choose mayors in - Miami and he said when the results came
ting waste in government.
- in the Louisville area.
counties.
Houston.
Kean.
in. It took an amendment to the
With all 5,647 precincts
Maurice Ferre, a native of state constitution to allow
Neither party got its wish.
reported, Kean led Florio by Aides at the two national party Puerto Rico who is seeking a Johnson to keep the land on
2,060
votes out of more than 2.26 headquarters were geared up fifth two-year termas mayor
'
of
ich he had lived and paid
(Continued From Page 1)
Winchester, 58; and Ronald million cast.
Miami, faces a run-off against taxes for more than 50 years.
Tuesday
night
to
issue
victory
Harris received 4,070 votes as Robinson,57.
The unofficial totals pending statements, but as the night Cuban-born Manolo Reboso.
Nearly 90 percent of the
county clerk. Charles Hale
Others receiving votes for the completion of the absentee wore on they found themselves
In Houston, Controller Kathy voters in the District of Columreceived 3,752 votes for proper- Hazel Council included David
ballot count were 1,137,076 for with nothing to say.
Whitmire and Sheriff Jack bia rejected the proposal that
ty valuation administrator. Provine, 50; John Shendock,
Kean, 1,135,016 for Florio — the
In addition to the two guber- Heard won spots in a run-off as would have provided for' a
Hue! "Wimpy" Jones won 39; and William Pratt, Hal
gubernatorial election in natorial races, voters refused incumbent Jim McConn finish- $1,200 tax credit to compensate
3,827 votes as jailer. All are in- Miller, J. B. Dover, Bill Forres closet
New-Jersey in a century.
to give Kentucky state officials ed out of the running in his bid parents for tuition costs for
cumbents.
and David Knight, each with
Both candidates . expressed a chance to seek re-election, re- for a third two-year term.'
private or public schools.
For Calloway and Marshall one. Pratt currently is mayor
confidence they would emerge
County commonwealth at- ,of Hazel.
the winner to succeed Gov.
torney, Mike Ward totalled
Harris said there "were no Brendan T. Byrne, a Democrat
3,068 votes.
specific problems" with the barred by law from seeking a
Amendment No. 1, the suc- -election although "when there
third four-year term.
cession amendment, was is a write-in vote, there are
"We think that lead is going
defeated 2,938 to 1,426.
some little problems." All to hold up," said Kean, who
Amendment No. 2, property ballots were official at 11:30 campaigned in favor of
valuation exemption for the p.m.
Reagan's economic plan and
handicapped passed 1,885 to
Some write-in votes "were proposed a similar business tax
1,816.
thrown out" because of stipula- cut for the state.'I think I'm goWASHINGTON (AP) — With 1984. The president has propos- Committee, wants to follow is
The succession amendment tions, Harris said. The election
the goal of a 1984 balanced .ed only $22 billion in higher less clear.
ing to be the next governor."
was soundly defeated statewide committee decided before any
budget fading, President taxes over the next three years.
"I'm convinced that when the
Jones has predicted that
while the exemption amend- votes were tabulated to dis- final certification comes in, Reagan is reviewing a "full
Domenici's plan also would without additional savings,
ment passed.
qualify any write-in votes with we're going to win," said
menu" of alternatives to the cut about $30 billion from the budget deficits over the next
Bill Hudson was elected just the candidate's last name, Florio, who openly called for $115 billion in budget savings he
Reagan administration's pror three years could exceed $300
mayor of Hazel with a total of Harris said. He added several turning the election into a
proposed in September, his posed defense buildup and billion, but Jones has not in87 votes.
names were written in on the referendum against Reagan's spokesman says.
about $45 billion from benefit dicated how his panel intends to
All Hazel voting was done by wrong lines.
Chief White House programs, apparently ex- proceed to pare that projected
domestic policies.
write-in ballots since no one fil- ' No race results would have
Both candidates asked elec- spokesman David R. Gergen cluding Social Security. No shortfall.
ed for either mayor or one of changed if all votes had tion officials to take security told reporters Tuesday that details
were available,
The White House review is
the six city council slots.
counted, Harris said.
measures to protect the ballots, Reagan has been meeting with although Domenici has taking place following strong
City councilmen are Johnny
Harris praised the Hazel apparently in anticipation of a adtrisers this week and "is in previously suggested holding indications from top adMiller, 92 votes; Bracie Knight precirtct workers for their fine possible recount request, and the process of reviewing where cost-of-living
increases in ministration officials — inand Joe Thompson, both with job in handling the write-in Byrne ordered state police pro- we stand" in Congress regar- benefit programs
such as food cluding budget director David
76; Herman Guthrie, 59; Hal votes.
ding those proposals and how stamps and Medicare below the A. Stockthan and Treasury
tection for both men.
they will tbe affected by rate of inflation. The re- Secretary Donald T. Regan —
forecasts that budget deficits mainder of the cuts would come that a balanced budget may be
will exceed the administra- from other, non-defense out of reach in 1984.
tion's projections.
programs.
Moreover, Stockman at one
Although the White House
point conceded that without
r\review is continuing, congresMeanwhile, the course that further budget savings, deficits
sional budget writers are star- Rep. James R. Jones, D-Okla., over the next three years could
ting to draft binding spending chairman of the House Budget total $300 billion and more.
outlines that likely will call for
more than the $11$.8 billion in
budget savings over three
years that Reagan had Said
would be necessary to get his
economic program back on
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
track toward a balanced
the hold or whether we can cor(AP) — Launch of the shuttle
budgetin 1984.
rect it in time for a launch to• The House Budget Commit- Columbia was delayed today,
day," launch control
tee was beginning work today with just 31 seconds left in its
spokesman Hugh Harris Said at
on the spending outlines and sunrise countdown. Officials
about 8:30 a.m. EST.
'the Senate Budget Committee didn't know what went wrong,
"We were not able, to restart
but cited a "possible problem
was set to begin Thurglay.. •
the countdown clock," Hafris
Republican sourceiT said the with the software.'
said. "We.do not know why."
Launch officials tried to find
Senate panes chairman, Pete
The clock, like Columbia itself,
V. Doenenici, 1144.14., latter-- •-V4-411,Af tl:ouble 41D4 then,
contimici. by,acr.....7.e.artf;
posing tea:....,.. ;Ile budget by was a"stability that a deks.-...*
titomatIcah1f'tbritmandis
!
!. _r in the,,...shukdown - if it seinfee- 'any •'
1984 througha three-year com- launch could come.1f
hapbination of about $184 billion in morning. If that doesn't.
malfunction.
spending cuts and tax pen, the liftoff will be Friday,
Harris, caught by surprise,
or later.
increases:,
said the problem appeared to
Astronauts Joe Engle and
These sources, who asked not
be in the computer program
IT'S,ALWAYS A SPECIAL DAY AT
Richard
Truly weft strapped in
to he identified,. said
"software."
seats, ready to fly, when
NATIONAL STORES YOUR HOMETOWN Domeniti's proposal an- theirclock
Columbia has four main comstopped at 0:00:31. It
the
billion
in
tax
$80
ticipated-about
puter
units and a backup unit
• DEPARTMENT STORE
increases over the next three was 7:48.m. .
on board. The shuttle cannot
"There s been no official
years, with the bulk of the inoperate without smooth opera-,
determination
c r the cause of
1983
and
in
creases coming
tion of the computer system.
•
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Reagan Begins Review

Of 1984 Balanced Budget Plans

The National Store is concerned about our community,
and to show you just how important we feel the youth in our
community are, this Saturday the National Store will donate
5Y0 of net sales to the Calloway County High School Band,
Show your support for these two outstanding youth'
organizations in our community by shopping the National
Store on Saturday November the 7th and 14th. The high
stbnottortes vi ourciammunityteM-your stippeittYo_ itIVin
and see us. Saturday November 7th and 14th. The National
Store helping the youth f our community help themselves.

Main Street, Murray, Kentucky
.rS
'I.

Space Shuttle Delayed
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Punishing Packwood
WASHINGTON - Once
sentiment of the White House
President Reagan had squeezwas reflected when Jm Baker,
ed out Those 52 Senate AWACS
deputy chief-of-staff Michael
votes and preserved his leaderDeaver and chief White House
ship credibility, heavy
lobbyist Max Friedersdorf all
Republican financial con
walked out of the gallery in the
tributors circulated a petition
first minutes of Packwood's
calling for Sen. Bob Packwood
speech against the AWACS
of Oregon to resign as chairdeal. According to the White
man of the Senate Republican
House,they were late for an apCampaign Committee.
pointment and meant no
White House chief of staff
disrespect to Packwood. The
James Baker III has ordered
contrary interpretation in the
aides there not to help the
Senate, however, was
movement. Nevertheless,there
widespread and probably
would be unconcealed satisfacunavoidable.
tion among the president's men
Such signals reflect a basic
if Packwood paid for his leaderdifference in perception by
ship against the AWACS sale to
the Reagan administration and Heartline
is
Saudi Arabia by losing his
Bob Packwood. After a dozen senior citizens. a service for West Alexandria, Ohio 45361. the age of 65, she would receive
Its purpose is to You will receive a prompt rep- a reduced benefit. If, at age 65,
prestigious campaign post.
years in the Senate, he has answer questions
While disavowing Nixonian
come to regard himself as part problems. If you and solve ly, but you must include a self- she decided to apply for wife's
revenge, the Reagan White
of the permanent government tion or a problem have a ques- addressed, stamped envelope. , benefits,she would still be locknot
House would prefer that
who must humor transient in these columns, answered The most useful replies will be ed into the reduced amount. In
write to printed in this column.
Packwood and other
the examplk given in the artipresidents (five so far) who Heartline, 114 East
Dayton
lawmakers who followed his
St.,
HEARTLINE: In our daily cle, the wife started drawing
come and go. In public comcourse not go unpunished.
paper recently, I noticed an ar- benefits on her own record at
ments after the AWACS vote,
Packwood violated what is
ticle on Social Security written age 62,and wanted to draw as a
Packwood condescendingly
evolving as the Reagan rule of
by Judy Benge of Knight- wife at age 65 and still receive
suggested that freshman
Today is Wednesday, Nov. 4,
loyalty: Whereas a Republican
Republican senators who sub- the 308th day of 1981. There are Ridder Newspapers, of which I the full 50 percent of her husmember of Congress certainly
am sending you a clipping. I band's benefits. However,..
mitted to Reagan's pleadings 57 days left in the year.
is entitled to vote his conswould like to know how this in- because she had started receivwould in time not be so imToday's highlight in history: formation will effect
cience, he is out of line in acmy fami- ing benefits at age 62; in acpressed by just another presiOn Nov. 4, 1979, Iranian ly, especially my wife. My
tively rounding up votes
wife tuality she would only be entitldent.
militants seized the U.S. emagainst the president. Herein is
In seeking the political bassy in Tehran, leading to 444 decided to apply for Social ed to about 37'1 percent of the
an effort to restore longrehabilitation of the presiden- days of captivity for 52 Security at age 63 in 1977. We husband's benefit.
diminished leadership
went together to one of the local
cy, Reagan's men are saying American hostages.
lir4ert•
credibility for the presidency in
Social
Security offices: A
that individual Republican
On this date:
both party arid legislative mati
counselor
there
took
up
the
senators owe the president the
In 1921, Japan's Premier
ters.
courtesy of not leading the Takashi Hara .was matter and, after checking
Although presidential. aides
records'and doing some comcharge against him. For those assassinated.
are angry at Wisconsin's
who do, the White House , In 1922, the entrance to King puting, informed my wife that
freshman senator Bob Kasten,
she
would
draw
more
money
by
prefers a fate somewhere bet- Tut's tomb in Egypt was
applying for wife's benefits
a trusted Reaganite, for opposween harsh retribution and ex- discovered.
ing the AWACS deal to the last,
than she would on her own work
oneration. That's why the acIn 1931, the League of Nations record. We do not remember
he did not violate the Reagan
tivities of Howard Wilkins of accused Japap of aggression in
What is your style of com- and suspicion are a result of
rule. But Sen. Rudy Boschwitz
being given the option of choosWichita have produced smiles, Manchuria.
munication? Do you encourage this style.
of Minnesota, an energetic lobing
which
benefit
she
would
not frowns,in the White House.
And in 1956, Soviet forces receive, nor were we informed or alienate others? Your style
byist against the president, is
"Professor Irwin Corey
Budapest,Hungary.
entered
marked by the White House as
that she could draw her own of communication makes a Style" ignores the issue. It is
Ten years ago: In talks with benefits until she turned age 65 great difference in how others generally irrelevant producing
one who ought to suffer a little.
President Richard M. Nixon, and then switch to wife's regard you!
So- is Packwood, a more imgreat frustration in the
Indian Prime Minister Indira _benefits and draw 50 percent of
"TV. Evangelist Style" uses listener.
portant transgressor by virtue
Gandhi appealed for U.S. my benefit. The enclosed clipp- a lecture sort of tone to
of his campaign role and his
"Pollyanna Style" is sweet,
understanding in the ing of the article points out that moralize end judge the
Cindy
Steele,
daughter
of
Mr.
own personality. While
s
yrupy,
and unreal.
and
crisis.
India-Pakistan
Mrs. John C. Fteele, Murmoderate in ideology,
this could have been done and I behavior of another. The pro- as compassion and Disguised
understanFive
years
ray,
ago:
Britain
was
blem
prowith
elected
this
style
is
with
not
secretary
of
Packwood is extreme in the inknow that I have read just the
Phi Beta Lambda, business posed Rhodesian independence opposite information in your the accuracy (or lack of the ding, it really robs the other
tensity of his advocacy. The
club at Freed-Hardeman Col- under black majority rule by cOlumn, which I have come to same) of the speaker's person of a right to their feelsame passion he expended in
ings- positive or negative.
lege,Henderson, Term.
March 1, 1978.
making himself the most effecrate as the most accurate moralization but with the
One
year
Deaths
ago:
Ronald
reported included
authority on Social Security method of approaching another
tive Senate Republican fundThe "Facilitator Style" is the
Ozine York, 88, Claude Reagan became the 40th presi- questions..Could you enlighten person. Most likely the healthy
raiser in memory was devoted
to comdent
of
United
Rowland, 88, and John L. Buxthe
States with us on this as we are intensely
moralizer will create feelings municationapproach
to defeating his own president
. It involves listenton83.
Election
,
an
Day
victory
over
of
guilt,
stupidity,
and
worinterested in your comments.
on AWACS.
ing to both messages and feelThe executive board of Mur- incumbent Jimmy Carter.
thlessness culminating in the ings,
J.M.
Personal relations between
clarifying an y
Today's birthdays:
ANSWER: The article you alienation of the listener.
the White House and Packwood' ray Woman's Club voted to purmisunderst
anding, and accepchase a new baby grand piano Newscaster Walter Cronkite is sent us is entirely incorrect.
"Perry Mason Style" uses ting the
soured after a meeting he and
communicat
ion. It pro65.
for
Actor-comedian
the
Art
Carney
club
house.
Ms. Benge,the author of the ar- cross-examination and inter- dikes feelings of
Reagan had in September.
acceptance
,
63.
Church
is
rogation.
Women
Informatio
gained
n
is
United
in
Presidential aides quoted
ticle, quoted information about
value,
Thought For Today: I always the law which pertains to a wife manipulatively with no thought being and trust. We all enjoy
Murray and Calloway County
Packwood as warning that the
with a facilitator.
celebrated World Community prefer to believe the best of being able to draw benefits on for the listener's feelings. Fear
AWACS deal could dry up
What is your style'
Day Nov. 5 at First Christian everybody; it saves so much her own work record at age 62,
Jewish money for his campaign
Church. The Rev. David C. trouble. - Rudyard Kipling, and then switch to wife's
committee. Packwood then
English writer (1865-1936 ).
Roos
wasspeaker.
benefits at age 65, still being
complained that the White
Bacon was listed as seling for
able toreceive 50percent of the
House, in putting out that
WRITE A LETTER
49 cents a pound at Jim Adams
report, had violated both conLetters to the editor are husband's benefit at that time.
fidentiality and accuracy. Conwelcomed and encouraged. She quoted the correct informafidential or not, the president's
All letters must be signed by tion as given by the Commismen swear that is what
the writer and the writer's, sioner of Social Security, StanDear Editor:
recently been decreased and
College Presbyterian
Packwood said.
address and phone number ford G. Ross, and then went on
There is little doubt that we may be eliminated altogether
Church, 16th and Main Streets,
Such unhappiness with
must be included for to say that according to local face an unprecedented finanA few short years ago, mencelebrated its 30th anniversary
Packwood quickly spread
verification. The phone Social Security sources, that cial crisis in our country. tally retarded and other hanon Nov. 15 with A. H. Kopperud
through the ranks of heavynumber will not be publish- that information was incorrect. Evidence of the crisis can be dicapped persons either
Well,she was wrong.
as chairman for the event.
hitter contributors to his own
ed.
seen in high unemployment stumbled along in regular
When a wife applies for figures, an
Births reported at Murray
campaign committee. When
Letters should be
incredible deficit in classrooms or failed to attead
Hospital
Social
Security benefits and the federal budget,
included a girl to Mr.
Packwood appeared at
typewritten and doubleand soaring school at all. Some school
and Mrs. Phillip R. McClain, a
breakfast before "inner circle"
spaced whenever possible has the option of drawing her Interest rates.
districts even refused to serve
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
contributors at Stouffer's Hotel
and should be on topics of own benefits or as a wife, to
The leadership in some children due to their
receive
Bradley, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
part
of
her
husband's
in suburban Arlington, Va.,
general interest.
Washington has chosen to ad- special problems. All of this
Joe Conner, and a girl to Mr.
Oct. 21, a fat-cat heckler yelled
Editors reserve the right benefit, if the husband is dress these _ problems in a changed during the midand Mrs.Clyde Beaman.
out: What are you doing here?
to condense or reject any let- already retired, then an ap- number of ways including a seventies when state and
Mr. and Mrs. Hayden
Packwood's campaign against
ter and limit frequent plication is submitted on both careful examination and resul- federal laws were passed rerecords, and the wife will tant decrease
Jackson announced the marthe AWACS deal provoked a
writers.
in social pro- quiring schools, to educate all
riage of their daughter,Geneva ' Address correspondence receive the larger of the two grams
stream of angry questions and
designed to assist the students- including those with
Lee, to Second Lt. Gary B.
complaints through a tense
to: Editor, The Murray benefits.
least fortunate persons in our handicapping conditions.
Commissioner Ross pointed cotintry.
Cooper,son of Mr.and Mrs.Gomeeting. The senator handled
Ledger & Times, Box 32,
Unfortunately, proTruly, we all face difficult
out that if a wife elected to grams
ble Cooper. The vows were Oct.
them with skill and calm, but it
Murray,Ky.42071.
for handicapped
realities and the cost
financial
draw
27
her
at
own benefits before children -children
South Pleasant Grove
did not blunt resentment. Many
with learn- of educating handicapped
Methodist Church.
contributors told the campaign
Jo disabilities, speech Im- children is considerable.
committee they would give no
Elected as officers of the
pairments, physical handicaps, However, we cannot allow hanFourth Grade 4-H Club at Hazel
money until after the AWACS
and other problems have dicapped children to suffer for
School were Sharon Under.vote. Others, more harshly,
our own financial mismanageUSPS308-7001
wood, Johnny Miller, Rehna
said their wallets would stay
ment. These children need
Owens Janice Brandon, David
zipped so long as Packwood
t
special
services in order to
Publisher
Hill, and Ruth Ann Barrow.
stayed chairman.
Walter L. Apperson
become independent and proEditor
One of the disaffeeted was
R. Gene McCutcheon
Dear Editor:
ductive citizens.
Howard Wilkins of Wichita,
It is a shame that on HalloTo eliminate or even
Kan., who so far this year has
The Murray Ledger & Times is published every
ween night it becomes unsafe decrease these programs
The mercury dropped to 13
afternoon
contributed $10,000 to the comexcept Sundays, July 4, Christmas Day, New Years
for adults and young children to would be a source of shame for
degrees on Nov. 3. Snow fell
Day
mittee. After the AWACS vote,
Thanksgivi
ng by Murray Newspapers, Inc. 106 N. 4th, and
go out on their own street to err every American. Congress will
causing the cancellation of
Murhe started collecting signatures
ray, Ky. 42071. Second Class Postage Paid at
joy trick or treating.
Murray High School and
decide in the very near future
Murray,
Ky.
from other members of the "in42071.
Are we to do away with tradi- the funding level for the educaHopkinsville football game.
ner circle" ($20,000-a-year conSUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served
tion just because a few young tion of handicapped children.
Deaths reported included
tributors). •Wilkins flatly
$3.25 per month, payable in advance. By mail by carriers,
adult
men and women are out
Roy V. Graham,63.
'
The residents of Murray and
in
denied to us any such effort, but
County and to Benton, Hardin, Mayfield,Sedalia Calloway
throwing eggs and things hit- Calloway County are strongly
Bobby McDougal, son of Mr.
and
Farmhe told friends he had already
ington, Ky., and Paris, Buchanan atid Puryear,
ting innocent adult parents, urged to contact their ,Senator
and Mrs. Pierce McDougal,
Tn., $24.50
collected 100 signatures the day
per year. By mail to other destinations,$39.50
children and property? Do you and express their concern
won the statewide'Dairy Proper
year.
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martial friend had Made some very disparaging comment."
about me, then she pniceeded to tell nit- some of the ternhle
things t.his friend said about me. She went on and.on and
seemed to get a let of pleasure out of telling me all the!.
terrible things. --When she finished, 1 asked, "And what did you say?"
She replied, "Oh, nothing. I was too shocked to say
anything."
Abby, it seems to me that nearly every time I am with this
so-called "friend." she says something to hurt me I feel that
the time to stand up for myself has come.
What should I say to her the next time I see her?
LUMP IN MY THROAT

WeddirvPlannedNov.27
Mr. and Mrs.
William J. Curnutt of
Benton announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Cathy
Jean, to Gregory Lynn
Edwards, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe L. Edwards of Aurora.
The bride-elect is a
graduate of Marshall
County High School
and is employed at
Kenlake State Park.
The groom-elect attended Marshall County High School and is
employed in construction with the Clearlake
Construction Company, Houston,Texas.
The wedding will be
Friday, Nov. 27, at 7
p.m. at Ferguson Spring Baptist Church,
Aurora, with a reception following in the
church fellowship hall.
All relatives and
friends are invited to
attend the wedding
and the reception. Only out-of-town inVitations will be sent.

13, MURDEha •
1423 LAUGHS

Student
Bodies
-

By Abigail Van Buren

rti iiH

Joseph Baust, assistant professor in the
Ends Thurs. 7:20,9:10
Department of Instruction and Learning, Murray State
University, has had
four poems published
in an anthology entitled "The Poet" publishby the Fine Arts
ed
715,9:20
Society of Indiana.
The Nightmare
He also had one
Not Over!
poem in the book,
01rne tCch,
"Images of the Mystic
He Come Korne
Truth," published by.
HALLOWEEN Nal New Worlds
S. • 753-33 1 -1
Unlimited.

ingville, Tenn., Erma
G. Adams, Bx. 16,
Hardin, Bridgette F.
Maness, Rt. 1, Murray, Emma Nell Henson, Rt. 3, Benton.
Garry Nicholas
Fielda, P. 0. Bx. 932,
Paris, Tenn., Joshua
D. Morris, 800 N. 18th,
Murray, Courtney Y.
Menzies, Rt. 1 Springville, Tenn., Charity E. Anderson. Rt. 1,
Dexter, Van Valentine, 916 N. 16th, Murray.
. Betty S. Ladd, Rt. 6,
Cadiz, Patsicia K.
Hosford, 1604
Valleywood, Paris,
Tenn., Judi A. Warren,
Rt. 1; Hazel, Jackie F.
Thompson, 801 Fairview, Fulton, Eva
Jewell Wilkerson, Rt. 4
Bx. 123, Murray,
Mary Opal Ray, 500
Whitnell, Murray,
Fannie H. Poe, Rt. 5
Bx. 335, Murray,
Bessie F. Wilson, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Robert E.
Towery, Rt. 2 Bx. 121,
Murray, Curtis R.
Crank, 508 S. 8th, Murray.

YourIndividuki
Horoscope

I

I
„
Oa • 1. 11.

THE MURRAY THEATRES

Fromm Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
You'll resolve a lot of old
issues. The decks are clear for
good times with friends and
loved ones. The accent is on
social life.
TAURUS
( Apr.20toMay 20) tS4ail
Revised work methods lead
to success. Career talks go
well. You may meet with new
employment or increased
business status.
GEMINI
(May 21 toJune20)
Success arrives for stage
folk and creative artists. Seek
commercial outlets for your
talents. Make plans for a
pleasure trip.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) 60.0
You may revise a
decorating plan. Consult with
loan officers regarding home
improvements, mortgages
and other forms of credit.
LEO
(July 23to Aug. 22)
You have penetrating insight now and are an effective

Will Speak
At Meeting

44:g
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limit One Coopos per °atelier Per Visit
Not Veil With Any Other Discounts
- Present Coupe. Ti Cashier-

Associates.
Grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Smith, Rt. 2, Murray,
and Mr. and Mrs. Pat
Kirk, Murray. Greatgrandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Hal Smith,
Kirksey, Porter
Chilcutt and Mrs.
Ruby Kirk, Murray,
and Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde Schroeder, Rt.
1, Dexter. A greatgreat-grandmother is
Gracie Smith,
Westview Nursing
Home,Murray.

awaii
Reserve NOVO

Jan. 27-Feb.7, 1982

$200 off ,,:k"
.T,„„Aarnissise,..

•

SMITH BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Dale Smith, Rt. 2,
Murray, announce the
_Walt of a son, Joshua
Job, weighing nine
pounds six ounces,
measuring 21% inches,
born Sunday, Oct. 11,
at 7:25 a.m. at
Murray,Calloway
County HospitaL
The father is self
employed as a farmer.
The mother, the
former Sheila Kirk, is
employed by Hart
Ophthalmology

Limited Seats Available
Group Departure From Nashville

••••••••

Limit One Covpon Per Outwit., Per Visit
Not Valid With Any Nun. Discoents
- Present Coupon To Cashier-

Aki0

Wednesday, Oct. 28, at
BROACH BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Ken- 5 p.m. at Murrayneth Broach,711 Story, Calloway County
are the parents of a Hospital.
They have a
son, Andrew Thomas,
weighing seven pounds daughter, Lori
10 ounces, measuring Christine, 12.
- Grandparents are
21 inches, born on
Charles Broach,
Calvert City, Betty
Harmon, Atlanta, Ga.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Farris, Rt. 1,
Murray. Two greatgrandmothers are Dolly Adams, Murray,
and Alwine Oehlrnann,
Wernigerode, Germany.

Clip The Coupons.
And Present To Theatre Cashier For Your $2.00 Off, .

Or

SCORPIO
(Oct.23to Nov.21) ritieV
Self-analysis brings solutions to problems that have
troubled you. Catch up with
unfinished tasks and enjoy
happy domesticity.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Speakers captivate their audiences. Club activities are
favored. You may receive an
invitation to travel. Enjoy new
friendships.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan.19) /
4
You'll bold your own In
career talks. It's g good time
to seek a raise. Higher-ups

give you the support and admiration you crave.
AQUARIUS'
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Don't sell yourself short. Intellectual pursuits bring luck.
Sign up for long-awaited
courses and make happy plans
for the future.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) XQ.
Catch up on accounting. Get
the books in order. You'll
clear up a lot of loose ends
now, and may receive financial backing.
YOU BORN TODAY are innovative and adventurous.
You dislike routine work and
have a great thirst for experience. You're a curious
blend of introversion and
friendliness. Study and the
development of a philosophy
of life will help you balance
your strong emotions. A
dramatic flair attracts you to
the theater. Writing, teaching,
and counseling may also appeal toy. You can succeed
in public life and need a job
which brings you in contact
with a variety of people. Law
and philosophy may also appeal to you. Birtbdate of: 'Vivien Leigh, actress; Roy
Rogers, actor.

Births Reported

Sunday Thru Thur. Nites
Now Thru Dec. 17th.
$2" OFF,

communicator. Travel,
leisure activities and romance
are all favored.
VIRGO
(Aug.23to Sept. 22) "P
Get rid of unwanted possessions. New career and financial prospects have you excited. Work efforts bring tinmediate results.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23to Oct. 22) sOen
Mental hobbies stimulate.
You'll attract admirers and
are able to present your views
effectively. You may win a lottery prize.

nap"

Anita Folsom

$2" OFF
NE MOVIES

Adult Admission
Sea, Mrs Mors. Nttes

On Sale
•

FOR THURSDAY; NOVEMBER 5,1981

Wednesday 4-10 P.M.

•

Everybody needs friends. For some practical tips
on how to be popular, get Abby's Popularity booklet.
Send 11 plus a long,self-addressed stamped(37 cents)
envelope to Abby, Popularity, 12060 Hawthorne
Blvd., Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.

Book Copies

$1 09

I

•• *

DEAR ABBY: I have a "friend" I have known for nearly
35 years. The last time we were together, she told me th,t a

Italian Spaghetti
Special

•

DEAR OR NOT: Selfish? No way. Be honest. Say,
"Sorry. It's boxed and put away until one of my
daughters wears it."

•• •

Anita Folsom, wife
of Dr. Burt Folsom,
history professor at
Murray State University, will share her experiences in the Far
East at the next Murray L'hapW Ladies
Full Gospel meeting,
Saturday, Nov. 7, at
8:45 a.m. at Big Joe's
Restaurant.
With Garlic Bread
Folsom is church
organist at the First
Salad 40' Extra
Baptist Church in
{"Special For Kids 1
Mayfield. Her sister
Free Refills On Drinks
and brother-in-law are
directors of Navah
Christian Teaching
Center near Mayfield.
Y.-iu Can't Eat This Gcod Ilomc For This Priv.
• She and her husband
live in Murray.

LET US ENTERTAIN YOU

DEAR ABBY: I'm all for sharing, but how about this?
Recently I was asked if I would lend my wedding gown to a
girl I have never met.(Her mother is a friend of my aunt.)
It seems the bride's parents are putting on a big, formal
wedding with all the trimmings, and believe me, they can
afford it, but they want to "cut a few corners."
My wedding gown was expensive and exceptionally
beautiful, and I hope that someday one of my daughters will
wear it. I had it cleaned and boxed professionally in order to
preserve it properly.
Abby, I don't want to appear selfish, but I just don't want
to let a stranger wear my wedding gown. I'm concerned
about careless people with food and drinks, or someone with
a cigarette accidentally bumping into it. Also, it might
require a few alterations that the bride might consider
"minor," but I might consider major.
When I was approached about letting this girl wear my
wedding dress, I reacted negatively and mentioned all the
advantages of renting bridal wear - a wide selection, no
worrying about alterations or damages - but they didn't
take the hint.
Am I being selfish to refuse? And what should I say?
SELFISH OR NOT?

DEAR HIDING: Your neighbor is obviously very,
very lonely if she must grab someone to talk to every
chance she gets. Plan on giving this pathetic woman
Just 10 minutes of your time when she snares you.
(Call it your good deed for the day.) Quell the anger in
you and listen patiently for only 10 minutes,then say,
"Sorry, dear, I must run."
It takes more energy to duck her than face her.
Besides, hiding is childish; it's also more wearisome
than listening for 10 minutes. Try a little compassion,
and thank God you aren't in that poor woman's
shoes!

Hospital Report
10-29-81
Adults 125
Nursery 2
NO NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
-Martha Lawson,
213 7th, Fulton,
Margaret E. Morris,
Bx. 45, Hickman,
Henrietta Shekel!, 417
S. 8th, Murray,
Patricia L. Lovett, Rt.
3 Bx. 401K, Murray,
Lilly M. Sheppard, Rt..
1 Bx. 26, Dexter.
- •
James A. Baker, Rt.
2, Wingo, William H.
Dotson,Rt. 1 Spr-

•• •

DEAR ABBY: How do you cope with a next-door neighbor
who grabs you and talks your ear off every time you step
outside your front door?
She catches my husband and me every chance she gets
On the average, I'd say 20 minutes per day is wasted on
listening to this wqman talk. On weekends, it's at least-an
hour! She does all the talking. No one else can get a word in
edgewise.
We usually speak our minds, but we hate to hurt her. She's
a nice lady -just talkative. My little trick of saying there's
someone on the phone in an effort to rescue my husband
when she traps him is getting old. We don't want to live this
way. We are sick of hiding in the shadows and pulling down
the shades. Please save us from future years of ...
HIDING OUT

find Gregory 1,.•-itil Edwards

Baust Poems
Published
In Aittholog.1-

i

DEAR LUMP:Two words."Hello" and "Goodbye,"
and make them as close together as possible.

Chatty Woman Drives
Neighbors Batty

Cathy .11,(11,

••••-

4 Nights
Hilton Hawaiian Village Hotel
on Waikiki Beach
6 N!ohts
Maui Surf Hotel, Maoi
_ Sightseeing tours,transfers,.
some meals
Optional course
"Adventures in Attitudes"
Taught By Dr. Gouge Chapattis of h4.SU
Offered While on Maui

or Brochure Call 753-4646
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FAR LAMS TgAVE4 AGENCY

Copies of the book,
Family Records of
Calloway County and
Adjoining Counties are
still on sale by the
Calloway County
Genealogical Society.
The cost is $15 each.
Persons interested
in purchasing a copy
may call Rowena Stubblefield 436-2241, Doris
Nance 753-2566,
Dorothy Byrn 753-2842,
Lottie Key 753-2331, or
Clover Lockhart 4354123.

Community
Events
Thursday,Nov.5
Calloway-Marshall
Counties chapter of
American Diabetes
Association will meet
at 7 p.m. in third floor
education unit,
Murray -Calloway
County Hospital.
Flint Baptist Church
Mission Groups have a.
7 p.m. meeting at the
church:
Baptist Women and
Baptist Young Women
of Cherry Corner Baptist Church have
scheduled a 7 p.m.
meeting at the church.
Mothers Morning
Out will be from 9 a.m.
to noon at Good
Shepherd United
Methodist Church. For
information call 4928808.
Murray Women of
the Moose will meet at
8 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi will meet at 7:30
p.m. at Ellis Center.
Garden Department
of Murray Woman's
Club will have an open meeting at 1 p.m. at
the club house.
Senior Citizens
Centers will be open as
follows: Hazel and
Douglas from 10 a.m.
to 2 p. m.; Ellis from
10 a.m.to 3 p.m.
Mothers Day Out
will be at 9 a.m. at
First Baptist Church.

Friday, Nov.6
World Community
Day by Church Women
United will be at 7 p.m.
at First United
Church.-4
Methorlict
• Mothers Morning
Out will be at 9 a.m. at•
First Christian
Church.
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by the
senior citizens

S-4 THE ell MR A I.Pay.. LEILIAlt•TIMES. rdiw,wla. Non relater 4, till

THE ACES
"The best refortners the
world has ever seen are
those who commence on
themselves " — George
Bernard Sbaw
Declarer went in search
of sympathy after he lost
today's vulnerable slam.
Unfortunately, sympathy is
a scarce commodity in most
bridge games. What he got
instead was a free lesson
and a suggestion to mend
his ways.
Dummy's spade ace won
the first trick and a diamond was safely discarded
on dummy's spade king.
With that hurdle over, it was
time to concentrate on the
red suits. Should declarer
take a trump finesse or
should he try a diamond
finesse?
Declarer tried the trump
finesse on the theory that
both were an even money
shot and the sooner trumps
were drawn the better. The
trump finesse won but the
ace failed to drop the king
and now there was no way

RAG. CORN, JR.

to beta down one
North was happy to provide the lesson It was true
that either finesse is 50-50.
but the story doesn't end at
that Il you try the diamond
finesse and it wins. that's all
there is to it. You can then
surrender a trump trick and
claim 12 tricks. However, as
you found out at considerable cost to both of us, if you
take the trump finesse and
it wins, you must still drop a
doubleton king to make the
hand. Obviously, what may
NORTH
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• DEAR DR LAMB
Some of my friends and I
are fighting the problem
that affects women around
40. We are having trouble
keeping our weight down.
We exercise. Some of us
walk together and others
jog. And we try to watch our
diet but it gets difficult if
you feel empty all the time
1 remember you had a
column once about bow you
could prepare foods that satisfied your hunger and didn't
overload you with calories
Can you tell us more about
that? Or better yet if you
have a leaflet on it, can we
have it?
DEAR READER
You
don't have to go on fad diets
and you don't have to be
hungry all the time I'm glad
you remembered that. A lot
of the calories that cause
overweight problems can be
eliminated in the kitchen
and you can still have a balanced diet that is quite tasty
and filling.
You and your friends can
use your own creativity, but
what you need to do is to
choose the low-calorie foods
in each of the four basic food
groups.
For the meat group
choose lean round steak and
trim all the fat off. Or use
the low-fat fish.(Not all fish
are low in fat.) Or use the
white meat of chicken without the skin. Broil and bake

Opening lea* Sprat queen

seem to be equal chances
are not equal chances at
all
Rid with Cara
South holds:

10-4-01-B

•A K 7 4 2
C6
•3 2
•Q 10 8 3 2

North
,
1
1 NT

Smith
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ANSWER: Two clubs, nonforcing. Opener is asked to
take a preference in the
search for the safest part
score.
--Send bridge questions to The Aces.
P0 Has 12363, Dallas. Texas 75226.
with sell-addressed, stamped envelope
fat reply

ailt0y 93
by Rainey Apperson

Howard Casa is wrong
AGAIN. He once said, "Buffalo, New York, is the arm-pit
of the world." That simply is
not true. I have just returnee
from a flying trip there, and t
is a nice place to visit. Mind
you, it is too far north, and I
wouldn't want to live there.

When Virginia (Mrs. Curtis)
Boyd and I stepped off that
plane, the weather was very
much like a fall day in Kentucky, sun shining, leaves turning, with the sun reflecting off
the waters of Lake Erie, instead of Kentucky Lake.
Virginia and I stayed with
some old friends of ours,
Margaret and Roger Stevenson. Margaret is the aunt of
Jim and Ruth Pickens -otsturray, and the twin sister of
Mayfield veternarian, Dr.
George Pickens.
The Stevenson's live in an old
brownstone, Campanille on
Delaware Ave. Roger can walk
to his brokerage office, and
Margaret only has a short drive
to L. L. Berger and Company.
She is the buyer there in the
children's department, and
really loves her job. You can
imagine. Trips to New York on
buying trips, working with the
newspapers for ad campaigns,
and last but not least, buying
beautiful clothes in New York.
You all know how impressed I
was with that.
Buffalo's pride is showing.
Sales clerks, secretaries and
children may be seen wearing
large buttons proclaiming,
"Thinking Proud." The city
fathers are developing the
magnificent water front along
Lake Erie. Several condos are
being built facing the water.
An underground subway,
with some parts along Main
Street on the top,are now under
construction, and will be a real
boom for the down town areas.
Did you knew that two of our
United States presidents called
Buffalo their home town,namely Grover Cleveland and
Millard Fillmore. Most of us
football fans are familiar with
their home town football team,
the Buffalo Bills. The Sunday
we spent with the Stevenson's,
the Bills lost a football game,
which was too bad, they should
have won.
This city of 350,000 seems to

Wallpaper
Sale

Satisfy your hunger

manage its 100 inches of snow
that it receives each winter.
Can you imagine —
Some of you remember this,
but one of our own residents,
Sue (Mrs. Don) Overbey grew
up in Buffalo and lived there
with her family, before marrying and moving to Murray. She
also has many fond memories
of this sometimes maligned city.
Oh, by the way, I forget to
mention that 48-hours later, as
we were boarding the plane for
home,snow flurries were in the
air.

limit your seed for

but don't add fat A ample of
lean baked chick's Oressu
are great for protein and
taste
Use fortified skim milk.
and in cookies use the non
fat dry milk powder Use
low -calorie cottage cheese
and lowfat yogurt. Lowfat
yogurt is a good base to
make a low-calorie salad
dressing •
If you avoid avocados and
don't overdo the sweeter
fruits, you can use the fruit
and vegetable group in
abundance Just don't add
high-calorie dressanp and
sauces. Aad you may need to
Limit the cereal group while
using some whole cereal for
bulk
Of course, you can have
The Health Letter number 912. .Kitchen Power for
Weight Control, which I am
sending you. Share it with
your group.
Others who want this tame
can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care Of this .newspaper. P.O. Box 1551. Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019
•
A few sensible changes in
the kitchen can go a long
way toward preventing
creeping obesity or, along
with exercise, getting rid of
fat that has already accumulated. Kitchen power helps

will

power
DEAR

DR LAMB
Mv
son will soon bs 15 years old
He has numerous warts in
the palm of sack head and
as his fingers He has
to a surgeon who rat
out, a doctor who burned
thorn twice sad a dertnatok.
gist who put him as 50,000
units of vitamin A daily I
have also tried over-the
counter drugs
These do not look like not
mai seed warts The warts
always came back and there
sewn to be est as many or
more each time Each doctor said they are caused by a
virus and that one day be
may discover they are no
longer there What shall I
do'
DEAR READER - Take
bun to another dermatologist There is no evidence
that vitamin A helps warts
A dermatologist may want
to use liquid nitrogen, which
literally freezes the wart
until the wart tissue dies
without damaging the surrounding tissue
Warts on the palms and
soles are particularly bard
to treat The dermatologist
may want to use a salicylic
acid plaster and gradually
te away the dead wart
Don't expect miracles Warts We caused by a
virus

acu

Full Gospel Fellowship
Plans Saturil(i.v ‘leeting
The local chapter of sons are invited to atthe Full Gospel tend,Scruggs said.
Business Men's Ilitirdressers

Fellowship International will meet Saturday, Nov. 7, at 8 a.m.
at Triangle Inn.
Tim Scruggs, president, said an election
,of officers for 1982 will
be conducted.
All interested Der-

CO.
V.

To Mee. Months,
Murray Chapter of

!Fur LOA bpeciJI roccabior
send inflatable flowers,

National Hairdressers
will meet Monday,
Nov, 9, at 7 p.m. in
Sirloin Stockade.
Carol Towe of
Henderson will be the
speaker,.according to
a chapter spokesman
wha urged all hairdressers to attend.

TNE FLOWER
ALTERNATIVE
birthdays

weddirls

orniversar,

13ty stlower etc.

Free Delivery
RIONE: F53• 40014

Save on a
special
dining room
for the
Holidays
...from Ethan Allen
4
C1•!..a"atZ
T

CHEESE BOXES — The Association of Milk Producers Ladies
Auxthary will be selling Christmas cheese boxes until Dec. 15. The
boxes come in five sizes, ranging from $5 to $12. Dorothy McNabb
and Richard Price, of the People's Bank, sample some of the
cheeses at a recent display in the bank. For orders, call 753-7387,
753-0150 or 753-3705.
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Call: 1-759-9666

•

Cuts in federal funding are threatening the vitality of
the region's ONLY public radio station — WKMS-FM.
Nonprofit and noncommercial, WKMS-FM._ needs
your tax-deductible contributions to MAKE PUBLIC
‘RADIO HAPPEN! Do it with a coll.
Support the classics. Radio drama. Stimulating programs for cOildren. Bluegrass and big bond music. Live
concerts.
Please call the number above and MAKE PUBLIC
RADIO HAPPEN!

Dining at home is as elegant as
dining out when the family-is
gathered in this magnificent
formal Ethan Allen dining morn
now on sale at special
holiday savingsi

Meticulously crafted in Solid
cherry with selected veneers,
the beautiful look of the classic
curved Queen Anne chairs and
graceful 40- x 60 oval extension table is completed by a
splendid 50- breakfront china
and buffet with lovely carved

raised panel doors and fluted
sides Corne in soon and savet _

Save up to $609.00
Group Includes Table,4 Wide Chink
Chine& &Met)

sale
reg
TABLE & 4510€ CHAIRS
1758.75 1449.75
BUFFET& CHINA
1849 50 1549.50
60 Ext
Table
719 75 619.75
Side Chair
259 75 219.75
Arm Chair
299 75 "249.75

OPEN EVERY FRIDAY E,VENING 111.,11 .
46
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Double Roll
Bel Air Decor Store
Murra

913

Fins Arts Radio from Murray State University
Box 2018 University Station, Murray, Kentucky

42071

(Teen Atith

41104 WEE

114 North Th.rd St

Paducah, KY

Phone 442 2769 or 443-6257
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REY'S Fl

Don't Worry Murray..Storey'
Food Giant Will Not Be
Undersold!!
When You See "or less" In Our Ads,
Check Us First Our Price May Be Even
Less Than Advertised

WE ACCEPT U.S. GOV'T. FOOD STAMPS
Prices Geed Wed. Nev. 4 thre Tees. Nev. 10

— JINNI

WHITE CLOUD
BATHROOM

TISSUE

GOLD MEDAL

FOOD GIANT

FLOUR

BREAD

411' 3/$1

.
8c
8

16 OZ. LOAF

S LB. BAG

UNIT ONE PIM WARY
TOBACCO a DAIRY PRODIICIS

G;rint Da;rv Savings

PARKAY

MARGARINE

CHARLES

SUNSHINE SALTINE

POTATO
CHIPS

KRISPY
CRACKE

89
79'

Reg., BBQ, Waffle
Sour Cream

70!.

HI DRI PAPER

GLAD

TRASH
BAGS

TOWELS
IAA
DEL MONTE "oz
KRAFT
1 28
PUMPKIN L171
AYONNAISE
ay - Reepaii- Tape" And Receive Free Gifts
T1VIN ROLL

1 LB. QUARTERS
FOOD GIANT WHOLE

MILK

8
$14

GAL.$229

OT.

FLAV-0-RICII

YOGURT
FLAV-0-1101

ITEMS TO HELPYOU COMPARE PR1C

AMR BABY

ORMULA ...13 oz.95'

nhmt Frozen Soin
LAD CHEESE

CAMPBEU TOMATO

SCOT LAD CRANBERRY

2 LB. $249 SAUCE
2/$1 °9 SOUP
SPREAD
103
401 234
/
OCEAN SPRAY CRANBERRY
BUSKS CHILI HOT
2L1.$129
JELLY
1602.31'1
16 OZ.594 BEANS
SAUCE
NI DM PAPER
CARNATION INSTANT
LAUNDRY DETERGENT
$319
TWIN PACK 79' sow
wakes qts.
TOWELS
160?.994 MILK
KRAFT
BUSNS KIDNEY
ma YAM CAMP PORK &
1SO1.3 $1 VELVETTA
looz.2/89'
2 $2
BEANS
BEANS
BUSHS BLACKEYE
KRAFT PHILADELPHIA CREAM
ITALIAN
UAFT
w I w at
9
160l.1
$
.11 OZ.884 PEAS
is oz. /
CHEESE
NG
DRESSI
INFLATION FIGHTER
KRAFT WRAPPED AMERICAN
SCOT LAD EVAPORATED
40 CT.$269 SINGLES
BAGS
1302.45'
1202.$1
TRASH
ILK
M
"
PICKLE
USN CUT GREEN
HAMBURGER
VUSIC
RAGU PIZZA
201 3/$1 09 SLICES
/
151
1601.694 QUICK
BEANS
16 OZ.89'
PRIDE Of ILLINOIS
CRISCO
170Z 2/89'
CORN
.4 OZ. 23'
NING .. 3 $ 19 NBEINAZSTRA
SHORTE
D OOD
BYINIF
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS EARLY JUNE
KRAFT REG. BIM
CAMPBELL CHICKEN NOODLE
109
OZ.
17
$
PEAS
SAUCE
18 02.
10% 07. 294
UPVEGETABLE
69'SO
KRAFT ORANGE
EAGLE BRAND SWEETENED
CAMPBELL
$169
$1 09
6402.
JUICE
14 OZ.
MILK
. 10% OZ. 294
SOUP
NORM.BEEF
HAWAIIAN FRUIT

'
KRAFT GRAPE

BIRDSEYE

COOL WHIP

7

9'
FROZEN

JENOS
PIZZA

9

NOT COCA

•
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.
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COUPON
I .Limit One Per.Fomilv

1

•

I
I
Nister•
I
_ t _ Swillgtorcit_
+

1i.I
I

4
. 1
•. I
Only At Store* ..
r.
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71T11,-Tru"""

COUPON
. Limit One Per Family
Sonki

1

•

.COUPON 095664

COUPON

Limit One Per Family

i
I

41,0
ti4.

Limit One Per Family

COUPON 095664

- Kan
.
OMR LaMe Waffle

Leg Cabin
Cowry Mimi

Jetel Breakfast

19

Cereal
$119
I
-flit.

Limit One Per Family

CAVA:.

LO

13$,!.

I .

1 11.140-$279
4014461/046$60001gm I

C• OUPON

Limit One Per Family

IPASIVIAUSAIKSVi•so.I
lin 11-10-81

L

Good Only At Storey's

CAI 11D

$1

I

24.z.

Good Only At Storey's I
miLmw
%el

n

msiLrr

trnekel —

,
4410t

i..Good Only At Storey's.i

ODGIANT Vita
E UNDERSOLD!!
•

aia.tril p.a.
bulb,

Home Owned
& Operated

.•

4Infr

WHOLE BUTTS
SLICED INTO

BOSTON Bun

PORK ROAST•

PORK STEAK

9

lb.
,
»Ora.re

!ANT MEAT SA
114/1/fterainaiwiaos......./0,0•-"
,
.

•

FIELD OLD FASHION

PORK SAUSAGE

GROUND
PIE!29

-

LB
N.aoos.
,1
,
.04
Agf ,
••••.s01,14111,,

• PiTiPOVIII*

ri
USDA CHOICE BONELESS

L•
FIELD

USDA CHOICE BONELESS SIRLOIN

IP STEAK

LB $249

BOLOGNA

.$189 WIENERS
ALL VARIETIES

CHUCK RO

"uss

abbage

FIELD 4e:
USDA CHOICE BONELESS

PROULICE SAVINGS

Old Fashion Produce Sale
eAft.
Thurs-Sat.

e $249 Hili
Tfitivi
ntIER BONELESS

STEAK
CUBE
FAMILY PACK

.•
••1111MWiti•
,
1910111

•1.0111.111..wrok.".•

LB

$149

1

FRESH PORK

PARE RIBS
FAMILY PACK

BACON
14
/

LB.''1 29

691 i

HENS

STAR BRAND HEADLESS
SLICED SLAB FAMILY PAa
; 19

SHRIMP

LOIN

RED, GOLD, JON. 3 LB. BAG

S LB. BOX .$ 1 299

69'
69'

APPLES

49SWIFT BUTTERBALL ii to 22
$

I

•

GIANT DELI SAVINGS

GIANT BAKERY SAVINGS

o% I

Banana t La
11 37
FIELD
I
OLOGNA
ut Loaf q? "
LB'

Brownies6/$159

SUBMARINE n
SANDWICH....99
CHICKEN $ 0

1

EDOTATOE

5 LB. BAG

AG 235 SIZE

EMONS
vice Oranges.12/99'
Mushrooms 994

••

Ct
'food Gicrair

THIS WEEK WIPE
•

E:Larson • Winner

mgeffy, 2-14412/991

i
Fmk Boiiits$69.5 msg.
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THE MUNN AY,

His Participates
In Training

•

The Benton PLAZA
MALL,Benton,Ky.

ARMY AND AIR
FORCE HOMETOWN
NEWS — Cpt. Marvin

Is "Hustling In The Holidays"
With These Specials Nov.4th-8th

D. Mills, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Marvin D.
Mills Sr. of 1516 Martin
Chapel Road, Murray,
has participated in
"Reforger '81," a
series of training exercises conducted by the
Nbrth Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO)
forces in Europe.

Guys & Dolls
Hwy.641-Bentos Mall-Bensoo, Ky..5.27-9636

Hrs.
Mon.-Sat.
10-9
Sun. 1-5

Storeys/ I e

0
70Off

Nov. 4-8

Visa &
MasterCard
Welcome

Mills, a battalion adjutant with the 3rd Armored Division,
Friedberg, West Germany, joined with
members of his unit to
provide vital support
for the United States
and allied forces taking part in this annual
exercise.

LAYAWAY FOR CHRISTMAS

TA

o
Everjluesday
ls Double
Don Day
Every Thursday is Senior
Citizens Day
/ER.
Free Coffee & Donuts Plus
'LINER Senior Citizens Specials
.
ER

FOO

Bef40 .....gat,~,,,,k.,
Stuffed Animals, Baskets,
Collector Plates & Jewelry

..
SPEARS TO CLASS

— Morteza Kouklan, a Murray State University
graduate and director of catering and sales at McCormick Place in
Chicago, discussed various aspects of his job to gifted and talented
students at Southwest Elementary.

Sales, Catering Director
Discusses Job, Center

svm MU ON...

Noritake Chino, Glassware,
Stoneware, Ptaltzgraff Stonewore. Village, Yorktown,
Heritage, Filk Art. Senioco
Casual Glassware
Group Placements & Napkins Ya Prici

Care & Gift Shop
Bodes, Ky. 527-1$411

The 13th of its series,
Reforger '81 tested
mobility, plans,
capabilities and support agreements between military and
civilian transportation
agencies of both the
United States and its
NATO partners.
The exercise, stated
Department of
Defense officials, provided soldiers and airman the best possible
peacetime training for
performance of duty
under simulated combat conditions.
Nearly 17,000 people
along with 27,000 tons
of equipment were
sent to Europe from
the United States in
support of Reforger
'81.

By MATT SANDERS
News Editor

Wallpaper
Sale

There's probably no
one who likes a party
better than Morteza
Kouklan
But ,Kouklan's idea
of a party isn't the
usual 20 friends who
stop-by-for-a-drink affair. He's accustomed
to 20,000.
The Murray State
University graduate is
director of sales and
catering for McCormick Place in Chicago,
the largest convention
center in the United
States and possibly the
world.
The facility contains
over 2.4 million square

ok
-,.- Thitorner20
Storewid
wide
'visa &.Mostercharge•
Velvet Jackets

$59.5

"(Excluding Jewelry & Cosmetics)
selected GM
sportwor
Loather Jackets

30% off

30% Off

.ent .

;14

to 40-VOIT

30t.50% Off

*Loath"er Cots .........SO% Off
'Mr• J ,.. )g— """
Nk....2

Men's Wear
& Tuxedos

1
2'Price
*Snits & Sport Coots ..../
.30% Off
'AN Shoes
20 to 30% off
*All Shirts
ore. moneeremming With Sweater

Double Roll

Bel Air Decor Store
Morro
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feet, the equivalent of make sure they have
everything they
66 football fields.
Kouklan recently need," Kouklan said.
Graduating from
was in charge of "the
largest cocktail party Murray State in 1971
ever," a fund-raiser with a bachelor's
for the Democratic degree in economics
party and for Chicago and management,
Mayor Jane Byrne Kouklan began his
which served 20,000 career in foods and
patrons. The event catering while still a
profited $2.5 million.
college student. DurA banquet room in ing every break from
the facility served its classes, he was
guests buffet-style employed by the
food from six different Ivanhoe Restaurant in
countries. Each buffet Chicago.
After receiving job
table was set in a
theme of the country, offers from Northern
complete with a band, Trust Bank, Proctor
dancers and live
and Gamble and the
animals.
Ivanhoe as restaurant
In a recent speech to manager, Koulkan,
fifth and sixth grade who lacks writing his
gifted and talented thesis to complete the
students at Southwest requirementsa for a
Elementary School, masters in economics,
Kuuklan said his staff accepted a job as foods
for that party included and catering director
420 waiters and with Chicago's
waitresses, 80 to 90 Bismarck Hotel.
cooks, 215 bartenders
He was offered and
and 400 garbage cans accepted the McCorwere used.
mick Place job in July.
Sit-down dinners are
Located on the south
easier to plan, shores of Lake
Kouklan said. For a Michigan, McCormick
buffet, 15 to 20 percent Place's primary purmore food needs to be pose is to attract peoprepared.
p 1 e to Chicago,
Of the 20 largest con- Kouklan said.
ventions in the counThe center has no
try, McCormick Place guest rooms but is in
books 13 of them year- the area of 18 major
ly, Kouklan said. The hotels.
"It's a moneyother portion of his job
is to book convention generating thing. Conand banquet space to ventions draw people.
businesses and groups While they are here,
between the major they need a place to
stay. They need to eat
conventions.
and they probably will
He also has four full- do some shopping,"
time staff members Kouklan said.
share duties of caterIn some cases, the
ing and booking con- center, which is
vention space and any operated by the city on
of the 33 dining rooms a break-even basis,
which can ac- has created a need for
commodate from 3,000 new businesses.
to 25,000 people.
Three conventions
"We need to take generally are booked
care of our existing each month and 75 percustomers and fill in cent of the available
the - -gaps _between space remains
ocshows. We even go cupied, Kouklan said.
directly to comOff-Broadway propanies," Kouklan said.
ductions
also are perSome of the large
-formed
in
the largest
conventions include
of
five
theatres
in the
electronic goods, hardfacility.
ware, housewares, ofDespite all the acfice furniture and suptivities
in "the windy
plies and heavy equipcity,"
Kouklan
said he
ment manufacturers.
misses Murray
Floor space in the because it is "my
four-story convention home. My family is
center can be divided here. I have a home
and reserved for any here. Sometimes, I
time periods. General- wish I could get a job
ly, two-week periods here."
are normal for big conEggnog
ventions. Kouklan said
Eggnog is an easy
the conventions alone
beverage to serve. For
usually last about five
a few, just pour into
days but the set-ups cups or mugs. If you're
and the tear-downs having a party, pour it
before and after them
into a pitcher. When
are where the real there's a large group,
work is done.
place it in a punch
"Sometimes groups bowl, garnished with
build entire buildings nutmeg and ladle into
inside the center. I cuorfor serving.

GOSPEL SINGING
Chestnut General
Baptist.Church.
Pastor *Ty Bradford
md
Tbe Pitt toad Shers
from Clifty, Ky. Will
Be Sting.
NMI"WICONE!
lior. 8th &Way 2-4 p.m.
All Visilers Num!
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Americans Favor Increase

Proposed 'Sin Taxes' Endorsed
NEW YORK(AP)— said alcoholic
A majority of beverage taxes should
Americans favor rais- be raised broke down
ing federal taxes on this way: 11 percent
cigarettes and said taxes should be
alcoholic beirsrages. mimed- to increase
according to the latest revenues, 9 percent to
Associated Presto-NBC discourage drinking
News poll.
and 35 percent both.
The proposed "sin
The Senate Budget
taxes" were endorsed Committee recently
both as a means of drew up a number of
raising tax revenues proposals to raise
and to discourage taxes next year, insmoking and drinking, cluding one which
according to the Oct. would double the ex25-26 telephone poll of cise taxes on cigaret1,598 adults in a scien- tes, liquor, wine and
tific random sampling. beer.
Fifty-two percent
The proposed insaid they think federal creases, which Senate
taxes on cigarettes leaders say will be
should be raised, while considered next year,
_ 41 percent said they would raise the price
should not.
of a pack of cigarettes
The 52 percent who by 8 cents, the price of
said cigarettes taxes a gallon of liquor by
should be raised broke $111.50, a barrel of beer
down this way: 7 per- by $9 and a gallon of
cent said taxes should wine by 34 cents.
be raised to increase
Sixty-two percent of
revenues, 11 percent to the poll respondents
discourage smoking said they drink
and 34 percent both.
alcoholic beverages,
Fifty-five percent while 32 percent said
said federal taxes on they smoke cigarettes.
alcoholic beverages
People who said they
should be raised, while smoke and those who
41 percent said they said they drink were
should not.
less likely than non1:he 55 percent who smokers and non-

King Opens Talks
Amid Arms Signals
WASHINGTON
(AP) — Jordan's King
Hussein is opening
talks with President
Reagan amid signals
that he may be allowed
to buy additional U.S.
weapons to keep him
from turning to the
Soviet Union for arms.
In advance of today's meeting with
Reagan at the White
House, however, U.S.
officials said .they did
not expect to draw
Hussein into the Camp
Davici process for Middle East peace.
The 45-year-old
monarch, who arrived
in Washington on Sunday, also is to see
Secretary of State
Alexander M. Haig
Jr., Defense Secretary
Caspar W. Weinberger
and members of Congress before flying to
Los Angeles on
Thursday.
U.S. officials, speaking anonymously
before Hussein's visit,
said he has expressed
recent interest in buying weapons from the
Soviets.
Jordan's military
has been largely supplied with American
arms for more than
two decades, and one

drinkers to say either likely to say they
cigarette or alcoholic drink.
beverage taxes should
And while people
be raised.
with children 17 or
One-fourth of the younger were less likesmokers said cigarette ly than otter
taxes should be raised, respondents to say
and half the drinkers they smoke, they were
said alcoholic,,,also more likely to SBy
beverage taxes should they drink.
As with all sample
be raised.
surveys, the results of
The poll said single AP-NBC News polls
and divorced people can vary from the opiwere more likely than nions of all Americans
married people t6 say because of chance
they smoke and drink. variations in the
Protestants were sample.
more likely than either
For a poll based on
Catholic or Jewish about 1,600 interviews,
respondents to say the results are subject
they are teetotalers; to an error margin of 3
and people with more percentage points
education and higher either way because of
Incomes were more chance variations.

Youths Fail To Register

James Tollerson
To Be Speaker
In Coldwater
James Tollerson of
Bristol Road Church of
Christ, Flint,. Mich.,
will be guest speaker
in a series of gospel
meetings at Coldwater
Church of Christ on
Friday, Saturday and
Sunday,Nov.6-8.
Tollerson, a native
of LaGrange, Ga., and
his wife, the former
Marilyn Karnes of

official said the United
States may be
receptive to a Jordanian request for more
US.weapons.
"We have an interest, obviously,
where Jordan would
purchase its arms,"
the official said.
"There could be problems with the
introduction of Soviet
weaponry in another
country in the Middle
James Tollerson
East."
Other officials Kevil, have four
speculated that Hus- children.
He resceived his
sein may be keeping
his options open in an A.A. in Bible from
attempt to exert Freed-Hardeman Colleverage on behalf of lege, B.A. in Bible
his own viewpoints on from Harding, M.A.
the future of the Mid- and M. Th. in Bible
from Harding
dle East.
Graduate
School of
Hussein has remain- Religion, and Th.D.
ed aloof from the from New Orleans
Camp David process.
Baptist Theological
He has expressed Seminary.
what one U.S. official
In addition to local
describes as "deep- preaching in Tenseated skepticism" nessee, Arkansas,
that the talks between Louisiana, North
Egypt, Israel and the Carolina, and
United States will pro- Michigan, he has
duce a just and accep- taught Bible and
table autonomy plan Counseling at Freedfor Palestinian Arabs Hardeman College
living in the Israeli oc- from 1979-1981. Tollercupied West Bank of son is experienced in
the Jordan River and Pre-Marital, Marital,
the Gaza Strip.
and Family Counsel-

DOG DAYS — The Professional Coonhunters Association National Championship Field Trail
and Sale was recently held in WA's Lind Between the Lakes LBI.) at Hilhnan Ferry Cain
pground. Four dogs competed in the championship cast and are from left; third place vrtnne.
Amos, with handler Phillip Berry of Mainesburg, Ohio; second place winner Stouts Mill Storm
with handler Cliff Helms of Greenville, Ohio; 1981 PCA National Champion Kentucky RI% er
Deamon, with handler Wayne Green of Peru,Indiana and fourth place winner Bear Creek Qucts,,
with handler Vernon Holt of Ft. Valley, Georgia. Two-time National Champion Dearnon is owre,i
by Russ BelLsr of Peru,Indiana.
TVA Photo by Lisa Dural

ing and has conducted
family workshops in
Tennessee and Kentucky.
The following areas
will be discusXed during the meeting at Coldwater:
Nov. 6-7 p.m. —
Problems racing Our
Families From
Without.
• Nov. 7-7 p.m. —
Problems Facing Our
Families From
Within.
Nov. 8-10 a.m. -What Young People
Should Know About
Marriage (Teen and
adult Bible Study
classes combined)
Nov. 8-11 a.m. —
God's Picture of the
Home.
Nov. 8-6 p.m.—
Ingredients of a Chris'ian Home.

WASHINGTON
(AP) — Almost one of
every four 18-year-olds
required to register for
the draft in 1981 has
failed to sign up, but
Selective Service
Director Thomas W
Turnage predicts compliance will improve.
"The year's not over
yet," he said Monday.
"There's no reason to
believe this year will
be any different than
previous years. We
anticipate compliance
will climb above 90
percent."
As of Sept. 1, according to Selective
Service System
records, 1,336,000 men
born in 1963 were supposed to have
registered for possible
military service, but
approximately 307,000
— or 23 percent — did
not.
That is the highest
number since Selec-

tive Service began
keeping detailed
records, surpassing
the approximately
225,000 who failed to
register in both 1973
and 1974 in the wake of
the Vietnam War.
'Ttunage said he was
"guardedly optimistic" that the 77
percent compliance
figure for the first
eight months of 1981
will improve by year's
end.
A recent Harris
Survey, he said, showed that 83 • percent of
the people polled
favored compulsory
draft registration.
*Selective Service
registration, halted
after the Vietnam
War, was reinstituted
by Congress at the urging of the Carter administration. ThE
draft, however, ha
not been resumed.
Both President

Reagan and Defense
Secretary Caspar W
Weinberger have voiced strong opposition to

reviving the draft ;Ind
have indicated rnisov
ings about peacct w
registration
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Refirenient Village Accommodates Active Residents.
By DAVID
LUTTRELL
TVA Wrtter
The whine of a fiddle
could be heard from
the apartment. Then,
the music stopped. A
moment later,77-yearold William Myers
stepped out onto the
terrace. •
"Won't let me play
inside," he said, pointing to his wife. "Says
It makes too much
noise." Alice Myers
just grinned.
The Myers are
residents of Lakeland
Wesley Village, a new
retirement community
sponsored by the
United Methodist
Church near Benton on
Kentucky Lake. Their
new home is Baing
cited as a national
model for future
retirement facilities.
It's part of a 96-unit
passive solar complex,
an energy demonstration project jointly
sponsored by TVA and
the U. S. Department
of Housing and Urban
Development.
The complex is a
series of four connec-

ting buildings employMany of the
ing trombe walls and residents moved to the
clerestory windows. complex because they
Four separate atriums were no longer able to
run the entire length. keep up their own
The atriums — or "ter- homes and yards. But
rattans," as Myers there is no lack of
calls them — are a volunteers to hell)
focal point of the pro- maintain the plants
ject. Used as a gather- in the atriums.
ing place for the
Tenant Mary Purresidents, the atriums dom loves plants so
contain vegetation much that she's made
that will thrive in the some additions to the
year-round solar en- atrium near her apartvironment. Two levels ment. "I like having
of apartments sur- neighbors close by.
round the atriums with You don't have to go
walkways connecting far to find folks to play
Scrabble with."
all levels.
Bob Werle, exMrs. Purdom and
ecutive director of the her neighbors are takproject, said it was ing care of more than
designed to ac- plants; they're taking
commodate the care of each other.
residents' need to re- Because it's easy to
main active. "For in- move about the
stance, the plants in buildings, the
the atriums will help residents are constantkeep the residents ly checking on one
busy," Werle, a another.
Nashville landscape
"If I got sick or hurt
architect, said. where I used to
"They're going to have live," one resident
to learn about the said, "it might take all
plants so that they can day for someone to
take care of them. It's find me. Here, if you
going to be their 4'.need 'help, you could
responsibility."
get it in seconds."

actory Discount Shoes
All New Shoes-Racked By Sizes

New Shipment-New Styles
Of Ladies Shoes

••••

Ladies Name Brands $895
Penny Loafers 115°°
Osage Joggers $1800

LADIES WESTERN BOOTS BY
ACME & DURANGO, DESIGNER
LABELS STARTING AT $27.95
Men's Dress & Casual Shoes
By Jarman, Wranglers, Freemen
and Many, Many More

$12-$14-$16

.
4

Just In Men's Freeman FreeFlex
Casuals & Leather $16.00
'Mena Osage Joggers $18.00
Leather TeAis Shoes $24.00
Acme Work Boots i$33.00
Acme &bingo Western Boots $33.95
Acme Dingo Boots $36.95
Lace Up 8" Work Boots (Ieether)$25.00
Lace Up Insulated $29.95
Mon-Set. 9-6 Sin. 1-6
16tli & Main 753-9419 Newsy

Werle said the place
runs on "people
energy" as much as
solar energy. In addition to keeping up the
plants, the residents
will operate a soon-tobe-completed general
store. They also show
visitors around,
answer the phone at
the reception desk,
and are organizing a
tenant association.
Even the visitors are
encouraged to pitch in
and can be seen working at the cortiplex on
weekends.
Some residents had
a hard time getting used to the new homes,
but once they
discovered how the

Stones
Perform
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Mick Jagger
was a blur of perpetual
motion as he pranced,
strutted and hopped
across the stage as
fans screamed their
approval.
The Rolling Stones
were in town and
Freedom Hall was
crammed to the
rafters Tuesday
evening.
The promoters had
sold 18,000 tickets at
$16 a throw, and some
of those tickets were
being resold outside
before the concert
betran, for the third
and fourth time, for
$50,$60 and $70. Two young men,who
said they were from
New York, claimed
they'd sold about 40
tickets for $50 or more
apiece. One went for
$80,they said.
There was a warmup band, the Neville
Brothers, and the
crowd loved them.
There was 90 minutes
of recorded music,and
the crowd loved that,
screaming again.
ft/Stewart, 17, Anchorage, said he
understood what was
going on.
"People really want
to get out their frustrations. They really want
to release everything.
So, as soon as
somebody else does it,
they do.It feels good."
There were a few of
the older set on hand,
like Bill Schuetze.35.

solar principles work.
ed, they quickly
became more comfortable.
The south-facing
clerestoriet allow the
winter sun iostrike the
interior trombe walls
and provide heat to the
atriu•ms. The
temperatures should
range between 50 and
65 degrees from
December through
March.
In summer, the
higher anble of the sun
minimizes the amount
of sunlight that enters
the 'atriums. As a
result, the warmest
temperature reached
this summer was 72
degrees.
Solar panels located
at the middle of the
complex provide much
of the hot water. About
70 percent of the complex's energy is obtained from the sun,
and the remaining
- energy needs are met
by 675 kilowatts of
electricity a day. The
average energy cost is
about $32 daily for the
96,000 square-feet
complex.
The complex itself is
more than 50 percent
occupied, and it looks
as though it will be full
by the end of the year.
Some of the
residents, like Tom
and Irene James, accidentally discovered
Lakeland Wesle-y
Village. "I was driving
by and thought I'd stop
and look it over," said
Tom James."I had n o
idea of moving here
than buying an
airplane." But after
learning they could
move in immediately,
the Jameses talked it
over and moved in
three days later.
Federal subsidies
allow residents of the

11

complex to pay no enough good things
more than 25 percent about living here. The
of their monthly in- people, the spaces,I'm
come for rent. The Just sorry I couldn't
rent is no more than work with the plants
$380 for residents today. I had to get my
whose income exceeds shopping done: When
the limit set by HUD.
the store is in, it'll be
That was another wonderful."
Bob Werle and the
reason the Jameses
decided to move in. United Methodist
Their rent is now Church had no idea
cheaper than utilities Lakeland 'Wesley
had been at the trailer Village would turn out
home where they used to be even more
to live. On their fixed "wonderful" than enincomes, they didn't visioned in the midknow if they'd be able 70s.
to make it in the trailer
After a meeting in
home this winter.
1978 with TVA DirecBeatrice Tate, a tor S. David Freeman
widow originally from about the proposed
Illinois, and her poolde complex, Werle was
Cricket have added left full of mixed emosome special touches tions. Freeman had
to their apartment. challenged Werle and
Outside her kitchen the church sponsors to
window, "Bea" has adopt a longer-range
her own rock garden perspective, and to,
complete with ceramic rethink their goals and
frogs. "I can't say commitments "to in-

elude energy efficiency as a high
priority in the design."
After discussing
their options, the
Methodist group decided to scrap the original
architectural drawings and specifications. During the next
year they worked with
their contractors and
TVA architects to
come up with an alternative design that
would "let the building
do it."
The result of this
reassessment is
Lakeland Wesley
Village as it is today —
a unique retirement
facility that is 50 percent more energyefficient than a comparable conventionally-designed
building.
And as most
residents agree, a
great place to live.

MAKING MUSIC—Alice Myers sometimes doesn't allow fiddle playing inside the apartment at Lakeland Wesley Village so her husband
William plays outside on the terrace of the model retirementfacility.
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NOW THRU NOV.21ST.
FOR ONLY THE
3RD TIME IN OUR 76 YEAR HISTORY!
GARDENING —Residents of Lakeland Wesley Village, model retirement community spoqsored in part by WA,tend plants which thrive year-round in an atrium Lathe complex.
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High-Speed Train Service
May Help Transportation

Kenton's Condition Worsens
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — House
Speaker William G.
Kenton's condition
worsened during the
night as his blood
pressure dropped and
his kidneys
deteriorated, his
surgeon said today.
Kenton's blood
pressure began dropping at about 5 a.m., requiring increased
medication, said Dr.
Edward P. Todd,
chairman of the
division of cardiovascular and
thoracic surgery at the
University of
Kentucky's Albert B.

Chandler Medical
Center.
— Appropriate
measures have been
taken to hopefully
reverse the situation,
but it is too early to tell
whether they will be
effective," Todd said.
He had said Tuesday
that he hoped there
was a possibility that
Kenton could be taken
off sedatives and lifesupporting medication
today.
Kenton, 40, had
showed "slow, steady
improvement" from
the removal of two
large blood clots in the
main artery of his

lungs, Todd said
Tuesday.
Ironically, Kenton
woe re-election to a
seventh term from the
75th District as he lay
unconscious in the
hospital's intensive
care unit. He was
unopposed in Tuesday's balloting and
had planned to seek a
record fourth straight
term as speaker
of the House of
Representatives.
But Kenton's
chances of returning to
the General Assembly
were uncertain, Todd
said Tuesday.
"I may not be able to

Jailer Indicted
On Felony Charges

1
p.

•••
4.

MORGANFIELD,
Ky.(AP) — A Union
County grand jury has
indicted Jailer
Frankie Hayes in connection with his alleged failure to pay excess fees to the county.
He already has been
convicted on a similar
charge.
The grand jury indicted Hayes on felony
theft charges. A state
audit,allegedly turned
up $4,567 in excess fees
due the county from
the jailer's office.
Jailers are paid a set
amount by the state —
or federal government
if the prisoner is being
held on a federal
charge — for each day
a prisoner is incarcerated. Those fees
are used by the jailer
for the operation of his
office, including
salaries and meals.
Any money collected
above the amount of
the expenses is required to be turned
over to the county. Hayes' 4 problems
began with an audit in
1980 which alleged that
the jailer owed $11,968
in 1979 excess fees to

the county. He was
Indicted in connection
with the missing funds
in September 1960.
A Union County jury
convicted Hayes of
misdemeanor theft
charges earlier this
year. Hayes is appealing that conviction to
the Kentucky Court of
Appeals.
Monday, the grand
jury heard testimony
from assistant state
auditor Randy Landwehr, of Princeton.
Landwehr alleged that
Hayes owes the county
an additional $4,567 in
1980 excess fees.
The official charge
against Hayes is theft
by failure to make
required disposition of
property of more than
$100 value, a Class D
felony.
A civil suit filed by
Union County Attorney
Ben B. Stockton seeks
repayment of the
$11,968. That suit has
been held up pending
the outcome of Hayes'
appeal.
Stockton said he
plans similar legal action to recover the
missing 1980 funds.

G.E. Cooking
School

Tues. Nov. 10th

7:00 P.M.
In store microwave specials all
day the 10th. Save hundreds of
dollars on G.E. Microwaves.

Murray Appliance

Hayes made a short
appearance in court
Monday, but Union
Circuit Judge Will
Tom Wathen did not
permit the jailer to
enter a plea because
he was not represented
by an attorney. He was
released on his own
recognizance. A date
for his arraignment
has not been set.
County officials
have made several attempts to recover the
money from Hayes.
The jailer even placed
his Morganfield house
up for sale' in an attempt to raise the
money but there were
no buyers.
According to
Thomas E. Simpson,
assistant Commonwealth's Attorney,
Hayes' problems are
not over yet.
Simpson said the
grand jury will be
presented evidence of
alleged sexual harrassment by Hayes of
female prisoners at
the jail.
Three unidentified
female prisoners at
the jail signed complaints against Hayes.
Following the complaints, Judge Wathen
ordered all female offenders in Union County held in the Henderson County jail until
January 1, when
Hayes leaves office.
"We are continuing
the investigation into
those charges," Simpson said. "We are not
yet ready to present it
to a grand jury."
Hayes sought reelection in the May
Democratic primary
election but was
defeated by Don
Berry. Berry was
unopposed in Tuesday's general election.

give you an answer to
that question for a
much longer period of
time," be said. "...Tbe
primary goal is to get
him off the medications needed to sustain
his blood pressure."
Todd said adrenalin
and similar drugs had
been administered
intravenously since
Kenton's surgery ended Monday night after
7kt hours.
Todd said several
times Tuesday he did
not want to sound overly optimistic or
pessimistic because no
long-range prognosis
would be possible until
Kenton's condition
improved.
"I've always wished
I had a crystal ball,"
Todd said. "The
potential for some
damage (to vital
organs) is there, but
we can't fully evaluate
his neurological status
until he's taken off
medications and
sedation.
"But, even at that
point, we will not be
able, to project
acciuitely" Kenton's
chances for recovery,
Todd said.
"He's still very

highly critical.
It's
certainly too early to
get the idea bell be
basking in the sun a
week from now."
A more immediate
concern, Todd said, is
the danger of infection
in Kenton's lungs as a
result of the surgery.
Todd also said he did
not know what caused
the finger-thick clot,
which was removed in
two 3'i-inch-long
strands. It developed
in Kenton's pelvic
area, passed through
his heart and settled in
the pulmonary artery.

WASHINGTON transportation system,
tAP) — A congres- a return of investment
sional panel says and growth to
America can gets its American cities and
transportation system towns, the conservaon track if it follows tion of energy and
other industrial na- reduction of our
tions and develops dependence on foreign
high-speed train ser- oil"
The Japan-United
vice in major populaRail Congress,
Stains
tion corridors.
lathe Introduction to comprised of 1$
a report issued Tues- members of the
day, the leaders of the Japanese •parliament
Joint Economic Com- and 15 members of the
mittee, Rep Henry U S Congress. was
Reuss, D-Wis , and formed recently to
Sen. Roger Jensen. R- push the idea of highIowa, said the trains speed service
could ''make a signifi- Leaders, including
cant contribution Rep. Adam Benjamin
toward the creation of Jr., D-Ind., and Sen.
a balanced national David Durenberger,
R-Minn., were to
testify before the Joint
Economic panel today.
The report said the
popular Japanese,
British and French
high-speed trains
federal judge to stop average more than 100
the Coast Guard from miles per hour on their
intercepting Florida- intercity runs and that
such other nations as
bound boats.
West Germany,
program
The
Switzerland,
Sweden,
violates a U.N. policy
and
Canada are
Italy
inof
against any act
terference or boarding following suit
By contrast, it said.
of a foreign merchant
ship on the high sea's," the United States put
the lawsuit says. The its transportation
Coast Guard said it priorities on
and
had no immediate automobiles
while
letting
airliners
comment.

rail service
deteriorate to the point
where the average
speed of U S
passenger trains
declined from 75 mph
In the mid-11114s to 40
mph now
The foreign trains
run in 'heavily
populated areas, and
the repnrt said similar
service could be practical in many U S
corridors
It hated candidates
as Atlanta-Nashville.
Atlanta-Savannah.
Boston-SpringfieldNew.Haven.
Cleveland-Col um busCincinnati.
Chicago-IndianapoluiCincinnati; ChicagoCleveland; ChicagoDetroit; Chicago-St
Louis; Chicago Milwaukee.
Also, Los AngelesLas Vegas; Los
Angeles-San Diego;
SanJoseSacramento - Ramo
: Miami-Jacksonville.
WashingtonRischmond.
New York Albany - Buffalo,
Philadelphia -Atlantic
City: Philadelphia-Harrlsburg:
Seattle-Portland; and
Houston-Dallas-Fort
Worth-San Antonio.

Reagan Policy
Violates UN Plan
MIAMI (AP) —
President Reagan's
policy of sending ships
to cruise the high seas
and turn back boats
suspected of carrying
illegal immigrants
violates United Nations policy, a lawsuit
contends.
The Haitian Refugee
Center's suit, filed
Tuesday, asks a
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Cuts in federal funding are threatening the vitality of
the region's ONLY public radio station — WKMS-FM:
Nonprofit and noncommercial, WKMS-FM needs
your tax-deductible contributions to MAKE PUBLIC
RAD* HAPPEN! Do it with a call.
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Senate Subcommittee Backs Legislation
To Strip Court Of School Busing Power
S.

SCHOLARSHIPS AT MURRAY STATE — Tom Jones, Alamo, Tenn.,
representing the senior chapter 201 from West Tennessee of the Society
of Manufacturing Engineers (SME), presents $300 scholarships to
Kathy Colson (top photo); an Aurora sophomore,and Johnny McNutt,a
Murray junior. Colson, daughter of Mr.and Mrs. Kell Colson, is majoring in drefting and design. McNutt,son of Mr.and Mrs.Brent McNutt,is
majoring in manufacturing engineering technology. Jones, a 1975 Murray State graduate,is chairman of the senior chapter 201 of SME.Each
year the chapter presents two scholarships to members of the MSU
SME chapter.

WASHINGTON
(AP) — In a new attack on the federal
judiciary, a Senate
subcommittee is endorsing legislation
that would strip
federal courts of the
authority to order busing to desegregate
public schools.
By a 4-1 vote Tuesday, the Senate
Judiciary subcommittee on the
Constitution sent the
proposal to the full
Judiciary committee,
which is likely to en-

dorse the proposal
within the next two
weeks.
Sen. Orrin Hatch, RUtah, the subcommittee chairman lid
author of the proposal,
said he hopes the
legislation will become
the focal point for busing opponents in
Congress.
Several efforts have
been mounted to
eliminate busing as a
device for carrying out
the intent of the
Supreme Court's 1954
Brown vs. Board of

Education ruling,
which held that socalled separate but
equal education was
unconstitutional.
Busing supporters
say that in many
jurisdictions, particularly large
metropolitan areas,
there are no other
remedies for achieving racially balanced
schools.
In some areas, such
as Charlotte, N.C.,
school officials are
among the strongest

SeveralIssues Defeated
In Tuesday Election

supporters of busing,
which they say has
drawn the cooperation
of both black and white
parents.
In other cities,
Boston for example,
there has been violent
resistance to federal
busing orders.
And opposition to
busing as a tool for
desegregation also has
come from some black
parents.
Hatch's bill would
establish a blanket
prohibition against all
busing orders in U.S.
District Courts. It also
provides that existing
desegregation rulings
could be challenged
and judges forced to
examine whether
means other than busing could be used to
achieve racial
balance. An even
tougher proposal advocated by Sen. John
East, R-N.C.,
chairman of another
Senate Judiciary subcommittee, would
dissolve all existing
busing orders and pro-

hibit some -other
methods of desegregating schools, including the reassignment of tenders and
the closing of inferior,
segregated schools.
Earlier this fall, the
Senate voted to approve an anti-busing
amendment tacked on
to an otherwise routine
Justice Department
authorization bill.
Sponsored by Sens.
Jesse Helms, R-N.C,
and Bennett Johnston,
B-Okla., the amendment would prohibit
Justice Department
busing suits and
federal court orders
requiring busing for
more than five miles
or 15 minutes from a
student's home.
But oppcnents of the
amendrifent have entangled it in threats of
a filibuster, and Hatch
hopes that a new approach approved
separately by the full
Judiciary Committee
will be debated by the
Senate before year's
end.

San Diego voters
Proposed tax breaks cent of the state's 2,329
for District of Colum- precincts reporting, were heavily favoring
bia private school the vote was 200,374, or a ballot measure callpupils, a $750 million 61 percent against the ing for the firing of any
highway bond in West bond, and 125,136, or 38 county employee who
went on strike. The
Virginia, and a gay percent,in favor.
And a Brown-backed vote in 846 of 2,084
rights measure in Palo
Alto, Calif., were measure that would precincts was 40,921,
among measures that have allowed state of- or 63 percent, in favor
went down to defeat in ficials, including the of the ballot issue, and
ballot contests across governor, to succeed 23,958, or 37 percept
themselves, was also opposed.
the country.
EP THAT GREAT GM
A tuition tax
But Jesse Johnson, defeated. With 84. perin
measure
credit
in,
vote
the
of
cent
82, a Texas farmer in
FEELING WITH GENUINE
danger of losing the 319,000 voted against Washington, D.C.,
GM PARTS
land he bought 40 Amendment 1, and which had been
years ago fared better 186,000 supported it. condemned by , naat the hands of voters. Brown had said during tional teacher unions
By a . 79 percent the campaign that the and other public
margin, Texans pass- vote was a referendum education interest
ed a constitutional' of sorts on his groups was over,
whelmingly defeated.
amendment that administration.
Final unofficial
A gay 'rights
nullifies a 140-year-old
defect on the title to his measurs in Palo Alto, results on Initiative
Calif. that would for- Seven .showed 73,829
land.
Ford 2 Ton Gram Truck
discrimination on votes against, or 89
bid
With 249 of the 254
ew
16 ft. bed and hoist. Dower steering
Omaha,
counties reporting the basis of "sexual percent, to 8,904 in
0
—!:!r °rid atr.53
"
miles $12,000.00.
or
favor,
percent.
11
loswas
orientation"
returns, and 238 of
The measure would
those complete,603,008 ing early toda9. With
Williams once hoped voted in favor of 10 of 39 precincts and have granted a tax
The organization ran
641 S.
break to parents with
radio ads against the the election would pro- Johnson, 163,107 absentee ballots children
753-2617
privatein
the
counted,
measure
Murray
against.
.•••
duce a majority on the
two.
41112113tAL mamas PARTS DIVISION
Also passing was a trailed by 1,491 to school,an idea favored
Litton and McCall Board of Supervisors
by President Reagan.
are Democrats. Green who would then name Washington state in- 2,251.
give
will
which
itiative
Board
a
Library
new
ran as an independent
and Anderson is a that would ban books the public a direct say
the fundamentalist in determining the
Republican.
In the remaining minister considers costs of that state's
nuclear power condistrict, where Super- "pornographic."
But all the can- struction program,the
visor Jimmy Smith did
not seek re-election, didates for the board most ambitious in the
independent Charles J. had assured the nation. A court
Rainero won over Friends of the Library challenge of the
Republican John L. organization,. which is measure was announcaligned in opposition to ed after the outcome.
Brewer Jr.
Sponsors insisted the
Hardly a word had Williams, that they
been said about the don't like the idea of measure was not antinuclear, citing instead
issue by the six can- banning books.
.ew.4114.1"" ,,,..„ ..._
.1111.-s
111,1441
,
11
need to bring
the
backMcCall
When
the
for
three
didates
runaway
construction
seats on the seven- ed the library,
Williams called for his costs under control. In
member board.
For more than a ouster. But Anderson the last few years, the
year, Williams has also backed the library pricetag for nuclear
campaigned against and refused to support plants under construction in the state have
the availability of cer- Williams'stand.
gone from $4.1 billion
and
Brewer
Both
tain books — particularly novels by Rainer° had told the to nearly $24 billion.
With 5,632 precincts
Sidney Sheldon and grbup they backed the
Harold Robbins — in Library Board in its out of 6,080 reporting,
the county library. He refusal to Williams' the initiative was
Off
ahead by 463,563 to
said they contained too urging.
And the same thing 327,493, nearly a 59-41
much specific descripLadies
when Litton percent margin.
happened
tion of sexual activity.
Meanwhile, two
and Green backed the
library. Williams then possible Democratic
called fr Litton's presidential hopefuls
— Gov. Jay
ouster.
Williams' only Rockefeller of West
•
steadfast supporter on Virginia, and Gov.
the Board of Super- James Y. Brown Jr. of
visors has been Ssper- Kentucky — were on
i
.
visor Bobby Sproles, the losing side of proUntil now, the who isn't up for positions in their
Il
Parent Locator Ser- re-election.
states.
vice was restricted by
A $750 million West
But Williams has
law to locating absent met with little su cess Virginia highway bond
fathers or mothers to since he approached strongly backed by
make them pay child Librarian Kathy Rockefeller was
(1
support.
Russell, asking to see soundly defeated.
a list of people who Voters apparently
Regan Heads
.1
checked out certain balked at the lavish
et
b000ks. She refused — spending proposal.
Delegation
I
With 2,324, or 99 perand still does.
,
WASHINGTON
(AP) — Treasury
Secretary Donald T.
Regan will head an
American delegation
in Peking during a
I
three-day meeting of
„op
the U.S.-China joint
.
„
141..
conunission
economic
the middle of this
fw
month.
'I
He also will hold
discussions on several
I.
tr
wide-ranging topics
If you feel like crying, _cry. If what you
s
s•-"`4%.with Chinese officials,
•PI, ,, ,
Igoe ior
soy causes someone in the family to cry,
bertf
Treasury officials said
are the greatest
right
all
that's
too.
Tears
APP.
in announcing the trip
- f"
ll
release for emotions'. And it is good to eni
Tuesday.
feelings
f
e4"nnintliatresso
edeat
IAndbeo gontlistentr.
Alexander M. Haig Jr.
•
and Agriculture
Me J. 14. Churchill Funeral Hcene is backed by 95 yews of.rehoble
Secretary John Block
family service Allow us to help you in your time of need
made separate trips to
China earlier this
year, but this will be
the Treasury
secretary's first visit
to the co`mmunist , 201 S. 3rd
753-2411
Tommy Woliter-Oweer
nation.
•••••••"
dpmeasormsztassab.

Board Candidate Loses
ABINGDON, Va.
(AP) — One of two
candidates for, the
Washington County
Board of Supervisors
opposed by a group advocating the removal
of certain books from
the county library was
defeated Tuesday.
Former Damascus
mayor Arthur Anderson defeated Supervisor James R. McCall
in one of ttree races for
open spots on the
board.
In another race,
Washington County
Supervisor James P.
Litton turned back an
early lead by
challenger Henry E.
Green Tuesday to retain his board seat.
Anderson and Green
had been targets of the
Rev. Tom Williams'
Citizens for Decency,
which advocates
removal of certain
bestselling novels
from the public library
as "pornography."
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Ruling Permits
State To Obtain
Personal Records
WASHINGTON
(AP) —States are permitted to obtain information from
federal tax, Social
Security and other
records to help solve
parental kidnappings
and child custody
cases under a new
federal regulation.
The new rule was
published Tuesday in
the Federal Register
by John A. Svahn,
director of the Office
of Child Support Enforcement and
commissioner of
Social Security.
It will allow states to
use the federal Parent
Locator Service in
parental kidnapping
and child custody
cases. Jim Brown, a
spokesman for the
federal agency, said
an estimated 50,000 to
1M11*--eaSes-_-2 -rat,
—4-1,
,.. are eilieCteit:
&State agencies using
•
the system can get
people's addresges
frnm records kept by
Social Security, the Internal 'Revenue Service, the Department
of Defense and other
agencies
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Miami Recruiting Violations
Draw Two-Year Probation
pear on regional ank.i careers. The two
pena It
Anti get on
national television and
vilth it that none of
pla)ers. who weren't
share in TV revenues.
identified by officials, thest allegations had
Besides forbidding
are appealing.
an)thing to do With
Mt President Edpost-season play- for any - kind of academe
the first year of probaward T. Foote said
unpropnety.
tion, which. runs from- school officials were
But we broke the
Nov. 2, 1981, through aotdied of the NCAA's
rules and now must
Nov. 1, 1983, Miami is actiai Oct. D. bat had
move forward with
restricted to only 20 15 days to decide
what must be
new scholarships fries
.
, whether to appeal the
characterised by any
the 1982-83 school year. penalties.
measure as one of the
-We concluded we
instead of the maxmost exciting football
imum 30
would accept . the finprograms in the
Miami chose not to dings and accept the
United States."
contest about half of imposed penalties.
Foote said the school
the alleged violations. These matters go back
wouldn't appeal
which involved such five years and at least. because officials felt
things as use of rental partof the thinking of chances of reversing
cars to drive_ recruits those of us involved in
the findings or
during visits to cam- making this decision
penalties would be
REGIONAL CHAMPS — Calloway County High's cross country teams recently recorded a double
p u s , improper was that it is time to "virtually nil." •
recruiting contacts, get on with it. It is time
win in the boys and girls regional championship meet.Saturday both squads travel to state competiCoach Howard
rnproper
to put this chapter of Schnellenberger, who
tion in Lexington.(Above) Representing the boys squad are (front row from left) Ernie O'Brian,
entertainment of university history took over the program
Herlie Chadwick,Mike Harlan, Mike Thorn,(back row from left)coach Jim Nix,Barry Knight,Mike
recruits and providing behind us." said 'In 1979, said he felt
Wicker,and Mike Garrison.(Below)The girls squad consists of(front row from left) Kristine Miller,
small loans to recruits Foote.
Patty Doyle, Bonnie Hutchens,(back row from left) Jeanne Rule, Stephanie Wuest, Stacy Taylor,
some relief from'
who ran out of money
-1 want to em- pressure that had been
Andrea Hudgins and coach Sue Outland.
during visits.
phasize that although
building since UM first
The NCAA also cited we have admitted
learned of the NCAA
one violation in which some violations and
investigation shortly
"a representative of decided to take our
after arriving.
the University's athletic interests loaned a student-athlete
cash ,
the
student-athlete used as
NASHVILLE, Tenn. a down payment on an
Ileo-foisa ilootroos lode
(.AP) — Eastern Ken- automobile."
Two players, found
tucky quarterback
As ;err Ilsoe
liN
cali
fe bo
poo
ftiv
. make tbol
ali
esas,Wiff'sLCINN
oty frob
Chris Isaac has been by the NCAA to.have
mast el yew sow ootglaboefeoot Our sboopeog woos.
- singled out as Ohio violated .regulations,
Comer dotty opportsoftioe. Sporsial &Mosher's. Ws
Valley Conference of- were ruled ineligible
iola
ads is sato yoo
t
t
sod ..p.p.
os
fensive player of the immediately, while 14
Ns a basket of gifts for yew
week for the second others will be ineligiI'll be lisloorog for pose sal.
ble for post-seasian
time this season.
11 eh, In e
Isaac, a senior from play for the remainder
lrwe King 492-8348
New Smyrna Beach, of their collegiate
Fla., engineered the
Colonels' 24-20 comefrom-behind win over
Murray State last
weekend. He ran for
one touchdown and hit
on 15 of 30 passes for
318 yards and another
score — a 61-yard
Your discount parts supermart
bomb to Steve Bird.
George Floyd, an
All-America defensive
Regular Season Ends
back for Eastern Kentucky, and Paul Gray,
a Western Kentucky
linebacker, have been
•
selected for OVC
1
defensive player of the
Soccer season is
16-team boys tourney.
week honors, while
Results from the
over for the MurrayThe MCCSA final week of regulafreshman quarterback
•
Calloway County SocRowdies, a boys 12-13 tion play in the MCCSA
Mike Hanlin, of
cer Association, but a
year-old team, will include:
Morehead State, has Foreign master
pair of teams will
also be on the road to
nabbed
the rookie of cylinder
Boys 30,11
travel to JefferBoone County for an 11 Sting 6, Paducah 0
the week designation
sontown and Boone
a.m. matchup with the Ravens 8, Paducah 0
for a second time.
County to compete in
St. Agnes team from Warriors 1,Paducah 0
Floyd, a senior from
the state open cup
Northern Kentucky.
Brooksville, Fla., had
Rowdies],Paducah 0
recreational crown
his best game of the
Boys 12,13
tourneys this weekend.
A dozen team from Rowdies6, Colts 3
year against Murray.
old Sting meet the Jef- across the state are
He logged 14 solo
*
Boys
14-18
Saturday at 1 p.m. fersontown Strikers in entered in this tournatackles, four assists,
MCCSA 1, Calvert City
the MCCSA 10-11 year- the first round of the ment.
forced a fumble and in0
tercepted two passes.
Floyd's first theft set
up an Eastern Ken•
tucky field goal and his
second came at the
EKU five-yard line on
goo.
PITTSBURGH (AP) became the sixth dif- anyone else deserves it happen to you. It was the next-to-last play of 1.99
39.95
No*.
— Pittsburgh Coach ferent team to hold the over us," he said.
very evident Saturday. the game to help Tune-up ktts
Preston* seater
Jackie Sherrill carries top spot in this topsyBut Sherrill is con- We were playing not to preserve the win.
ants.rust
Preston* 10 minute 141•11
the nation's No.1 rank- turvy year.
cerned about what he lose," Sherrill said
Gray, a sophomore
ing cautiously. He
The Panthers sur- calls "playing not to Tuesday.
from Gilbertsville,
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
knows it's mean- vived with a 29-24 win lose" in discussing
"The pressure's go- Ky., was instrumental
ingless unless the Pan- over Boston College why Pitt was so con- ing to be there. We in Western Kentucky's
thers finish on top at last week after a less- servative in its last have to handle the rally to defeat
the end of the season.
than-impressive 23-10 two games.
pressure if we're going Morehead State, 19-15.
"You want to be victory over Syracuse.
"When you play to to keep it rolling. Right
He was credited with
there at the end of the Nevertheless, Sherrill win, you're reckless now, the pressure is 12 solo stops, 11 assists
dance, not the beginn- figures Pitt is the best and you make things bothering us and we're and added four
ing of it," Sherrill said team in the land.
happen. When you not playing relaxed tackles-for-loss.
Tuesday after Pitt
"I don't think play not to lose, things football," he added.
Hanlin, from St.
Mary's, W. Va., is a
2/1.00 1.87
But the Pitt 'coach repeat selection for .69
14.99
CD•2 pas tr•stment
Super 01...op
rylon spray paint
Onliel auto clock
discounted any curse OVC rookie honors.
,
or jinx associated with
Agtinst Western
the top spot, even if K entucky last
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Public Ice Service
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touchdown.
Pat Hesselrode
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By FRED GOODALL
APSports Writer
CORAL GABLES,
Fla. (AP) — Miami.
cominj-a!its biggest
victory in 55 years of
football, suffered a
major setback Tuesday when the NCAA
placed the 13th-ranked
Hurricanes on probation for two years and
barred the team from
accepting a bowl bid
this season.
The NCAA found
Miami guilty of 66 of
107 recruiting violations that allegedly occurred between 1976
and 1980 while the Hurrricanes, 5-2 after a 1714 upset of then-No. 1
Penn State Saturday,
were struggling to
rebuild their program.
The Hurricanes will
still be allowed to ap-
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Peggy Shoemaker
3016
143 Dennison-Hunt
Mary Routt
.2958
140 Public Ice Service
Peoples Bank
Peggy Bebber
-2912
140
lffIbind. Game 1SC)
"Ea;Sawyer..
V:"TT '
- Bowling Standing,
Jeanette101ff
,.-199
• my.:
"
' ' INIagk Tri
Lots Smith
Bowling
High Ind.fferfnefliC)
Tuesday6
ate
Jane Parks
645
10-274/
Jeanette-Williams
642
Teem
.
. W
L
Kim Dodd '
634
Public Ice Service ..# - 4
High Ind.Series(SC)
Paradise Kennels..a
10
Pat Hessetrode
,542
Thumb=Turn.. 13
13
LAMM!'
524
'
Rohs Ina. Agency . 12% 13% Jeanette Williams
522
Bank of Murray . 20
II
hid:Game )HC)
Peoples Bank
19
17 " Jeanette Williams
219
Century Auto Sales 19
17
Jane Patics
239
Moose No. 1
17% *% Pat Hesselrode
235
Druthers
17
19
Debbie Griffin
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. G.E. Cooking
School

Tue. Nov. 10th

9.99

.99

Front flew rneti

OS Spout

6.99

•

3.99
'RAC comprosslon

14

P03% tOf

1.67
Ott-Jo undercoat
,
crr
0
,
0

Mbar floor mats

(^,!:

Open every Sunday

7:66
In store microwave specials all
'day, the 10th. Save hundreds of
dollars on G.E. Microwaves.

Murray Appliance

Id ...fro. foot good foe spgrollog ,d.s - aa eneeerm.d
Id.ro Illoodor

SOUTNSIOC
SHOPPING CIENTEP
*SUNRAY, KY

753.8971
712 LOCUST STREET
PARIS, TN

044-9588

Ar Alto
N Mac*
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Fingers Honored

• Fireman Earns
Cy Young Award
NEW YORK (AP) —
Rollie Fingers says
every pitcher who has
ever won the Cy Young
Award will tell you the
same thing, "that
everything went right
during the whole
year."
Fingers, cagey 13year veteran with a
handlebar mustache,
was voted the 1981 Cy
Young winner in the
American League by
the Baseball Writers
Association of
America, the BBWAA
announced Tuesday.
The Milwaukee
Brewers right-hander
said he was surprised
because he was a
reliever and "being a
relief pitcher, it
doesn't happen that
often. It makes winning even more
gratifying."
Sparky Lyle, then
with the New York
Yankees, was the only
other AL reliever to
win the award, in 1977.
Bruce Sutter of the
Chicago Cubs in 1979
and Mike Marshall of
the Los Angeles
Dodgers in 1974 won it
in the National
League.
"I feel this was my
best season ever. Very
few guys get a chance
to have a year like I.
had," Fingers said
when he learned of the
award after arriving

in Las Vegas, Nev.,for
a visit. "Every guy on
the ballclub played
great behind me,
that's one of the main
reasons I won.
"I gave up 10 runs
all year, and every one
of them was earned,"
he said. "The defense
didn't give up a run
when I was out there."
Fingers paid special
tribute to shortstop
Robin Yount and second baseman Jim
Gantner for "getting
me out of several
jams."
He also said he was
helped by the experience of catchers
Ted Simmons .and
Charlie Moore,
especially on "how to
pitch to hitters I didn't
know." .
Fingers, 35, won six
games and had 28
saves with a 1.04 earned run average in 47
appearances for
Milwaukee. He worked
78 innings, striking out
61 and walking only 13.
He finished well
ahead of Oakland's
Steve McCatty in
balloting by a special
panel that consisted of
two writers from each
of the BBWAA's 14
franchise cities.
Fingers received 22
of 28 first-place ballots
and finished with 126
points. He was the only
pitcher named on

World Missions
Conference

every ballot. McCatty
had the other six firstplace votes and finished with 8454 points.
Jack Morris of Detroit
was third with 21
points.
Milwaukee won the
second-half title in the
AL East but lost to the
New York Yankees in
five games in the
miniplayoffs.
"Awards at the end
of the season are fine,
but it's playoff wins
and the World Series
that really matter. We
were shooting for a
World Series and I
sure would have liked
to have gotten there,"
said Fingers, who
broke into the major
leagues with Oakland
in 1969.
Fingers was an
essential part of the
A's World Series victories in 1972, '73 and
'74. He was the Most
Valuable Players of
1974 Series against Los
Angeles, winning one
game. and saving two
with a 1.93 ERA.

OLD TIMERS — Two teams competed in the MSU
Homecoming Old Timers baseball game with the squads
divided into the White and Gray units.(Above Members of
the White team included (front row from left) Dick Stout,
Tommy Rushing, Andy Rice, Jim Reid, Glenn Peterson,
Richard Allegretti, John Yates, Mike Grieshaer,(standing
from left) Tommy Wells, Greg Cruse,Jack Perconte, David
Bradford,Jerry Anderson. John Erardi,Steve Seltzer,Steve

Tucker, David Porter, and John Beaton.(Below) The Grey
unit consisted of (front row from left) Johnny Williams,
Mark Higgins, Scott Durham, Clay Vangilder, Brown
Crouch, Bill Wagoner, Doran Purdue,Steve Gilliam,(standing from left) Steve Coulson, Bob Maiitooth, Greg Tooley,
Mark Miller, Rick Weisman, Russell Peach, Tony Threatt,
Mark Wezet, (not pictured) Mike Bono, Don Walker and
—Photos by Barry Johnson
Leon Wurth.

Fingers left the A's
in the first free agent
re-entry draft in 1976?
signed with San Diego
and worked four
seasons for the
Padres. San Diego
traded him to St. Louis
last December during
the winter baseball
. meetings; and St.
Louis sent him .to
Milwaukee two days
later.

Coldwater
Baptist
Church
Thursday, Nov. 5, 1:00 P.m.
R.G. Shelton
Friday, Nov. 6, 7:M p.m.
Jim C. Dillard
Saturday, Nov. 7, 7:M p.m.
H. Fay Hughes
Sunday, Nov. 8, 11:00 a.m.
Charles A. Hampton
Sunday, Nov. 8, 6:M p.m.
Daniel Lawrence Rorris
Public Invited To Attend

Lady Racer
Basketball
Exhibition
Scheduled
Murray State's Lady
Racer basketball team
will preview its' 198182 squad in an intersquad scrimmage
Saturday at Racer
Arena.
In conjunction with
the Kentuckianna Girl
Scout Basketball
Clinic, the Lady
Racers will perform
under game-like conditions beginning at 11
a.m.
The exhibition is
open to the public.
The Lady Racers
begin their regular
season Nov. 21 when
they-host Southern Illinois.

Corrales To Manage New Phillies?
Owners Say 60 Percent 'Yes' Possibility
PHILADELPHIA that Corrales would
(AP) — Pat Corrales, get the post.
Giles, the sole
the former Texas
Rangers' manager, operating head for the
was expected to be new owners, taljed
named today as with Corrales Tuesday
manager of the night to clear the way
for the announcement.
Philadelphia Phillies.
Giles and General
Unless something
unforeseen happened, Manager Paul Owens
Corrales appeared to settled some differences on selection
have a lock on the job.
Bill Giles, who put of coaches and came to
together a group which terms on salary and
bought the National length of contract.
The Phillies narrowLeague baseball team
last week for ;30.175 ed the field for the job
million, said there was to Corrales and Bobby
a 60 percent chance Wine, a coach with the
team the past 10 years.
Corrales, 40, managed Texas the final
game of the 1978
season and the following two years.
Corrales .originally
signed with the
organization
as a catcher out of a
Fresno, Calif., high
school in 1959. He was
in the Phillies' system'
through 1965, and then
played for the St. Louis
Cardinals, Cincinnati
Reds and San Diego
Padres.
Hew a sa
journeyman catcher,
usually a backup type.
At St. Louis, he was
the favorite catcher
for Bob Gibson, now in
the Hall of Fame.
Gibson requested Corrales because he liked

CHARGE ACCOUNT IN NOVEMBER
AND ENJOY EARLY CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
ON OUR DEFERRED PAYMENT PLAN

FIRST PAYMENT DUE FEBRUARY 1982!
That's right! shop now and charge up to your approved credit limit from
November 1, 1981 to November 30, 1981 and these purchases won't show up on
your bill until January 25, 1982. On this deferred amount you won't be charged a
finance charge or required to make any payments until your statement arrives at
the end of January, 1982.
On January 25, 1982 these purchases will be billed to you as a regular charge
and the balance will then be payable according to the existing terms on your
charge agreement.
You may use this method to purchase anything in our store (gift certificates included). So Hurry and do your Christias.Shopping Early while our selection is
new and fresh.

Inquiti M Our'Credit Office For Delails

WE
BUY
BUY
WE

the receiver's strong
arm.
Corrales' final year
as - a major league
player was in 1973. He
finished with Hawaii in
the Pacific Coast
League in 1974. In '75,
he managed Alexandria of the Texas
League, a San Diego
farm.
The next three years
he was a coach with
the Rangers. After being fired as manager
at Texas, he became
administrative
assistant to club
General Manager Eddie Robinson.
Wine, 43, has been
been asked to return
as a coach,and said he
would consider it after
talking with Corrales.
A major league
shortstop for 12 years,
Wine played with the
Phillies and the Montreal Expos.
The past two seasons
he was the No.1 aide to
Manager Dallas
Green, who resigned
last month to become
vice president and
general manager of
the Chicago Cubs.
Wine met with Giles
and Owens for several
hours Monday night,
and said he left with
the feeling Corrales'
was the team's choice.
"I'm not very op-

GOLD ...
DIAMONDS

The Honest Way.
ANT GOUT STAMPED
101 141 1111 771
AIMS.
NACU
UEDA
IT
w4
14TAL GOLD
*V.II.
Pay Yea

CASH
NOW!

We ore not "Fly-ByNighfers" only in town
Overnight to tote your
money: Wt've been trusted
in Paducah fer9 yn.

Sere pay* Sin le $21.11
D3A#1010$ fIllper paint for I /3 to I ct

7:iittNeryit

eseiv.4 - war
1N 'Witt meals 1 oral

Open Doily 10:00 a.m.to 6:00 p.m.

IT'S ALWAYS A SPECIAL DAY AT NATIONAL STORES
YOUR HOMETOWN DEPARTMENT STORE

Main Street, Murray, Kentucky

Mon.-Sat. 9:30 til 5

,11‘1411116
Oa $et Lamas C*.

timistic," said Wine.
He had believed he
was heir apparent to
the job when Green
left.
Green upset Wine by
recommending Corrales to the Phillies as
his successor.
There was a

possibility that Wine
could become a
manager elsewhere,
perhaps in Montreal if
Jim Fanning decided
to return to running
the farm system. Fanning replaced Dick
Williams, who was
fired, late in the 1981
season.

'Cooney Is Snipes,
Snipes Is Cooney,'
Says Boxer Holmes
PITTSBURGH (AP)
— A college kid
presented Larry
Holmes with anerange
University of Pittsburgh sweatshirt,
then promoter Don
King 'laid another
piece of apparel on the
heavyweight champion — a full-length
sable coat, priced at
00,000.
And so Holmes
marked his 32nd birthday, with the practical
sweatshirt, the flashy
coat and some other
gifts, including a hunting rifle...and with a
three-round sparring
session.
Holmes' 32nd year
promises to be a rich
one financially and
could be a rich one in
terms of recognition.
In March, he is
scheduled for a 810
million payday in
defense of the World
Boxing Council title
against top-ranked
Gerry Cooney.
•
The champion
acknowleges that his
training already is for
the Cooney fight, but it
also has a short-term.
goal. Friday night at
the Civic Arena,
Holmes will make his
delenset.amyl
Renaldo-SniPes, writ
'a decided underdog.
"I'll tell you Cooney
is Snipes, Snipes is
Cooriey," said Holmes,
explaining that his
boxing schedule is
busy to the point that
he trains more for
fights than he does for

the fighters, although
he admits there are
some opponents for
which he puts forth extra effort.
"Cooney wants my
title, but I know I got to
be ready or Snipes will
take my title."
On becoming 32,
Holmes, who began
fighting professionally
in 1973, said he feels he
has become mature
and more mellow.
And at 32, he feels he
is finally out from
under the shadow of
Muhammad All, who
dominated the sport
for so many years,
winning the title an unprecedented three
times, but failing in a
bid to win it again
when Holmes stopped
him last year.
"That was one
monkey off my back,"
Holmes said in his
suite, which was not
too warm considering
it belonged to a fighter
in training, but which
was certainly too
warm for a fur coat.
Then hesmiled, and
shrugged. "Now there
is another monkey
coming up — -CooneY
(unbeaten and growin in popularity).
After him iVll be
(unbeaten Michael)
Dokes and (unbeaten
.Greg)Page.
"You just can't win
in this game." •
Then he smiled
again, for at 32, Larry
Holmes has won all of
his fights and a lot of
fans.
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UNCLE JEFF'S HEALTH AND
BEAUTY AIDES
DEPARTMENT
Prices Good Tina Nov. 8th
Westc ox
Electric Alarm
Clock
features lighted
dial for nightime
legibility. Popular styling with convenient
drowse button repeat alarm. No. 22090

TherogronHigh Potency
Vitamin

Gillette Right
Guard AntiPerspirant
Scented or Powder
6 Oz. Aerosol Coo

Theragran
High Potency
Vitamin
Formuo!

Plaid Patterns,
Large Selection
Reg. $16.99

Formula With Minerals
100 Plus 30 Free

Sale

Sizes 47 Reg $11 99Sale $888

$598

t

Portable-fan
forced wide-angle
bright reflector automatic room temperature
/
4" wide, 6" depth.
control. 121
/
2" high, 181
$
1320 watts, No. 301125-01
Sale

I

FIRISTAN
MENTHOI. NASAL MIST

Relieves nasal congestion and head
1
2 oz.
colds., regular or mentol /

$1 29

Sale

Sizes8 14 Reg $1 399 Sal e$

Vick's
Vaporub
Vaporizing
Ointment
1.5 Oz. Jar

Corduroy Jeans
From Wrangler
ON SALE

Sizes 26 29 Reg

9
8it

Extra
Strength
Tylenol
Tablets
Extra pain relief without aspirin.
60Iablets
Sale $229

Pain Relieving
Ointment
1.25 oz. greastess

Formula

Mylanta
Antacid/
Anti Gas
100 Tablets
or 12 az. Liquid
Sole ToerChoice $1 69

Sole Your Choice$268

Chocolat* Conrail
Peanuts, 43
/
4 el. box
*Chelsea Chips English Toffee 41
/
2 box
*Chocolate Cowered Raisins 43
/
4 ex.
*Chocolate Peanut Cluster 4 at.
*Milk Chocolate Stars 4½ ex. box.

Girls and Boys

Buf Puf
Non-Medicated
Cleansing
Sponge
Cleans and refreshes skin
31
/
2"in diem., x !" tlikk

Regular, Extra Hold,
Unscented, Ultimate
Hold, Soft Hold
9 Oz. Aerosol Can

Sweet
'N Low
Granulated
Sugar
Substitute

Infants &
Toddlers
finest quality heat resistant glass, fits most d
popular coffeemokers • 10 cup. No. 1:94F10

By Gerber

•Silkience
Shampoo

Aim
Toothpaste

Regular or Extra Body
1501. Bottle

with • e
new mint or regular flavored
Foully Size - 6.4 Oz.

Sole $

79

Year Round
Footed

SLEEPER

Sale 79

S,1 5 99 Sole $1 288

Unlined, Denim

Ben
Gay

ii oz. Lotion or
3 Ox. Cream

1088- •

Reg. $4.89
$319
Sale

Reg. $5.99
$399.

Infant Kimoribs
ther
- 99
'
17Yeg $2

$ 1 99
Sole

I

Several Styles
and Colors To
Choose From

•
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Baby Powder Inhalation Harmful To
YORK (APi
Baby powder can
cause coughing spells,
vomiting or
pneumonia in children
who inhale it, says a
pediatrician
specializing in poison
control, and he is advising his patients not
to use it.
Dr. Howard Mofenson, director of the
poison control center
at the Nassau County
Medical Center near
New York City, said 92
•
•
•
•
•
-

cases of baby powder
inhalation were
reported to the center
in the first six months
of this year.
Mofenson, who is
also former head of the
accident prevention
committee of the
American Academy of
Pediatrics, had
counted 40 such cases
in the first six months
of 1980. A study showed that almost all of
the incidents occurred
when the infants were

having their diapers most of the victims
changed.
were under 2 years
Most of the babies old.
grabbed the container
-Most parents think
of powder and tipped It it reduces moisture,"
into their mouths,said Mofenson said in a
Mofenson.
telephone interview.
He is trying to draw "I don't know of any
attention to the pro- study that shows that.
blem, because he I think it's more of a
thinks incidents of tradition. I'm not sure
powder inhalation are it's essential for the
more frequent than baby's skin."
doctors have thought.
The largest maker of
Mofenson's study of baby powder is
the 40 cases reported Johnson & Johnson.
last year showed that The company says
•

thatiolPaby powder
would not have sold as
well as it has if it didn't
do some good,.
-This has been on
the market since the
turn of the century,
and people like it. If it
didn't work, I question
whether the consumer
would want it," said
company spokesman
James Murray.
The company says
baby powder attracts
moisture and prevents
friction between skin
•
•
•
•
•
•

surfaces that rub
together.
Murray said that 80
percent of the cases
described in Mofenson's study did not involve Johnson &
Johnson baby powder.
"There's an implication that there's
something hazardous
about this material,"
Murray said. "That's
not true. It's a question
of being careless about
letting a child play
with it."

Infats.NEW

Coughing and sneezing were the only
symptoms in 19 of the
40 cases studied by
Mofenson. Twelve of
the children had more
serious problems,
including difficulty
breathing and
vomiting. One child
developed pneumonia.

Sex May Reduce
Risk Of Coronary

WASHINGTON
(AP) — Elderly people
•
to
• 1.- usually can and should
AttC
•
4"
. -- ,..efias.
resume their sex lives
%.
uo
12 to 16 weeks after a
•
heart attack, and that
actually may cut the
•
Folgers
risk of another attack,
1 Lb. Can
•
the National Institute
Any Grind
on Aging says.
•
"The risk of death
during sexual inter•
"low °whew,Areas tow Prices"'
course is very low,"
We Intodly
the government in•
Nemo Owned & Operoted
Accept Feed Sloops
With $10.00 Or More Purchase
stitute
says in a new
Mew
Steve
Motors
7
•
soo.4
We Reserve Tito Right
Excluding Uaory & Tobacco
publication.
Ti Limit evattfities
-AO
Products Or Drinks On Special
The institute also
II
el Of
Ot
said stroke victims
se
Of
I.
I
ito
Prices Good 11-3 thru 11-9
should not fear
cr
'
3
adverse effects from
sex. "Stroke rarely
damages physical
aspects of sexual
function, and it is
Folgers Instant Save 30'
unlikely that sexual
exertion will cause
10 oz. treP
another stroke," it
advised.
======
The institute, part of
Nobsco Nilla Save 20'
the National Institutes
of Health in the
12 oz.
Department of Health
and Human Services,
Hyde Park Pinto Save 18'
issued a fact sheet on
"Sexuality in Later
Reg.or Wavey
Beans
2(1.79
Life" to dispel some
Twin Bag
myths and provide
Save 20'
some tips for senior
Save 60'
Kraft Marshmallow Save 20'
citizens.
59C
16 Oz.8 Bottle
"Although a doctor's
Carton With
Cream
lox.
advice is needed, sex
Bottles Of Deposit
usually can and should
be resumed an
average of 12 to 16
• weeks after a heart atFriskies Buffet Save 23'
tack, depending on
4111 i$1
Libby's Sauer Save 13'
physical conditioning," the institute said.
•
"An active sex life
Flov-altich
may in fact decrease
Libby's Fruit Save 43'
the
risk of a future
Light
Plochmon's Prepared
• attack."
The report said most
09
0% oz.3/$ o
older people "want —
and are able to lead —
Sealtest
an active, satisfying
Save 36' Y2 Gal.
sex life. With age,
Buttermilk
Y2 gal $1
rlust Rite Savo 30'
women do not or•

•

4itte,

Coffee
z$1 89

SUPER MARKET

4

.

oco Cola,
Tab or
S rite

Coffee

$299

Waffers

89`

?

Potato
Chips

39

c

9

Cat Food

31

00

Kraut

Cocktail

Milk

Mustard....

09

•

Ce.Beef

99

Stew

24 ox.

Libby's Tomato Save 106

Juice

Herfty 33 Gal. Save 30'

(

460..79c

Trash Bags

Flov-o-Rich
Cottoge Cheese 24 Oz.

lOct $

WIBeans

15 oz.79c

Bonme• Chunk

Dog Food

margarine
Blue Bonneft
•
•
2 Lb.

Vitamins

Tylenol

.}

SO Capsules Reg. $4.49

11 oz.79C

Pet Ritz Pumpkin

•- Yellow Ripe

Doz.

26 oz

$1 29

20 oz

139c

$

Chuck Roast
U.S.D.A. Choice
Boneless

U.S.D.A. Choice
Sirloin Tip

Arm Roast

Steak

$159

Frosty Acres Purple Hull

Peas

7

$269

U.S.D.A. Choice Fully Mature Beef Boneless

Frosty Acres Stew

Vegetables

Eggs

55

MEAT DEPT.

Mr. P. Combination

Custard Pie

$

utre Strength Save $ JO

FROZEN FOODS
Pizza

Grade A
Extra Large

Flintstones Childrens
60 Tablets Reg. 4.23 Save $1.6$

9
Save 196

nib.$379
ynn Grove

Mar
garine I
Yellow Quarters

$219
lb.

lb.

16.139`

PRODUCE

Bananas

31b.1
s
00

Fresh Crisp

Sliced Slob
11$1
lb. eerie sgArfter

Fields

J

r • -

Cabbage

09
lb.

5`
lb.69`
•

Pknkb

Bologna1 39

$1 49
lb.

William's Whole Hog

Red Tolley

Grapes

Field's Boneless

or.

New Greet:

Pork Sausage

•

•I-Cr"•

.

dinarily lose their
physical capacity for
orgasm, nor men their
capability for erection
and ejaculation.
"There is, however,
a gradual slowing of
response, especially in:
men," but even that
eventually may be
treatable or reversible, it said.
"A pattern of
regular sexual activity
(which may include
masturbation) helps to
preserve sexual ability," the institute said.
"When problems occur, they should not be
viewed as inevitable,
but rather as the result
of disease, disability,
drug reactions or
emotional upset — and
as requiring medical
.
care."
It said diabetes "is'
one of the few diseases
that can cause
impotence," but potency may be restored if
the diabetes is brought
under control.
It said prostatectomy, or removal of
the male prostate'
gland, "rarely affects
potency."
Excessive use of
alcohol "is probably
the most widespread
drug-related cause of
sexual problems," the
institute said."Tranquilizers, antidepressants and certain high blood'
pressure drugs can
cause impotence."
A doctor, however,
may be able to .
prescribe "a drug with
..
less sexual effect if he
or she realizes that
this is important to the
patient," the institute
said.

Law Gives Protection
For Unsolicited Goods

79

Libby's Chili Save 19`

$1.39

All of them recovered.
Eighty percent of
the children in Mofenson's study were bottle fed. He speculated that
the similar a ppearance of feeding,
bottles and some battOi.
powder containerg
might cause childred
to confuse the two. '•

"Kentucky law pro• tects both individuals
and businesses from
responsibility for unsolicited goods," says
Attorney General
Steven L. Beshear.
Unsolicited goods
• are any items that
have not been ordered
or requested by the
• recipient in any way.
Where individuals are
concerned, these items
are usually not too
costly. For businesses,
however, tke_prohlem
takes on much larger
• dimensions when there
is a shipment and billing for a large quantity,
• of merchandise which
was not ordered.
Unsolicited goods do
not, of course, include
items sent to members
of purchasing clubs
that operate under a
• "negative option" plan
— that is, when a
member has agreed to
purchase all items
delivered by the club
except those which are
• declined in advance by
notifying the club prior
to their delivery.
•
Also, merchandise
that is addressed to or
intended for another
person and which the
recipient received by
mistake does not fall
within the meaning of
• "unsolicited goods" in
the statute.
"Many of the unsolicited goods, received by individuals consumers are accompanied by rect.s for SkinfltiOng"
, •
..a111 BOstrear.-4Thi41dividual's response to
such requests is, 'of
course, a personal
matter, but he or she
should not feel any
legal responsibility to
make donations for
unrequested or
unordered merchandise."

;11

$J29

Sometimes, unsolicited goods are accompanied by what
looks like an invoice;
that is done in an attempt to increase the
individual's or company's sense of responsibility for payment.
Here again, one is not
required to pay for unsolicited goods, even if
"billed" for them,
Beshear says.
Individuals and
businesses can simply
refuse to accept the
merchandise when
delivered. This may be
done by marking
-return to sender" on
the package and returning it to the post office.
"One may simply
keep the items without
making payment',"
adds Beshear. "Since
they were not ordered
or requested, unsolicited goods may be
regarded as a gift and
disposed of in any
Manner by the recipient."
Questions concerning consumer related matters should be
directed to the Off
of the Attorney
General, Division of;
Consumer Protection, Frankfort, Ky.40601
-Hard Sauce
Golden Hard Sauce'
is one recipe you will"
went during the'
holidays since it goes"'
on steamed puddings '
or fruitcake. Cream ½'
cup ( I stick) butter ."
confer
strgar
light and fluffy. Add
one tablespoon hot* •
water, one egg yolk nd • a dash of salt, mixing •
well. Blend in one teas-..
poon vanilla and one--'
fourth teaspoon rum '
extract. Refrigerate '
until used. Yield: VA
cups.
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Elections Test Reactions
ASHINGTON

A DAY OF FISHING — Some residents ef the Wendell Foster Center recently visited Brandon
Spring Group Camp in TVA's Land Between The Lakes (LBL) and among their activities was
.fishing. lAnd Between The Lakes is a 170,000-acre public demonstration area.
TVA Photo By Lisa Duran

Group Opposes Proposal
HAWESVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — A strategy
meeting is expected to
be held today by opponents of an electric
generating plant proposed for Hancock
County.
The group will
discuss how best to
voice their displeasure
to a group of federal
officials who will hold
a public hearing
Thursday on the Kentucky Utilities
proposal.
An odd alliance has
formed against the
ppwer plant and opponents are expected
to fill the Hancock
County High School
gymnasium for the
7:30 p.m. hearing
Thursday.
The opposition includes environmentalists, local government officials and industrial leaders, many
of whom would normally support such a
project.
The Lexingtonbased utility wants to
build a 1,300-megawatt
coal-fired generating
facility on a 2,350-acre
tract located about
three miles east of

Hawesville in an area
'known as Skillman
Bottoms.
Environmentalists
have protested the
estimated 1.25 million
tons of solid waste
which the plant would
generate each year.
The strongest protests, however, have
come from local officials and industrial
concerns already
located around
Hawesville.
Willamette Industries, Inc., officials
have been particularly
critical of the plant.
Willamette manufactures fine white paper
at its Hawesville plant.
Those products
would be rendered
worthless, Willamette
officials claim, by coal
dust generated from
the large stockpiles
necessary to operate
the giant generators.
Hancock County
Judge-Executive Jim
Fallin has vowed to
keep KU out of his
county. The issue is
not industrial development, Fallin said,
noting the county has
Long aided prospective
industrial concerns.

Man Looking
To Move Beavers
NANAIMO, British
Columbia(AP) — Gordon Santics wants a
n ew home for
Canada's unofficial
national mascot, the
beaver — anywhere
but near him.
Santics said a
beaver family near his
Vancouver Island
home has chomped
down an apple tree, a
couple of rows of
raspberry canes and a
willow tree.
With recent heavy
rains and the buildup
of beaver dams, Santics says nearby Long
Lake has risen nearly
two feet.
He's even written an
advertisement to
publicize the problem:
."Beaver family
wishing to relocate.
Capable of raising
lakes by 24 inches in a
mere overnight job.
Loves apple trees,
weeping willow, most
ornamental trees and
raspberry canes.
Eliminates fall pruning and selective logging entirely. Interested countries or
out-of-province parties
please contact Gordon
Santics."
He claims the pro• blezn has worsened in
the past two years
heeause of residential

development around
the lake.
Stan Devereux of the
province's fish and
wildlife branch said he
is aware of a couple of
colonies of beavers in
the area.

The problem, Fallin
said, is that the KU
plant would prevent
any further development in the county,
noting that air quality
is already near federal
limits.
The county and
Willamette have joined together in a
lawsuit against KU
and the federal Environmental Protection Agency. The
lawsuit alleges that
KU's application was
processed improperly.
The case is pending in
federal court.
Residents are scorn:
ful of KU claims that
Hancock County's annual income would rise
by $1.3 million through
occupational taxes on
workers at the plant.
The electricity
generated would not
be available locally,
they claim, noting that
KU serves primarily
central Kentucky
customers.
The EPA and the
U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers will conduct
the hearing, the
141,

results of which are
expected to go into the
final environmental
impact statement for
the plant.

fAP - As the only
political game in town,
the odd-year elecUons
were, inevitably, billed as a test of voter
reeetion to President
Reagan and tus programs The test
flunked.
That doesn't
diminish the
Democrats' victory in
Virginia, where
Charles S. Robb was
elected governor after
a dozen years of
Republican rule.
In New Jersey, the
outcome hinged on
absentee votes after
returns from all the
state's precincts gave
Republican Thomas H.
Kean a miniscule
margin over Rep.
James J. Florio, the
Democrat who said he
wanted the voters to
send Reagan a
message of
disenchantment.

Astronomer Briefly
A Hometown Star
NORTH ADAMS,
Mass. (AP) — A 13y ea r-old amateur
astronomer who
thought he found
meteorite in his yard
briefly became a star
in his town, but then a
professional
astronomer had a look
at his find.
John A. Wood, a
geology professor studying meteorites at
the Smithsonian
Observatory, which is
affiliated with Harvard University, said
Tuesday the baseballsized object is
"nothing out of the
ordinary and seems to
be a piece of slag from
an industrial process."
Anthony J. Sarkis
Jr. had said be spotted
a red fireball'shooting
across the'sky Hallo-

HARRELL'S FARM 100* SUPPLY

ween night, and he
said when he looked in
the garden he found a
foot-wide crater containing the battered
rock.
Over the weekend,
n ewspaper
photographers, police
and even the mayor of
'North Adams visited
the yard to view the
inch-deep crater.

Those were the main
events m Tuesday's
scattered balloting,
and those were the
races in which Reagan
had campaigned
personally.
But a Republica&
defeat in Virginia —
where the pollsters
had pointed to Robb all
along — and the
closest gubernatorial
race in 100 years in
New Jersey could
hardly be read as a
repudiation of Reagan
or his economics.
Reagan had interceded in person and
in television commercials for Virginia
Republican J. Marshall Coleman. "Don't
let me down," he said
in Richmond. "It's no
good cleaning up
Washington if we don't
elect the right kind of
officials at the state
level."
Fteagan's man lost.
But the Democrat who
won is a conservative,
too. Robb, now the
lieutenant governor,
didn't run against
Reagan. He accused
Coleman of trying to
ride the president's
coattails. Robb said be
would side, with the
president when be
thought him right, opPose him otherwise.
Not that it makes
much difference.
Governors don't have
much say about what
presidents do anyway.
Robb complained

that the ttenublicana
tried unfairly to depict
him as a closet liberal
just because the late
President Lyndon B.
Johnson was his
father-in-law. The
mentor-elect is no
advocate of Great
Society aberabsm.
Virginia in too conservative for that
brand of politics, and
Robb knew ii So after
three conservative
Republican governors,
Virginia will have a
conservative
Democratic governor.
In New Jersey,
Florio campaigned
openly,and sometimes
stridently, to make
Reagan the issue He
said be wanted the
voters to send the
president a message
"perhaps 8J startling
r punch in the
mouth." He also said

Pie wanted a landslide
to emphasise the point
The election was
artythuug but a land
slide. only 2,992 votes
out of more than 2 IS
million cast separated
the candidates
As barometers or
bellwethers, the two
Kates that elect their
governors a year after
preasdertial elections
never have measured
or foretold much In
lel', Republicans
were elected governors of both states, and
then -President
Richard 01 Nixon said
Democrats had made
him the issue He
wouldn't have said
that If Democrats had
RM.

The elections showed: As Virginia and
New Jersey go, so gc.
Virginia and New
Jersey.

G.E. Cooking
School

Tues. Nov. 10th

7:00 P.M.
In store microwave specials all
day the 10th - Save hundreds of
dollars on GE Microwaves

Murray Appliance
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Instant Cash!
FISH DINNER
52cases of Pepsi!
'3.50
A Thousand Dollars!
NORTH ATLANTIC

We make our new Fish Dinner with premium filets.
dipped in fresh egg batter and cooked up moist and tender.
Served with fresh cole slaw and crispy French fries. Our new
North Atlantic Fish Dinner is a whole new reason to...

Take Another Look at Jerry's!

You've seen the Pepsi Challenge But did yOu know you
could win big in the Pepsi Challenge Cap Game'You
can win instant cash,like St one case,or even fifty two
cases of Pepsi' Just pee/ the captiners on starred
bottle caps, or pull the tabs on gold top cans 151
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Pepsi Light and Mountain Dew.
and see if you've won Collect any combination of
caps or tabs that spell -Pepsi over Coke" and win
$1,000.Taste that winning Pepsi taste as you rise to
the challenge of the Pepsi Challenge Cap Game

Senator
Challenged
CHARLESTON-.
W.Va..(AP) — Senate
Minority Leader
fibbed C. Byrd, who
ran unopposed in 1976
for his fourth term in
the Senate, is being
'Challenged by a
freshman
Republican.6faigresiman.
Cleve Benedict, a
wealthy farmer, announced Tuesday be
will try to unseat Byrd
.te become the first
Republican senator
from West Virginia in
more than two
decades.
Byrd declined to
conurcni.
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FRESH PRODUCE
FOR LESS
Osseo Spal

ORNIBERRIES
12 Or..14

69t

_
EGGS
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N

HARVEST
WHEATS

10 0,99'

F•tti Ly

POTATO
CHIPS
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20
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JUICE
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The New Big John Store

CPPr

Worley lack Cnniplote Buttermilk

PRICING POLICY
SHORTENING

..$19

Overall no supermarket will
have lower prices than the new
Big John Stores.
Help us check our competition, so we can be sure the
new Big John Stores prices are
as low or lower than any in the
area.
If you ever find any item (excluding weekend sale items) in
any other full line supermarket
prieed lower than Big John's,
please put a note in the Price
Policy box available in our store.
We will check the item and
adjust prices!
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Calloway

Voters Split On Amendments

County
Total
For Senator I

No. 1
No. 2
No.3
No.4
No.5
No.6
• No.7
No.8
No.9
No. 10
No. 11
Concord
• Faxon
Almo
Dexter
Jackson
Kirksey
Coldwater
Lynn Grove
1 Harris Grove
Hazel
Providence
Clayton's Creek
Calloway High
Absentees
Total

871
97
64
109
130
143
109,
149
91
159
118
177
128
188
46
69
80
72
68
199
139
100
75
138
21
2,716

r

For Sheriff

Absentees

Total

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API Kentucky voters have overwhelmingly rejected a proposed amendmentfavored by Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. which would
have permitted a governor,
other state elected officials and
sheriffs to succeed themselves.

from Democrat Jim "Pop"
Malone.
In the Lexington area, Scotty
Baesler defeated Bill Hoskins
in the nonpartisan mayor's
i
race despite the endorsement
of retiring Mayor James
Amato.
36
38
The legislative races barely
27
However, the second and the affected the general four-to-one
35 so-called ,"forgotten amend- majority Democratic domina60 ment" was winning by about tion of both chambers.
66 15,000 votes with 92 percent of
"The people didn't know
64 ballots counted unofficially,
about the issue and apparently
39
The succession amendtnent we didn't do an effective job,"
49 was losing by a 63 percent to 37 Brown commented on the
amendment vote." So we will
62 percent margin.
55'
Those were the only move on with our commitment
61 statewide issues, but there for economic development and
71 were thousands of local con- cutting waste in government.
63 tests and scores of legislative
"We got beat and we accept
22 races.
that," he told The Associated
36
At Louisville, former Mayor Press.
34 Harvey Sloane, a Democrat,
The second amendment
39 easily defeated newcomer would extend the Homestead
31 George Clark to become mayor Exemption to the disabled and
64 again.
give tax breaks for rehabiliW54
Incumbent Jefferson County tion of old houses in cities.
48 Judge Mitch McConnell, a
In the House, Louisville
39 Republican, barely beat back a minister Tom Riser won elec51 surprisingly strong challenge tion to replace his wife,
323
1,167

1
m

92
113
105
104
145
109
107
115
144
125
215
287
204

85
90
84
78
71
149
165
101
90
108
33
3,014

3
38
46
30
31
66
62
70
53
32
80
42
52
32
59
14
21
25
34
40
Si
59
44
21
67
25
1,094

Calloway
County Total

LOUISVILLE,- Ky. (AP) While most incumbent state
senators swept to victory in
Tuesday's election,two of them
emerged as winners only after
a struggle.
Sen. Nelson Allen, DBellefonte, was featured in the
day's closest race in a district
that Republicans had considered the likely location of a
GOP upset.
His challenger, Ashland Oil
economist Charles Borders,
won two of the 18th District's
four counties, posting victories
in Carter and Lewis.
But Allen pulled a 2,100-vote
edge in Greenup County - the
home of both men. He added
another 1,100-vote margin in
Mason County and ended the
balloting with a 14,381 to 12,570
victory.
The 49-year-old Allen, an
elementary school principal,
will return to Frankfort in

January far his third term.
A third term also is in the
future for Sen. Doug Moseley,
R-Columbia, who apparently
survived a strong challenge
from Democrat Anna Mae
Grider of Russell Springs.
After holding a slim lead
throughout'post of the evening,
Moseley moved ahead late in
the balloting process and held a
comfortable 14,368 to 12,878
edge With 80 percent of the
votes counted.
The only county outstanding
was Moseley's home territory
of Adair
:
A third race remained
undetermined early today.
Joe Lane Travis, a
Republican, and Democrat
Doug Isengerg, both of
Glasgow, sought to succeed
Sen. Walter Baker, who resigned earlier this year to take a
post with the U.S. Defense
Department.

GOP Loses Ground
In Kentucky House

'Succession
Amendment
No. 1
No. 2
No.3
No.4
No.5
No.6
No.7
No.8
No.9
No. 10
No. 11
Concord
Faxon
Almo
Dexter
Jackson. .
Kirksey
Coldwater
Lynn Grove
Harris Grove
Hazel
Providence
Clayton's Creek
Calloway High
Absentees
Total

o
58
60
35
50

as

96
115
84
107
144
156
145
139
104
181
135
158
175
185
62

77
64
70
66
73
57
87
94
73
21
33
as
28
85
36
80
49
59
69 162
72 149
40
101
41
84
60 136
27
30
1 426 2,958

Calloway
County
Total
.E
For Judge
No. 1
No.2
No.3
No.4
No.5
No.6
No.7
No.8
No.9
No. 10
No. 11
Concord

EgAor)
Alm? Dexter.
Jackson
Kirksey
Coldwater .
Lynn Grove
Harris Grove
Hazel
Providence
Clayton's Creek
Calloway High
Absentees
Total

Democratic Rep. Claudia
Republican. Representatives
Bob lieleringer, Ed Holloway
and Louie Guenthner, all of
Louisville, and Elmer Patrick
of Williamsburg also easily
won re-election.
Democratic incumbents winning re-election were Allene
Craddock, Elizabethtown;
Harry Moberly,Richmond;
Ray Brown, Sandy Hook; Clay
Crupper, Dry oRidge; Jerry
I.undergan, Lexington; and
Mae Street Kidd, Jim Yates,
Gerta Bend', Jerry Bronger,
Jim Dunn and Carl Nett of
Louisville.
One newcomer to the
Legislature will be Republican
Clarence Noland, Jr. of Irvine,
a railroad engineer who
defeated Libertarian candidate
David Gailey of Berea. Noland
will replace Republican Rep.
Lloyd McKinney, whom he
defeated in the May primary.
One of the biggest winners
was Mrs. Kidd, who overwhelmed_ Independent can-

Thompson said be didn't
didate Jerome Hayes in the 41st
District for her ilth term in the believe the rejection of the
amendment was repudiation of
House.
Mrs. Craddock, who will be Gov. Brown's performance but
serving her fourth term In the of the nisi**ofthelaele•
.Legislature, defeated
In the Senate, Jefiereon
Republican Ed Morgan, also of. County incumbents had little
Elizabethtown, after surviving trouble winning re-election.
Republican Jon W. Ackerson
a court challenge to her
primary victory because she apparently was returned for a
second term from .the -34th
served on a state boanl. •
In the succession amend- District, holding a 3,000-vote
ment's campaign, proponents edge over Democrat Ruth
heavily outspent opponents, but Groghegan with more than 37
percent of the vote;counted.
to no avail.
Ackerson's GOP colleague,
Larry Forgy of Louisville,
the Republican national corn- Eugene Stuart, similarly was
mitteman and one of the .theapparent winoSr thf 36th
leaders against the amend- District with a /,000-itiotelia.
ment, commented: "There's over Democrat Sherry
an old saying that when you Bauscher in the early going.
The county's third incumcommit the flag, you better
take the beach. By failing to bent, Democrat Danny Meyer
take the beach,Gov. Brown has was walking away from GOP
challenger Mark McCulloch,
been injured some."
And Phil Thompson, head of leading by more than 3,600
the state chamber of com- votes with 52 of 76 precincts
merce which also opposed the reporting. •
amendment, commented:
In two other districts,
"The defeat of the amendment Democrats apparently were
elected to replace Democrats
comes as no surprise to me."
who chose not to seek reelection this year.
The race to replace Sen. Tom
Easterly of Frankfort in the
20th District found Fred
Bradley with an almost 4,000
vote edge over Republican Dr.
ed the GOP's Jack Trevey win- Doyle Hagg with 27 percent of
ning re-election in the 12th the vote counted.
And in the 26th District,Louis
District, defeating Ora Main by
more than 12,000 votes and Peniston held a commanding,
Clyde Middleton defeating 5,000-vote lead over the GOP's
Democrat Jon Von Lehman by Glenn P. Swindler with 69 percent of the precincts reporting.
a 7,000-vote margin. •
Incumbents were similarly Peniston served eight terms as
successful in Jefferson Coun- a representative before losing
to John Berry in the 1973Senate
ty's districts. .
• Jon Ackerson was returned race.
The state's closest contest
to Frankfort for a second term,
posting a 20,622 to 11,989 win was found in the 18th District,
where Sen. Nelson Allen, a
over Ruth Groghegan.
Senate Minority Leader Bellefonte Democrat, sought
Eugene Stuart won easily over his third term against
Democrat Sherry Bauscher - Republican challenger Charles
receiving an edge of almost .Borders.
10,000 votes - and Democrat " With 63 percent of the votes
Danny Meyer handed Mark tabulated, Borders held a 300vote margin by virtue of his
McCulloch a 5,600-vote defeat.
Nine incumbent Democrats victories in Carter and Lewis
had no opposition in Tuesday's counties. No results were in,
election and were automatical- however, from Greenup Counly returned for an additional ty, considered pivotal in the
race because of its population
term.
and its status as the home of
They were:
Helen R. Garrett of Paducah, both men.
Allen carried the district's
2nd District; Kenneth Gibson of
Madisonville, 6th District; remaining county, Mason, by
Delbert S. Murphy,Owensboro, an 1,100 vote margin.
The second challenged in8th District; Joseph W.
Republican Doug
cumbent,
Prather, Vine Grove, 10th
District; Ed O'Daniel, Moseley of the 16th District,
posted an apparent victory
Springfield, 14th District;
Robert R.Martin, Richmond, over Democrat Anna Mae
22nd District; John A. "Eck" Grider of Russell Springs with
Rose, Winchester, 28th almost 80 percent of the returns
District; Dr. Ed Ford, Cyn- counted.The unofficial totals of
thiana,30th District, and Frank 14,368 to 12,878 did not include
Miller, Bowling Green, 32nd returns from Adair County,
Moseley's home.
District.

Two Senators Struggle To Victory

Calloway
County
Total
No. 1
No.2
No. 3
No. 4
No.5
No.6
No.7
No.8
No.9
No. 10
No. 11
Concord
Faxon
Almo
Dexter
Jackson
Kirksey
Coldwater
Lynn Grove
Harris Grove
Hazel
Providence
Clayton's Creek
Calloway High

No%.

cis
169 15
210 28
159 14
193 10
224 27
234 36
186 40
226 25
.183 11
7
/47 25
206 25
251 34
2411 23
604
72 23
123 11
122 19 •
126 18
117
9
-244 24
253 20
148 20
121 13
216 20
67
2
4613 534

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Although the Republican Party
had hopes of making inroads into the large Democratic majority in the state House of
Representatives, it actually
lost ground in Tuesday's
general election.
The results of the election
will apparently leave a 76-24
Democratic-Republican split in
both the 1982 and 1984 General
Assemblies. Going into the
election the Democrats held a
75-25 edge in the House.
Republicans apparently took
two seats from Democratic incumbents, but also lost three
seats.
Although final figures were
not in, Democratic Party headquarters officials conceded
that Rep. Steve Cawood, DPineville, had apparently lost.
Cawood,an attorney who was
voted the "outstanding
freshman representative" of
the 1980 General Assembly by
the Capitol Press Corps, trailed
assistant Bell County school
superintendent Pearl Ray
Lefevers by over w00 votes
with absentee ballots still to be
counted.
The unofficial count from
Bell and the one Harlan County
precinct in the district showed
Lefevers with 5,959 to 5,727 for
Cawood.
Republican Bill Lile defeated
four-term Democratic Rep. Archie Romines in the 27th
District of Jefferson County.
However, two veteran
Republican legislators in

Louisville - Bruce Blythe and
Dexter Wright - were defeated,
as was Republican Rep.
George Plummer of
Vanceburg.
Blythe, who had served 20
years in the House, fell to an
agressive campaign by -a-t=
torney Fred Cowan, a former
campaign aide to Harvey
Sloane, who won his second
term as Louisville mayor
Tuesday.
Wright, a former aide to
former U.S. Sen. Marlow Cook
who had served a total ot eight
terms in. the House, was
defeated by restaurant owner
Dan "Malano"Seum.
Democratic Carter County
Judge-Executive Gene Cline
used a large
large,, margin in his
home county
Plummer.
Ili Lexington, Democratic
Rep. Hank List retained his
seat in the 79th House District
by 'about 800 votes over
challenger Helen Kendall, a
member of the Fayette County
GOP central executive
committee.
Rep. Charles Holbrook, RAshland, survived a close call
against Ashland contractor
Paul Sammons to win his fifth
term in the House by 116 votes
in the 100th District.
After falling behind early,
House minority caucus chairman Rep. Herman Ratliff, RCampbellsvile, the only
member of the House
leadership facing an election
challenge, defeated Campbellsville real estate broker
Rufus Hansford by just over 800
First District
votes in the 51st District.
Newcomers elected to the
Amendment Vote House Tuesday included:
-Democrat Tom Riner, a
TP PR
Id District
Tim
No
Louisville minister who will
Ballard
13 13
334 1,648 replace his wife, Rep. Claudia
- Met
19 It
3X 1,411
15 13
677 1,162 Riser, who did not seek• reCaldwell
41 24 1,40 2.900 election, in t4 House from the
..cal‘way
7 7
31300
COW '
36th District.
CM**
3,671
biira..01,y Attorney
Faltia .
• "'Thomas Jones, "WIZ'
. &tea
. ted
Grassi "
N 1,776 • 402
• 35a 1,517 3310 Republican E414ie Long of HarHentlerson
Minima
281" I NIS rodsburg in the 55th District to 13 11
•••••• 0 1,30"3-41I
01 2.074 replace retiring veteran Rep.
• 10
Livingstaii ,
Lagoa 10 3,151 Aggie Sale.
II 90
•
I- 6 01 06 -Former Republican •
DM
McCracken
63 53 2,317 4,713
I
Ni
McLean
10 Secretary of State Ken Harper,
Yoruba
If If UK 2,101 who had served three terms in,
Mehltakerg
37 37 1•1 2,701
ON.
14 14 ,SN 1,133 the House in the 1960s, in the
Taid
142
673 63rd District replacing Rep.
17 17
Thg
03 1,02
11 U
Union
, 474 1,31 Louise DeFalaise, who did not
111
Webster
H 14
40 /AN seek re-election after being
ow Toll
476 el WES 0,277
appointed a U.S. Attorney.

They were separated by 747
votes with 87 percent of the
returns in, but no results were
available from heavily
Republican Monroe County.
In other non-incumbent
races, Democrats apparently
will replace Democrats who
chose not to seek re-election
-this year.
The 1st District race saw
Charles Gregory Higdon of
Fancy Farm chosen to replace,
Richard Weisenberger.
Higdon's unofficial margin of
victory was 1,63Q votes.
In the 4th District, Henry
Lackey won the right to succeed William Sullivan by
defeating the GOP's David Per
Due 14,245 to 3,632.
The race for John Berry's
seat in the 26th District had the
expected result.
Louis Peniston, an eightterm veteran of the House.
posted a convincing 6,800-vote
win over Republican Glenn
Swindler. Peniston lost to
Berry in his first bid for the
Senate in 1973.
And Tom Easterly will be
replaced by fellow Democrat
Fred Bradley in the 20th
District. Bradley's margin
over Dr. Doyle Hagg amounted
to more than 12,000 votes.
The remaining incumbents
on the ballot had little trouble
dispensing with their
opponents.
The unofficial returns show-

Take home
great Fischer tastes,
and pocket 35C.
STORE
COUPON

on a 1 lb. or 11/2 lb. size of
Fischer's Mellwood Bacon
cou pon ,s good for 40C off when yOU buy a one or one and a halt pound

Package of Fischer s Mellw000 Bacon NOTICE TO GROCER Fischer Packing Co
eelt redeem rres coupon for face value plus 7C handfing where the 'terms of thy
otter have been complied ic,th Any purchases of sufficient stock to cover redemp.
tton applicable Void if taxed prOcithled or otherwtse.restncted Of where presented
by an outside agency or broker Cash value 1 20th of IC Limit one coupon per
person one package o. bacon per coupon' Mail coupons to Fischer Packing Co
P0 Box 1199 -Clinton Iowa 57'34 Offer expires December 6. 1981

ML.T.1 I

STORE
COUPON

. SAVE 151 11

•

on one-pound package of
- your 4amr!!Qre!yle.iiierper's Elotognak

•
.
Thts-coupon is good for 15C oft when you buy anNne-pound package of Fischer's
bologna, NOTICE TO GROCER Fischer PaCking.Coiterill redeem Ihis coupcin for
lace value plus VC handling where the terms Of this offer have been compfied with
Any purchases of sufficient stock kvcover redemption applicable Void ,faxed,
prohibited Or ofbeenv.se resfncleo oc where prifaansa4 by an *Owe agents or
broker Cash value IblOth of 1c Limit owe coupon per person one package of
bologna per coupon Mail couponi to Fischer Packing Cb P 0 Box i299, .
ClirSton Iowa 52734 Ofler expires Decembrore. 1081
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LEDGER & TINES. 'dare& . *40%rtabrt 4. ISE

• 50% polyester/

50% cotton
• Sizes: S, M, L, XL

• 100% cotton shield
•_ Assorted colors
• Sizes: 5-8

Timex Rustic Scene
Wood Wall Clocks

• Regular, Ultra
Hold, Unscented, or
Ultra Hold
Unscented
• 8 oz.

UM

Prestone
Anti-Freeze

• Normal, Oily,
Dry or Fine
Limp
• 16 oz.

Vaseline
iNil \SM
(ARI

OurE'vmrydayLow Prieves Hkabliplrou Stay Alhiakevel!
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MSU Department
Has New Teachers
Lillian Rogers and
Kit Wesler are the two
new faces in the College of Humanistic
Studies at Murray
State University for
the 196142school year.
Both are in the Department of Sociology and
Anthropology.
Miss Rogers,
formerly of
Russellville, has been
a graduate student at
the University of CM-

gAmM M3E

Trust. He is a Ph.D.
candidate at the
University of North
Carolina at Chapel
Hill.
He earned the B.A.
degree at Washington
University in St. Lows
where he was Phi Beta
Kappa and the M.A.
degree at the University of North Carolina.
His hometown is
Millersville, Md.,
where his parents,
Capt. and Mrs. John E.
Wesler,live.

2 NOTICE

Save 25% On Fear
Neavy-Dety lifetime
Warranty Shocks Instilled. Where?
ECONOMY TIRE
& SERVICE
203 Mein St.
Murray, Ky.

Kit Wesler
tne project archaeologist for the
Maryland Historical

78 Model Down
12' by 55' For Sole.
Coll 753-0193
after 6:00 p.m.

I.

SPECIAL

A rich variety of homes
are available at:

Kit Wesler, staff archaeologist at Murray
State University, will
• participate in the annual meeting of the
Society for the History
of Discoveries at the
University of Georgia
in Athens Nov.6-8.
He has been invited
to serve as chairman
of a session entitled
"Spanish Settlement
and Exploration,"
which will include
papers by several
well-known archaeologists and
historical
geographers.
The Society for the
History of Discoveries
is a scholarly association with an internal
membership. Its
members are scholars
in several disciplines
who dedicate much of
their research to the
history of world elploration and the expansion of geographic
knowledge.
Wesler presented a
paper on early exploration in West
Africa at last year's
meeting in Columbus,
Ohio.
A new member of
the faculty this fall at
Murray State, Wesler
was appointed to
develop an archaeological services
program for West Kentucky.

Bible Coll
"Disceoropesesse
- 759-4444;
Childree's Story 759-4445.

16" 14 KT Serpentine
Chains Reg. $36.00
Now $12.95. 18" 14
Kt. Serpentine Chains
Reg. $40.00 Now
$16.95. Floating
Hearts 14 Kt. Reg.
$7.85 Now $3.85.
GOLD & SILVER
PAWN SHOP

Carter
Studio
300 Main

753-8298

Mothers Morning Out at
Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church Thurs.
912 a.m. $3.00 per child.
Cherry Corner five miles
south of Murray on 121.
753 5809.

Olympic Maze
753-7113
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. DMly, 1
p.m. Sunday.

Notice to parents and
grandparents now is the
time to order childrens
g.ifts. Give the gifts that
will keep on giving, not
out grown or .discarded,.
but gives pleasure to all
the family World Book
child craft, Cylco teacher
(the teaching machine)
or dictionaries. Medical
encyclopedias for aunts,
uncles, grandparents or
friends. Order_ now before
the price increase on Nov.
25thand have them in
time for Christmas.
Special Educators Price.
Call 753 5570 Mary
Hamilton.

Need Cash? We buy old
glassware. Phone 7533642.
Vinyl "Wallpaper Close
Out" Prepasted Values to
$13.99 single roll - 2000
rolls, $1.99 single roll
while it lasts Sherwin
Williams Co.

Provine
Wood
Working

•
•
•
•
•
•

Auction
Sale

The.. City of Murray Sanitation
Department will sel by sealed bid: One
1975 F-750 Ford Truck mounted with an
18 cubic yard Leach Compactor. Bids
must be in the City Clerk's Office by 1:30
p.m. Wednesday, November 18,1981.
The City of Murray reserves the right to
reject any or all bids. The vehicle may be
seen at the Sanitation Department, 201
Andrus Drive.

CONSIDER

Sales person advertising
industry average $300.00
per week full time. Action
Personne
.
.
l 753 6532.

You will not be collecting
premiums or servicing any
claims, you will not deliver
any policies, in short, you
will only be selling.
Many ex-debit agents
have become very successful with us. Their experience has proven very
valuable' and their income
has greatly increased.
We wilt TRAIN you both
in product knowledge and
the skill of salesmanship
with FIELD TRAINING. We
will give you financial help
while training. We advance
you six months cornrnision
each week along with one of
the finest 10 year commission contracts in 'the
business. Yes, that's right,
we will show you how
you're paid commissions for
10 years on soles you make
each week.

5, LOST & FOUND
REWARD - Small mostly beagle male with white
flea collar lost about two
miles east of Murray. 7591719 or 753-4641.

IF YOU WANT A GOOD
SALES POSITION DO IT
NOW! DON'T WAIT!
PLEASE CALL OR WRITE:

IT'S MY NEW WAY OF
SEWING
PANC4KE5----

a m.

URGENTLY NEED
DEPENDABLE PERSON who can work
without supervision for
Texas oil company in
Murray area. We train.
Write K. K. Dick, Pres.,
Southwestern Petroleum,
Box 789, Ft. Worth, Tx.
76101.

WW1 Keperlieg
11th & Broadway
Slits 412
MEd, Ky. 4311
MANAGER

eAtk

t 94'
MY DOG 550
CONCEITED

DON'T
BE SO
STUCK
Up

THAT MAN ISN'T SHAK I NG.)
BECAUSg HE'S)g

AFRAID

3

OF YOU

ENVELOPE C 0 M
PILERS NEEDED!! For
information mail selfaddressed stamped
envelope to: WALK E R'S,
604 N. Oak, Durand, Mt.
48429.
•
OIL CO. OFFERS excellent opportunity for
high income, security,
cash bonuses, benefits to

_G•rirrreerreennerrw-lere-..

orsev-re

DID YOU SEE , YEAH!
QUIET
THE SPECIAL THAT
OUT THERE!
ON TV LAST WAS A rM TRYING
NIGHT?
TO
\ RIOT!
CONCENTRATE
'Iv •
!!

IsPER

mature person in Murray
area. Regardless of ex
perience, write M.M.

z

- Read, American
Lubricants, Box 696,
Dayton, Ohio 45401.

I will babysit or stay with
elderly people. 4354233.

Assistant .manager for
ladies specialty store. Ex
perience in selling ladies
apparel helpful. Ggod
working conditions, excellent benefits, liberial
discount Apply Behr's,
Central Shopping Center.
Campbellsville, Ky.,
Tues. Nov. 3 and Wed.
Nov. 410:00-5:00.

Any leaves need raked or*
any other job that can be
done in the afternoon.
. Please call 753-9199.
Faternity Fund Raising.
Expert -typing at.
reasonable prices. No job
to large or to small
Business letters, themes,
term papers, etc. Phone
753-1651 before 5:00 7532477 after 5:00.

10. BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY

11•111.IT'5 GREAT! IT HA5 A
511-ENT ALARM!

THAT5 WHAT' 50 GREAT
ABOUT IT!

13 FOR SALE OR TRADE

Dental assistant
minimum high schoo
education, likes helpin
others and enjoys work
ing with your hands Sen
resume to P.O. Box
1040B.

Ws"
4461
4

r..„

SHIFT SUPERVISOR to work flexible schedule
including nights and Sun
days. Must have apparel
-sales plus supervising experience. Immediate
opening apply In person

htf_a4
Nort0Nr
,

wHo„,

AS IF 101/ DIDN'T
KNOW,TUROO„)01/
.HEARD

y

Wriv'T WASTE
TIME WITH
FOOLISH TALK.

NAt:XJ
CROOKED
JUDE,,
AN ABOmINATION!

.

aon.
Bel Air Centk Eti.E
Opening for one Chrysler
mechanic five days a
week. Company furnisht,s
e.c.rgais Life Ins., Pen
cm-r-reW-profit sharing,
uniforms, vacation andholiday. Highest pay. C1311
or see Chubby Walker at
Allen Rhodes Ford
Honda;Chrysler 937 Jet
ferson Paducah, Ky. 442
3541.

4

Will trade 1972 Grand
Prix and 1972 Kawassaki
450MX for Honda X R250,
X R500(or similar bike) in
good condition. Call 4742211 and ask for Joe.

26 TV RADIO
REPOSSESSED
25" COLOR TV
Under Warranty,
take up payments

Want to buy good
Chevrolet car body 60's or
70's. 489-2440 after 5 p.m

16 HOME PURNISHINGE

7_53-7573

Wood for sale $25.00 a
rick. Call 489-2101 or 4892231.
1973 Pinto good condition
also dinnette set,
showcase. Call 759-4620.
Melville Clark piano
beautiful wood finish
$800.00,94 in. velvet divan
green and gold $45.00,
boys size 18 three piece
suit $25.00. Call 753-6251.

Firewood for sale 753-3523
'&753028T..................

Want to buy standing
timber cash or percen
rage. J.L. McKnight 753
7528.

I

Firewood.
Order now and burn
seasoned wood this winter
436 2758.

Firewood $25.00 rick
delivered. Call after 5
p.m. 436-2744.

14 WANT TO BQ

TRY
BEFORE
YOU
BUY
So your chil
wants to tok
piano lessons
you hate to buy
piano before you
sure they will stick
with it. RENT IT
FIRST! Rent applies to purchase
MAY
-TOW •
_

Central heat air condition
3-ton Tappan outside unit
seven years old. Heats
1800 sq. ft. $395.00 7531818.

Washer, dryer and range
753-0886 after 5 p.m.

P. D. Q. FASPRINT'
CENTERS, the alternative to the franchise instant print, wishes to open
a Center in your area. If
You have an interest in
this billion dollar industry, and $4500.00 cash
to invest, call us today for
our no obligation
brochure, at 1-800-3250613.

22 MUSICAL

Snap on front end alignment machine. $1800.00 or
trade 436-2506.

Wood, Cut up slabs, $17.00
a rick. Call 753-8526.
Wood stove for sale 4365657.

Former Diamond Directs
started a more profitable
business. 965-5387 Call
now!!!

Want to lease burley
tobacco poundage Call
753 8156 or 753-6401

For handicapped of a
church, institution, or individual like new wheel
chair $75.00, 30,000 BTiU
gas radiant heater $30.00.
Call 753-8880.

13 ft. upright Kelvinator
freezer, 14 ft. john boat
with a 12 hp motor and
trailer 759-4910 after 4
p.m.

Will remove dead or unwanted trees and shrubs.
Call for free estimates'
before 2:30. 753-5484.

19 FARM EQUIPMEN

Kelley's Termit
& Pest Control

Restaurant Equipment
including icemaker, gas
stove with grill,
doubledoor refrigerator,
refrigerated salad or pie
case, etc. Phone 753-1651
before 5:00 753-2477 after
5:00.

Will cane seats and backs
of chair. 753-1289.

Couch and matching
chair also recliner in good
condition. Call 753-5379.

23 EXTERMINATING

14 ft. Alumicraft boat and
trailer 1980 model 211 hp.
Mariner motor, 8,000 lb.
electric wench with
bumper 753-3052.

,SITUATIONA441
.
T112

Boys-girls bedroom suit.
Bunkbed, new mattresses, three drawer
chest, four drawer chest
$150007531818.

Write Mr. Powers, Box
327, Carlyle, Illinois
61.

Lombard chain saws and
service. Stokes 'Tractor
Industrial Rd.

All size storage buildings,
carports, greenhouses,
garages. All size
buildings panels. Custom
Built 753-0984.

Vinyl couch that makes a
bed 753-7862 or 753-2557.

Wanted: Responsible
party to take overpiano.
Can be seen locally

24 MISCELLANEOUS

•

for auto parts store. We require high school education.
knowledge of auto parts
business, leadership and
positive attitude. Pleasing
personality and accustomed
to active contact with the
public, We offer excellent hi
,
inge genefits, rapid advancement, development
and training program.
The position is in Murray
with the fastest growing
auto parts stores in the mid
south. Call Tom Mays 901365-0100.

SPINET CONSOLE
PIANO.FOR SALE -

Mr. Fit 1•1a

8. STORAGE BUILDWIG

We ore now expanding our
sales force into the Murray
area. We need Management
Trainees & Salespeople to
apply for a soles position
from this area.
Many of our top salespeople
who came to us hod no interest in the insurance
business until they found
out that we're different
that most other companies
and here are some of the
reasons why.

In remembrance of my
dear son Earl Underhill.
Just one word I need to
say covers all the eight
years you've been passed
away. I miss you so and
never can forget that sad
day the car accident took
you away. Nov. 3rd, Sat.
evening 1973. A man
crossed an intersection on
41 Hwy. in Indiana when
he wasn't supposed to and
it took his life too. How
sad absent minds can be
but my love and prayers
still be that God has a
place for you to rest till
the day we all can meet
again.
Loving mother.

Very attractive opportunity with reliable
company. Looking for
husband and wife teams
or mature singles who are
seeking to supplement
present incomes. Call 7530352 between 9 and 11

WOULD YOU LIKE TO
SELL IN A 30 MI.
RADIUS OF YOUR
HOME?

Friday, Nov. 6, 1981,
•
a 6:30 p.m. at 415 S.
4th Street, Monty.:
I
Many different items. ••
•
753-5726
•
•
•▪ •■•••••••••••••11114

22 MUSICAL

Assistant manager for
ladies specialty store. Experience in selling ladies
apparel helpful. Good
working conditions, excellent benefits, liberal
discount. Apply Behr's,
Central Shopping Center.
Murray, Ky. Tues. Nov: 3
and Wed. Nov. 4 10:005:00. -

PRESICE
SALES
POSITION

•
•

4. IN MEMORY

Furniture refinishing
and Custom Cabinet
work. Free
Estimates For all your
wood working needs
call. 492-8864

6 HELP WANTED

trisnewa- yam•••••mna
•

WNIU 89.3 FM
radio with a
Special Sound.

NOTICE

READY FOR\
BREAKFAST?
WATCH

Custom frames for plc
lures and painting. Murray Leather Co. Dixieland
Center 759 9633.

Mb

6 HELP WANTED

Good sales peuple are snon
ed Not earn and mother or
yood garrets. den
engineers Youcon be
ot.tsionch
Parson
earn $10.000. $15,000. $20
or more o year VOW very torSt
year
You need to be
21 years or over
Ambrhousenergettc
sports
mrncled hove a HS or better
You wolf recetve 3 +reeks of
school re.per.ence pod
guaranteed thcarne to start
Hospnalrzahon. uscorne pater
"on program, pole sharing d
you cluollty We guarantee to
noon you m our successful soles
methods, ossKtn you o soles
area rader the dorechan and
gukionce of a quoldoed soles
dtrector Provode the opportum
ty for you to Odm:InCe ano
montsgernent as fast as your
Obiloty w,ii trarrelt Coil Gorty
Bodore• now for 0 personal m
tervrew 502-753.5986 Toes
day thru Thursday 10-a m .5
pm

X

To Attend
Meeting

cinriati where she is a
candidate for the
Ph.D. degree. Her
teaching experience
includes two years at
Union College at Barbourville.
The daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. David
Rogers of Russellville
Route 5, she holds the
rank of instructor. She
earned the B.A. and
M.A. degrees at
Western Kentucky
University.
Wesler, the staff archaeologist at Murray
State, was formerly

NOTICE

ondo.i
good conditi
for sole Call
753-3403.

r•

Kit Wesler

.Lillian Rogers

2

31E

CLAYTONS
753-7575
27. MOBILE
HOMES SALES
12x64 three bedroom 1 1/2
bath newly carpeted, partially furnished. $4500.00
Call after-5 p.m. 753-4469.
1971 Richardson Trailer
12x60 two bedroom furnished. Gas, central air
and heat. Excellent condition. Call 753-3142 and
after 5 p.m. call 753 8854.
12x60 mobile home two
bedrooms, bath, front kitchen, living room. Two
new air conditioners, new
carpet, extra closet
space. Call after 5 p.m.
759-1293.
1969 Monarch 10x42 new
living room furniture,
porch and carport
$2300.00. Call Michael 759
1775 before 5 p.m. after 5
p.m. 753-7701.

28 MOBILE
HOME RENTALS
Two bedrooms with central heat, new furniture
and carpet. Near univer
sity. Shady Oaks Mobile
Home Court 753-5209.
Mobile home, 12)00, tUrd, near university,.
:vwer,
• ni e
753 3895 after 5:00.
•

WALLIS DRUG
•PRESCRIPTK)NS •fltECH FIttilf DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEACNNG BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLLISTER OSTOMV pRODUCTS
I we Dolibrpfy nn Pfew nplurtt iii(ii, I smii•

•

I'44:11.. 11-13 THE 1111 ARAI kb..11.04434 & TINES.Seilervdal • itulicivelerr 3. MI

.Z16..M MT

34 HOUSES FOR RENT
28. MOBILE
aneemmer-aa-..
HOME RENTALS
Newly decorated two
bedroom house. 753-7162
- Two two bedroom trailers
or 753-2557.
- $140.00 and $170.00. Bran:. di's Trailer Court. Call
Three bedroom house
1411.
near alliege. Call in2414.
Two bedroom furnished
trailer. Water, Sewer
New brick lakefront,
anud garbage pickup furthree bedroom, two bath,
- nished. Located in city,
central heat and air on
,• Swimming pool, no pets,
main lake. Lovely view
deposit required. Call 753with patio, deck On three
3096 after 2 p.m.
sides. References,
deposit, lease. Strout
Two bedroom trailer 12 x
Realty 753-0186.
60 five miles north of Murray. Call 753-4661.
House for rent in country.
$100.00 a month, $50.00
deposit 753-9924.

30 BUSINESS

'Two houses near
university. $100.00
depoS7t, $108.00 per month
rent. Call 753-6114 after 6
p.m.

Nal
Warshaass
storage Spate
For Rest
753-4758

Two bedroom house
$125.00 month, electric or
wood heat eight miles
east of Murray. Call 4362582.

Suite of business office
Shackelford, Goode, and
Thurman 502 Maple 753541.

32. APTS. FOR

For Rent
A. 2 or 3 be house in
Lynn Grove
IL 3 gel, 2 both 641
Soil*,2 wiles
C. 2 BR cottage,
Waterfront, Pine Shoff
6140.
D. Geroge Apt. 2
wiles out stove end Mg.
furnished
E.2k 2 bath. Mobile
stove and Mg furnished.
F. 2 11i furnished
10x57 mobile.$120.

RENT

New loosing

NUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
1,1 3 bedroom nib from
$165.00 pm mc 11411flapped osit. Newly cow
stetted costal heat lad air,
caroefed, kitchen appliances.
Office Nam Non.-fri. 9:001200 Noon.
Northwood Dr.
blerray, Ky.
502.759-4984
foul Hanle Opportonity

7333411W

Nt
i.1 min
moliaarh114ymej
WAGE
anw

All electric efficiency
apartment furnished two
blocks from MSU. $125.00
per month, $125.00
deposit. Call 753-9829.
Efficiency 1 or 2 bedroom
Zimmerman Apts. S. 16th
'753-6609.
Small furnished apartment and a two bedroom
furnished apartment 100
S. 13th St.
Looking for an inexpensive apt. with low
utilities. Call 753-3949.
Two bedroom duplex
three mites from town on
priv4te road. Water furnished $175.00. Call 7538848 before 9 p.m.
One bedroom apartment
for rent. No children, no
pets. 753-3913.
Newly decorated one
bedroom apart -nent
$175.00 per month. Call
Spann Realty Associates
753-7724.
Two bedroom apartmen ,
for rent, range, ovep(
refrigerator, dishwasher,,
disposal, Washer and
dryer hookup, air, carpet.
No pets. One year lease.
and $225 deposit required.
$225 per month. Phone
-753-2622 or 753-3865.
Large one bedroom
apartment near hospital
furnished or unfurnished.
Adults only, no pets.
Lease and deposit required. Call 753-9208 after
4 p.m
Two bedroom apartment
at Embassy Apts. Call
753-3530.
Furnished apartmnt at
New Concord $80.00 per
month. Call 436-2427 after
5 p.m.

33 ROOMS FOR RENT
Room for rent one block from University 753-1812
or 753-6933.

34. HOUSES FOR RENT
Nice 3 BR brick home in
Country, unfurnished.
Utilities, garden spot.
Married couples.
Referances. Call 492-8594.
Three bedroom brick, one
bath, lakefront, heat
pump, fireplace, outside
storage, carport $250.00
per month, deposit. Strout
Realty 753-0186.
Five room house east of
Murray available immediately 489-2234 after
4:30.

Three bedroom furnished
or unfurnished, new furniture, newly redecorated on shady lot,
garden space. Outside the
city. 753-5209, 753-2876.
Two bedroom cottage, living room, kitchen, full
bath. Located at Paris
Landing on the Coast
Guard Road. $125.00 a
month plus utilities.
Deposit required. 502-4365353.

37. LIVESTOCK
-SUPPLIES
-21 head Holstein heifers
open, average weight 650
lbs. 901-782-3234.
38. PETS SUPPLIES
Registered six year old
male English setter. Call
753-5100 after 5 p.m.
Nine month old female
black great dane fully
obediance trained and
certified. Cropped ears,
good blood line, AKC
registered. Must sell due
to personal problem
$350.00. Will negotiate call
Sal 753-6527 or 753-9101.
Doberman puppies have
had shots S50.00759-4651.
AAA Dog Grooming 13
years experience. Call
Goldie Brown Lynn Grove
435-4579.
Six month old BlackGreat Dane, full
pedigree, cropped ears,
fully obedience trained.
Call Sal, 753-9101, 7536527.

40. PRODUCE

41 PUBLIC SALE
Two party yard sale at
Brandon's Cabinet Shop.
ve miles north on 641
turn left at Bucy's
Grocery third house on
right. Sat.8-??? Nov. 7th.
Gigantic Moving Sale corner hutch, coffee table, 90
watt stereo, old trunk,
metal detector, loads
more. S. 16th 12A Fox
Meadows Thurs. and Fri.
White Elephant Sale
given by S. C. E. C. at
Special Edu. Bldg. on 16th
St. Nov. 14th.
Three party garage sale
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Nov., 5,
6, 7 Sycamore and Ellis
Dr.

43. REAL ESTAT

Two bedroom house on N.
18th Street partially furnished. Call 753-5737.

•'511b

SUPER ASSUMP.
11011111 Yes. . you can'
There are alternative
resehods of betting ate!
selling property,
however, and in many
cases they ore more
beneficial to the buyer
and the seller than
traditional methods
These,. alternative
methods will become'
increasingly popular in
the next decode. As
overage home prices
and prime mortgage interest rotes increase,
the demand for alter•
native methods of buying and selling increase
correspondingly. Currently, more than 50%
of oil real estate transactions involve one or
more alternative finqncing methods. . . methods that ore
beneficial to both the
buyer and seller of property. . . methods
available to you.

LORETTIWORS, REALTORS
1200 Svp•

mu.rov

niuciny
' 42071

1502) /51:92

4tagault)

753-1222
6.1
COUNTRY
CHARM
Peaceful country
livn' goes with this
unique three
bedroom haine in
Graves County
between Murray &
Mayfield. Antique
log beamed ceilings in den and
dining area, wood
burning Fisher
Stove and central
heat and air. This
is an extremely
neat Cedar-sided
home in quiet,
private location.
Offered in the low
$50's. Phone 7531222 for all inforrnation
GOOD
NEIGHBORHOOD
AND
NEIGHBORS
Come see this
recently listed
/
2
three bedroom, 11
bath brick home
with living room,
dining room,family room,chain-link
fenced backyard,
large covered
wooden deck,
automatic garage
door opener, central gas heat and
Insulated to TVA
specifications to
help save on those
winter heat bills.
All this and offered
in the low $50's
through Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main

Turnips $5.00 bushel. 900
N. 12th 753-5561.

Six room house at 1107
Olive, Interior Rebuilt.
Want to rent to mature
adults. Two year lease,
references required.
Phone Mayfield 247-4869.

-

41 REAL Erlirt

VT
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PE
SAVE SAVE SAVE

T981 CoPri, ckior, Auto-mak, riower
steering, power brakes,.air sport wheels,
6 cylinder. $6,250.00

PARKIBe, FORD
701 Main, Murray, Ky..
753-5Z73

pain.*
Peolessiau; See% ices
%V WI The F need1 t Touch

GOOD
NEIGHBORHOO
205 Woodlawn,
very nice home,
full basement.
Electric heat, air
conditioner, close
to M.S.U., shopping, etc. On shady
lot. 2 B.R.'s up, 1
large bedroom,
utility, garage and
basement level.
Only $26,900.00.
PANORAMA
SHORES
year -round home,
wooded lot, 3 B.R.,
2 baths, 1 car
garage, spacious
.living-fining room,

sarnedndsviitnc,_
glassed wall 'for
lovely lakeview.
Electric wall heat,
central air, (baseMent level hag
bedroom, bath incomplete) large
deck; screened. A
bargan at
$36.500.00.

=6.1"...7.7r
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ALMO
HEIGHTS
2 bdrm, home,
hardwood floors,
new capreting,
remodeled kitchen
with appliances,
large utility room.
Big lot with trees
and a nice garden
spot. Economical
gas heat. $23,900.
NEW
QUALITY
HOME
In Canterburyenjoy the good live
in this lovely 3 b.r.,
b.v., 21
/
2 bath
home. Entry
foyer, large family
room with
fireplace. Central
electric heat
pump, lovely
carpeting. Double
arage, automatic
ner. In 80's.

NEAR
UNIVERSITY
Very attractive
brick home on
street near the
University. New
heat pump heating
and colling
system, fireplace
in den. Extremely
economical utility
bills, lovely tree
shaded lot. Offered
in the $40's, and
owner financing
available. Contact
Kopperud Realty,
711 Main Street.
FOR RENT
EXECUTIVE
HOME
Three bedroom, 2
bath almost new
home for rent.
Home is spotless
throughout, has
central heat and
air, attached 2-car
garage,and convenient location.
Available at $400 a
month. Phone 7531222. Kopperud
Realty in Murray.

n

BOYD-MAIORS.1
10.1. ESTATE
MAIO.
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WWII The Rieedie Teel*

BETTER
BUY!!
JUST REDUCED
Good locationclose to hshopping.
Remodeled 11
/
2
story brick home
with big comfortable rooms - 2
large bedrooms
down, 2 bedrooms
up. Located in
Hazel on a 75x140
lot, nice variety of
fruit trees and
garden area. Very
affordable at just
$28,900. Take
action-call today!!
Owner Will
Finance at 10
WAKE UP
WITH A
SMILE
In this beautiful
home in Canterbury. Graceful
styling and custom
quality can be seen
throughout this
lottely brick home.
Zell litf I

illy,

phin: 1 bedrooms,
den with fireplace,
formal living and
dining rooms, and
kitchen with cooking island, also has
economical heat
pump. Call today
for aan appoint-

43
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CRAMPED FOR SPACE
Your family will eni0v
this large 3 BR. 2 bath
brick ranch house with
large family room,family
dining room spacious eat
in kitchen and oversized
living roam. Also featur
ing fenced yard, garage
and attic storage you
have yard, yard and more
yard on this lir acre lot
conveniently located 2
miles from town. You get
a great deal here for a
small price Come and
see for yourself Call
Spann Realty Associates
753 7724.

Extraordinary
Cattle
Farm
Over 100 acres of lush
clover and fescue
pastures, 3 ponds, plus
automatic water trough,
2 wells and 3 excellent
barns, woven ware
fences all around plus
exterior fences. Farm is
in A-1 condition, limed
and fertilized regularly,
Spacious 3 BR brick
home with double
garage and lots of extras. Call Spann Realty
Associates for details.
753-7724.

I__10 311:.

48 AUTO SERVICES

Import Salvage toted
motors. transmissions.
drive shell Many other
used parts for small im
ports. Call 471 2225.

49 USED CARS
1900 Pontiac Phoenix 4
speed, 4-cylinder, 4 door,
excellent gas mileage
$320000 Call 759 1573 or
753 2248 after 6 p m
1979 Eldorado Cadillac
loaded low mileage Cali
753 6064 or 153 6555
1975 Ford LTD station
wagon Good condition
Excellent family car
Phone 753 1651 before 5.00
753 2477 after 5.00

40 acres '2 mile highway
frontage Route 1346 next
to Irvin Cobb esort.
$48,000, $8000 00 down
owner financing. Will-ac
rept boat or travel trailer
or trade in. Write Bill Ot
tesen Carbondale, Ill, or
calf 618-549-3002 after 5
p.m.

45 FARMS FOR SALE
40 acre farm, half mile from,
town on 94 East, six tenths of
a mile blacktopped. 13 acres
tendable, 17 timber. For more
information call Purdom 8.
`rhurrrian Peal Estate, 733'
4451; Susy Wells, 753 1585 or
Geneva Giles, 753-6557.
Secluded farm stead. 10
acres include marketable
timber, tobacco, base.
Tobacco barn to accommodate 3600 sticks, E
stall stock barns, sulpher.
springs and good well.
Large well. constructed
older farm house. Just
right to be remodeled into
a beautiful home. Large
foyer with open stair case
leading to bedroom on second floor. Two
fireplaces, pigs electric
heat. Large kitchen, MU
sun room. All this tor only
$55,000.00. Call Spann
Realty Assoc. for detail..
' 753-7724.
Exclusive farmiette with
woodland, pasture,
organic garden, large
stock barn with electrici
ty, work shop, garage
area. Clean two bedroom
brick home with large kit
chen, carpet, air, wood
stove, elec-tric heat
$25,000. Call evenings 759
1644.
46 HOMES FOR

SALE

House for sale or rent
Call 753-0412.
House with 1 or 5 acres in
county 753-9924.
Brick house two years
old, three bedroom, two
bath, formal dining raom,
large den, two car
garage, concrete drive
and large patio: . House
has many extras. Owner
will consider financing at
12 percent interest. See at
1909 Wiswell Rd. or call
753-0839 or 436 2935.
Home for safe by owner,
1505 Oak Dr., excellent
condition, immediate
possession.. Three
bedroom brick over 1400
sq. ft. Jiving area. Fully
carpeted. Phone Paducah
before 5:00 p.m. 554 4111
or after 5:00 p.m. 5547_590. ASk for Ken Adams.
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath
built-in appliances. Mus
Sell. s30,000. Call 419 2670

47 MOTORCY LES
1975 Kawasaki 500/400 00.,
Call afteri pin.759 9717

All your plumbing and air
conditioning needs Also
do carpentry, painting,
roofing and concrete All
work done to satisfaction
753 7211
Roy's Carpenter Shop
Custom cabinets. W000
working. furniture repair,
formi(a. replace wood in
old Cars Eight foot
starter kitchen 143S 00
Call 753 4124
MOBILE HOME
REPAIR Insulation
window and door, under
pinning, tie down.
cot:ewe-I, patio oral porch
Free estimates NO Joe
TO SMALL 753697)

GENERAL HOME
REPAIR
15 years ex
perience Carpentry, con
-1977 Pontiac Grand Prix
crete. plumbing. roofing,
Excellent condition. Call
sliding
NO JOB TO
436 5531 after 5:30p.m.
SMALL Free estimates
Days 474 2359. nights 474
1961 T bird $400 00 or
. 2276
trade 436 2506
1974 Pontiac LeMans
Sport 350 engine newly
overhauled transmission.
Call 436 2107 after 6 p.m
1976 T R 7 excellent condi
lion sharp 53,750 00 753
2615.

1970 Buick good
"=
_OTSrargrr
"."
mechanically $600 00 753
2813. Kentucky Lake view
level, wooded 1 2 acre lot
1964 Ford two door, hard
with lake access. Zoned
top, galaxy 500, all red,
for trailer water tap
low mileage, extra clean
available $2000.00. Selling
436 2427
due to re-location. Write
1969 Opel GT, automatic
Seven Oaks Farm 5739
Excellent condition
Precourt Rd. Plover, Wi
11,750 00 Call 35.4 6217
54467.
Lots for sale or acreage
753-9924,
• .
Two prime' building lots
for sale located between
Canterbury Ests and
Sherwood Forrest just off
Wiswel Rd. 200 ft of Iron
tage and over one acre
total area. Call 753 7259
after 6 p m.

SERVICESOFFEREDUSERVICESOFFERED

For
Sale
miles
per gallon, excellent
condition.

1974 Fiat, 35

1972 Grand Torino,
real sharp extra nice.
1979 Monte Carlo,
loaded with all extras.

753-7113
FOR
SALE
1972 Oldsmobile
Cutlass, new fires.

Gold IL
Silver
Pawn

Shot

Olympic to
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
753-7113

For
Sale
1979 Ford Torino, 2
-door, 6 cylinder, one
owner, local car

PURDOMS
OWsmobila
Pontioc
Cadillac
7515313
14041W Nem
Chevette Scooter 1979
stereo, AM FM tape deck,
local one oner car. Ex
cellent condition will
show in town Transferr
ing overseas 436 2131.
1978 Camero Z28 excellent
-condition 5550000 753
9500
1979 Datsun 280Z ex
cellent condition.
Automatic, air, 28,000
miles. $8,000.00. Call 3548826.
1979 Ford LTD wagon ex
cellent condition, new
radial tires, very clean in
side and out. Priced right
call 753 0123 days or 753
7699 nights
SOUSED TRUCKS
1964 one ton flat bed
Chevy truck Call 437
4319
GOVERNMENJ
SURPLUS CARS AVID
TRUCKS NOW
AVAILABLE through
government sales, under
S300. Call 1 714 5690211
for your directory on
how to purchase. Open 24
hours
1976 Ford pickup V 8,
automatic 51395.00 753
9710.
1973 international farm
truck 14 ft bat bea price
$2850 1111 Call 79 8061

51 CAMPER

--Fold4wienconopeePOra''nlltf'jgttsllt7ri
x.'
cIi;
' ""e::
Or trade 4,36 2506
•
cellent condition Call 753
7550.
Want to buy Used motor
home 21-foot or smaller
125-XL with fewer than
Call 753 0114
mi
150'X L
with fewer than 1500 ac
52. BOATS & MOTORS
tual miles See at Uncle
Jeff's Sporting Goods.
1973 16 ft. tri hull glasfron
1 9 7 5 350 Honda
boat 85 hp Mercury
cembination road and
motoi and trailer , 489
trill bike. Excellent .2440 after 5p.m.
conditioyi. Call 4372744

•

Appliance Service Give
us a call we repairem all
Dryers. washers,
refrigerators, stoves and
freezers. 759 1322.
Pence sales at Sears new
Call Sears 753 2310 for
free estimate for your
needs
Johnson's Electric. CUD
mercial and residential
wiring, gas installed and
repairing 753 7203.
Carpet Cleaning Clean
odor free carpet, last
• longer and smells better
free estimates call
'Jeff's Carpet Cleaning
753 9826 E xperienced orig.
reliable.

Sammy T sthreil painting
contractor E
eci
interior and e•tegKoe Dam
hng Free estimates Call
753 Ior /S)(my

of
CEusish
gt
i
m
eleix
ingi
el se
lin
aina
.sC
lyriPesn
(
e-9
live, padding, toe
weights. etc Cali. 167 mil
or 753 4102
Dill Electric answer set
vice calls on plumbing
and electric
S3 9 I04
after 5•00 435 4231

Roy's Carpenter Shoo
Custom cabinets wood
working, furniture repair
formica replace wood al
old cars If its wood wor k
.ngcatl 753 4124
80 GMC Van conversion
Fully customized with
refrigerator. sink, stereo.
couch (converts into
bed), rally wheels
custom paint and cap
tains chair, 13,000 miles
Reply to 753 5014
ALCOA ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl siding
and trim Aluminum trim
for brick houses. Jack
Glover 753 1173
Alexander Septic Tank
Cleaning. Vacuum clean
ed from your cfrivetrav
Industrial, residential, or
commercial. 74 hour ser
vice Call 753 5933

P & D Lawrl Service Mow
mg, small tree and heOge
trimming
F
Estimates 436 7991.

K" I. K Stump Removal
Do you need stumps
removed from your yard.
or land' cleared ot
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24- below
the ground, leaving only
sawdust and chips Call
for free estimate. Bob
temp 4334343 or hob
Remo. Jr 435 43)9

Guttering by Sears. Sear!
continuous gutters install
ed per your specifica
tions. Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate

Automobile mechanic
Will do work on automatic
and all gasoline 'opined
trucks. All work done
guaranteed. Call 437 4546

Vacuum cleaners Kirby,
Electrolux, Filter Queen,
Rainbow with all at
tachments, all good as
new $129.00, Call Paris
901-642 7473.

MOBILE HOME
ANCHORS underpinning,
-roars sealed, patio awnings, and house type roofs
for mobile homes. 753
1873. Jack Glover.
Need work on your tr#es?
Topping, pruning, shop
ing, complete removal
and more. Call BOVER'S
TREE SERVICE,for pro
fessional tree care. 753.
8536.

Insulation fitown in by
Sears. Save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Coll Sears 753-2310 for
free estimate.
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears For free estimates
call 753 2310
AAA CUSTOM MADE
CABINETS, bookcases,
music centers, etc
Reasonable 4364566
J&H General Contractor
roofing, painting, hauling
and etc. 15 years ex
perience. Phone night or
day 474 8008 or 474 8092.
Professional
paperhanging, painting,
farm buildings, top, sides..
Commercial or
residential. Call Tremon
Farris. 759 1987.
Concrete and WOO(s aridbnick. Basements,
driveways, sidewalks and
storm cellars. 20 years
experience and, free
estimates. 753 5476
BARTER, CARPENTER
10 years experience will
repair or build anything,
Work for cash or barter.
Call 489 2892, local.
Concrete and blocks and
brick. Basements, drive
ways, sidewalks and
storm cellars 20 years
experience' and free
estimates. 753 5476.

Aluminum Service Co •
sad vinyl
siding. custom trim
work. Reference! Co
Will Ed Bailey, 753-

SEASONED FIREWOOD
Mixed hardwoods 18" 74'
available 527.50 a rick
delivered Cat) lone
Bove* at 753 8536
Will inspect and clean
chimneys 498 8958
We shampoo carpets
guaranteed references,
reasonable 759 9633

WELL
DRILUNG
We *KNOX* in

Remit rust Mastic
Wells. Mita water
lines oad water
supply systems.
ROISTER
MCALMN
WELL DRILUNG
901-364-3476
APPLI4NCE SERVICE
KENMORE.
WHIRLPOOL
WESTINGHOUSE
20
years experience, Bobby
Hopper. Bob's Appliance
Service 203 S 5th St 753
4872 or 753 8886
For your lime hauling and
lime spreading white
rock, gravel, sand, coal
hauling call 753 4545 or
see- R-o-dger Hudson
located 10 miles east on
Hwy.94.
CARPET CLEANING
Free estimates Satisfied
references
Vibra Vac
steam or quick dryclean
ing. LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING,753 5827.
Professional office and
building maintenance
daily or weekly Lee's
Carpet Cleaning 753 5827
Boy's Carpenter Shop
Custom cabinets, wood
working, furniru-re repair,
fortnica, replace wood in
old cars_ If its wood work
ing call 753 4174.

aluminem

o68,9

Custom combining and
bush hogging. Phone
David Madding 345-2867

Shim* •
'for00000 All work
gooro•t•o1
Teo
lollastoo. GI 759-11
ar 753-65 .

Will sharpen hand saws,
chain saws and skill saws
Call 753 4656.
F-loor Sanding
finishing 354 6177

&

56 FREE COLUMN
Three free puppies and
one mother dog adorable
to good borne Call after 4
p.m.753 30/0
Mixed breed puppies Cali
753 0535 after 5 p.m

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
225 L P. Malar St.(Slaw from Coosioviotilvose.1

Specializing in Senior Citizens
liar cats si.ee Open Hours
Mon:, Toes., Thurs., Fri., Sot. 8-12 753-3685
For Appointment

•
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International Harvester To Close Plants
CHICAGO (AP) —
In an attempt to cut inventories in the midst
of slack demand, International Harvester
Ca says it will temporarily shut down 16
of its U.S. manufactur-

ing pltnts next month,
including one in
Louisville, Ky., and
three in Canada.
Announcing the decision Tuesday, IH officials said shutdown
is scheduled to last

Dinner Scheduled

PLAY CONTINUES — The innocent,. blind victim, played by Carol
Julian, calls her husband during the Community Theatre's production
of "Wait Until Dark." Two ex-convicts, played by Larry Denham (left)
and David Fisher(right), wait in the background
PhuteBy Hal Rice

Play Will Continue
The heroin is in the
doll. Who has the doll
and where is it? One
man is after the doll
and will stop at
nothing to get it. But
will he? You must
"Yait Until Dark" to
find the answer.
The Community
Theatre's production
of "Wait ,Until Dark"
opened Thursday night
at the "Playhouse in
the Park" in the
Murray-Calloway
County Park.
The play will also be
shown at 8 p.m. Nov..5
through 7.
"Wait Until Dark" is
a spine-tingling adventure of a cold-blooded
killer stalking an innocent, blind victim.
The story takes
place in a small New
York apartment. Two
ex-cons, played by
Larry Denham and
David Fisher, are
hired by the killer,
played by Mark Jarman,to find the doll.
The suspect the doll
is in the home of Sam
Hendrix, played by
James Hart and his
blind wife, played by
Carol Julian. Other
characters in the play
are a girl, played by
Melanie Julian, who
lives in the same
apartment building as
the Hendricks' and a
policeman, played by
Ricky Lovett.
The actOrs were full

of energy throughout
the play. Carol Julian
is convincing as a
blind woman and is
complimented by the
excellent acting of Jarman.
The Old Freight
Depot and the realistic
set design by David S.
S. Davis also add to the
chilling atmosphere of
the play.
Margaret Treyathan, Murray, said
of the opening
night's performance,
"It was a chilling performance worthy of
any Halloween. For all
.those people who can't
conjure up anything
else, I would have to
recommend highly
coming to see a real
dark and eerie performance."
Nathan Middleton,
Murray, the principal
character in the recent
Murray State University opera workshop
production of "The
Mikado," said "I loved it, especially Mark
Jarman's portrayal of
the psychotic mind."
Tickets are still
available for the remaining performances. Tickets
are $3.50 for adults and
$2 for children,
students and senior
citizens.
For tickets and further information call
the Community
Theatre Ticketline at

(502) 759-1752. Tickets
are also available at
the box office the night
of the performance,
but reservations are
recommended.

One Vote
Decides
Election

"Woodchopper's
Ball," "Caledonia,"
and "Wild Apple
Honey," as well as
featuring arrangements such as
Chick Corea's
"Spain,"Stevle
Wonder's "Don't You
Worry About A
Thing," and Carole
King's"Jazzman."

Woody Herman
Tunes by well-known
jazz and .pop' artists
such as.,,Chuc.k•
Mangione, Billy
Cobham, Stanley
Clarke, Frank Zappe,
It-

sloilielelPintlitee-

Dan will also be a
part of the evening's
musical fare.
Hyleen and His
Heed itrOe recently
been featured on the
."Mike Douglas Show,"
"Tonight Show,"
ly

"amiable socializing,
a talk from the director, James I. Schempp
who will give some
background and insight about the play
and its author, Preston
Jones; followed, of
course, by a delightful
dinner."
According to
Schempp, the play is a
frank and mature
comedy about a group
of men who greet the
ending of some traditions with rough
humor. "It's a good
play," Schempp said,
"but the audience
member should be
forewarned that the
language is a little
blunt at times."
Reservations are required for both the
Firstnighter's Dinner
and the play. Reservations may be made by
calling either the
University Theatre office at .762-4421, or the
Johnson Theatre Box
Office at 767-6797.

ISMAY, -Mont.(AP)
— Ray Shipman won
the mayoral dlection
by a solid percentage,
but if one voter had
switched at the last
minute, it would have
cost him the election.
This eastern Montana community, the
smallest incorporated
town in the state, has
17 registered voters,
according to Custer
County election administrator Lillian
Wohlgaunat. Five
turned out to cast
ballots Tuesday.
Shipman won with
three votes, while
Berdette Askin ran second with two.
But in the race for a
four-year term for
town alderman, Askin
came out on top with
three votes, while
Shipman and Keith
Ruggi had one each.
However, Ruggs
didn't go home disappointed. He won a twoyear alderman's term
with four votes, while
Sam Shoemaker got
the other one.

MSU Professor
Plans Art Exhibit
Two works by Johnnie Mizell, assistant
professor of art at
Murray State University will be on exhibit
through Nov. 29 at the
Oklahoma Art Center
in Oklahoma City as
part of the Art Annual
Two national show of
painting and
sculpture.
The show was injuried by Ida Kohl
Meyer, a New Orleans
artist, and by Harry S.
Parker III, director of
the Dallas Museum of
Fine Arts.
Mizell, who joined
the faculty at Murray
State this fall, is
heading the sculpture
program for 1981-82
and supervises the
foundry and sculpture
studios.
His works have been
widely exhibited

throughout the
Southeast and in select
shows across the
United States. Mizell
recently had work
selected for the Young
Americans: Metal Exhibition at the
American Craft
Museum in New York.
Mizell, who earned
the M.F.A. degree at
East Carolina University in Greenville, N.
C., has also worked
and studied abroad as
a Peace Corps trainee
in Kabul, Afghanistan,
and in Rome where he
studied Italian
Renaissance architecture, stone carving
and bronze casting.
He also served as a
Vista volunteer art
teacher on a Blackfoot
Indian Reservation in
Browning,Mont.

We've trimmed 250 off the price
of,TAB..Delicious real cola taste
wiffiiskinny calorie per 16
ounces.It's the beautiful drink for
beautiful people.
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Bottling Company

OFFER EXPIRES: Nov. 30, 1981 (ONLY ONE COUPON PEIIIIIII
REQUIRED PURCHASE(. NOTE TO DEALER: For each coupon 1
you accept as your authorized agent, we will pay you the
face value of this coupon, plus 7` handrmg charges, provided you and your customers have complied
With the terms of this offer. Any
other application constitutes
fraud. Invoices showing Your pur- I.
•
IBM soffit:vat stock to COW
must be shown upon re- I
quest. Void where prohibited, taxad or restricted. Your customer
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FAT CHANCE.

ON YOUR NUT PURCHASE
• OF TAB IN THE 2-UTER
EtttetruiVSisPuisno BOTTif ORTAE
(Permanents
6-PACK OF 16 OUNCE
Removal of Nair
PLASTI-SHIELD BOTil Fq
Cal
OFFER G000 ONLY IN AREA

753-8856

seise in the United
States.
The plants to be
foetid technic those
bested In Chicago,
Melrose
Praiddin Park, Libertyville, Rock Island,
East Moline, and
Canton,Ill.

FIND AN
OFFER
MORE
BEAUTIFUL
THAN THIS?
•

"Merve Griffin
Show," "Tomorrow
Show" and six PBS
specials.
Herman, who has
been playing professional for more _than
half a century, has
toured with His Herd
around the'world. He
and his band made
their debut in 1936 and
have been bringing enjoyment to music
lovers ever since..
Tickets for the single
performance are $4 for
adults and $3 for
students. Groups of 20
or more may purcha0e
tickets for only $2
each.
Tickets are on sale
in advance in Murray
at the Department of
Music Office at Murray State, the University Center and
Chuck's Musit Center
and at Keynote Music
in both Paducah and
Princeton. If tickets
are not sold out in advance, they will be on
sale at the ddor, beginning at6:30 p.m. •

For Infotatation
Rogerding

the firm's major U.S.
maj:isets:
III spokesman Bill
Greenhill said the
suspension of operations will affect all of
the firm's manufacturing pints except one
In Canada and two that
are part of sub-

C.

Herman, Herd To Appear
In Concert At University
Woody Herman, the
legendary clarinetist
and big band leader
whose music has been
a part of six decades,
and His Herd will appear in concert at Murray State University
on Tuesday evening,
Nov. 10.
Their performance,
whichw will include
jazz that spans the
years from some of the
golden oldies to bold
contemporary sounds.
will begin at 8 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium. It
is sponsored by the
Department of Music
at Murray State.
Herman's latest edition of the Thundering
Herd consists of 16
young musicians — all
of them at least 30
years younger than
this 68 years and some
of them even 40 years
younger.
Since Herman's big
revival among young
listeners iii the 1970s,
His Herds have been
made up of young,
•
very competent,
conservatory-trainicl
• musicians.- Their
youth, talent and
• eagerness to learn fit
▪ wajk. with .their
leader's, absolute
refusal ever to be oldfashioned — and the
result it music that Is
timeless.
Herman and His
Herd will play some of
his classic hits such as.

Mark Malinauskas,
director of theatre at
Murray State University, has announced a
Firstnighter's Dinner
-will be at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 12, in
the Old Recital Hall of
the Fine Arts Center.
This Firstnighter's
Dinner will precede
the production of
Preston Jones' play,
"The Last Meeting of
the Knights of the
White Magnolia"
which VII open at 8
that evening in the
Robert E. Johnson
Theatre, adjacent to
the recital hall.
The Firstnighter's
Dinner will be catered
by Dakota Feed and
Grain. The cost for a
meal will be $6.50. Admission to the play is
additional. The menu
will consist of roast
beef, vegetables and a
choice of dessert.
According to
Malinauskas, the
event will consist of

three weeks, from
Dec. 14 to Jan. 4, but
could last longer if the
company decides inventories must be
reduced further.
The shutdown will
affect 20,000 workers,
primarily in the
midwestern United
States and Canada,
Harvester said.
Donald D. Lennox,
executive vice president in charge of Ill's
manufacturing group,
said the shutdown was
prompted by a light
demand for farm
equipment and heavy
machinery, and by
high interest rates,
which increase the
cost of maintaining
inventories.
For most plants, Ill
said, the shutdown
would be eight days
longer than the firm's
normal seven-day
December closing.
"The decision is be- ing made at this time
to allow the customary
six-week period
necessary to notify
suppliers and adjust
the flow of parts and
materials to the
plants," Lennox said.
III said the current
product inventories
are adequate to meet
anticipated customer
requirements for all of
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